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WELCOME

A warm welcome to the symposium!

This 11th instalment of this symposium series follows on the highly successful event that was held in Verona 
during 2016. The global COVID-19 pandemic has led to a one-year postponement to the original date of the 
event, with the hope that by October 2021, we would be able to come together for a physical meeting in 
Stellenbosch, South Africa. The ongoing pandemic has unfortunately necessitated us to resort to an Online 
format, and now we will “make history” in convening the first fully online ISGPB symposium series.

We are grateful that the international grapevine community showed their interest and support to the 
symposium by registering, submitting Abstracts and making their time available to participate in the 
symposium. The theme of the symposium is “grapevines in interaction with their environments” and based 
on the Abstracts submitted, there is currently a very strong focus placed on the disruptive potential of climate 
change, specifically in terms of water constraints. It is clear that this aspect is under scientific “attack” from 
a range of angles. It is also obvious that the previously emerging theme of precision viticulture is growing 
rapidly with a significant number of Abstracts submitted on the testing and optimising of sensor-based 
technologies to monitor grapevines and their environments. There is also part of a session dedicated to 
the advances in gene editing in grapevine – a topic that was not reflected yet in the previous symposia in 
this series. The symposium is organised under five themes and, in addition, will host a workshop to outline 
the important initiatives and progress of the Integrape COST action that aims to bring the international 
grapevine community closer to the important topic of interoperability of data and data-integration.

We want to express our sincere gratitude to the local committee, as well as the excellent support of the 
scientific committee that participated in the organisation of the symposium. Without their encouragement, 
insights and just plain hard work of so many colleagues from around the world, the symposium would not 
have come together. We also want to thank the sponsors of the symposium for their generous support 
and also the team of Conferences et al, specifically Deidre Cloete and Kurt Johnson, for their invaluable 
assistance to the local organising committee.

We sincerely hope it will be an invaluable event and we look forward to the 10 plenaries, 46 orals, 99 posters 
(of which 18 will also be presented as flash poster presentations) that will be presented over the five days of 
the symposium. It was an honour to work with all of you in organising this event and now we place our trust 
in our collective interest in progressing the scientific advances in grapevine physiology and biotechnology to 
make this a successful symposium.

Professors Melané Vivier and Johan Burger
Conveners of the ISGPB 2021 Organising Committee
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
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Suzy Rogiers Australia New South Wales Department of Primary Industries

Chris Davies Australia Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

Chris Winefield New Zealand Lincoln University New Zealand

Patrice This France Montpellier SupAgro

Laurent Torregrosa France Montpellier SupAgro

Natalie Ollat France French National Institute for Agricultural Research

Bruno Tisseyre France Montpellier SupAgro

Reinhard Töpfer Germany Julius Kühn-Institut

Manfred Stoll Germany Hochschule Geisenheim University

Sara Zenoni Italy University of Verona

Stefano Poni Italy Catholic University of the Sacred Heart

Maria Stella Grando Italy University of Trento

Riccardo Velasco Italy Council for Agricultural Research and Agricultural Economy Analysis

Ana Margarida Fortes Portugal University of Lisbon

Jérôme Grimplet Spain Aragon Agrifood Research and Technology Centre

Javier Ibáñez Spain Institute of Grapevine and Wine Sciences

Hipólito Medrano Spain University of the Balearic Islands

Javier Tardaguila Spain University of La Rioja
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NAME COUNTRY AFFILIATION

José Tomás Matus Spain University of Valencia

Markus Rienth Switzerland Changins, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Western Switzerland

Astrid Forneck Austria University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences

Simone Diego Castellarin Canada University of British Columbia

Justine Vanden Heuvel USA Cornell University

Bruce Reisch USA Cornell University

Laurent Deluc USA Oregon State University

Markus Keller USA Washington State University
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Dario Cantù USA University of California Davis

Diego Lijavetzky Argentina National Scientific and Technical Research Council

Samuel Ortega Chile University of Talca

Patricio Hinrichsen Chile Agricultural Research Institute
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LOC COMMITTEE
NAME AFFILIATION

Talitha Venter South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture & Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Manuela Campa Dept Genetics, Stellenbosch University

Johan Burger (Co-convener) Dept Genetics, Stellenbosch University

Carlos Poblete Echeverria South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture & Oenology, Stellenbosch University

John Moore South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Anscha Zietsman South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Stellenbosch University

Erna Blancquaert South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Melané A Vivier (Convener) South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Philip Young South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Justin Lashbrooke South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University

Eunice Avenant South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Dept Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
DAY 01

SUNDAY 31TH OCTOBER 2021
TIME Opening event Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

16:15 - 16:30 Welcome and general info
Melane Vivier and Johan Burger 

(Conveners); Nick Dokoozlian (E&J 
Gallo)

Live event

Session moderators: Nick Dokoozlian & Bruce Reisch

16:30 - 17:20 Opening lecture + Q&A Jill Farrant
L1 - Resurrection grapevines: Can 

understanding vegetative desiccation 
produce this phenotype? 

Live event

17:20 - 18:00 Plenary lecture + Q&A Dario Cantu L2 - Grape research in the age of 
pangenomes Live event

18:00-18:10 ISHS presentation Alexander Levin ISHS Overview

DAY 02
MONDAY 01TH NOVEMBER 2021

TIME Topic A:  
Environmental Interaction Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session A1 Session moderators:   Ian Dry, Lizel Mostert & John Moore

Poster presentations will be available to view on the dedicated ISGPB2021 microsite throughout the symposium days. 

8:55-9:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

9:00-9:30 Plenary lecture Jan van Kan L3 - How to prosper on grape berries: the tricks 
and treats of Botrytis infection processes Live event

9:30-9:45 Presentation Suzanne Balacey L4 - The role of volatile signalling in grapevine 
responses to drought Live event

9:45-10:00 Presentation Patrice This L5 - What are the main drivers of grapevine's 
phyllosphere microbiome structuring ? Live event

10:00-10:15 Presentation Ana Margarida Fortes
L6 - Transcriptional, hormonal, and metabolic 
changes in susceptible grape berries under 

powdery mildew infection
Live event

10:15-10:45 Q&A Live event

10:45-10:50 Flash Presentation Elyashiv Drori
P1 - Water availability and vegetation density 
constrain the dispersion of wild grapevines 

populations at the southern distribution edge
Pre-recorded

10:50-10:55 Flash Presentation Romain Darriaut
P2 - Dysbiosis in soil microbial diversity 
is differently managed by the grapevine 

rootstock genotype
Pre-recorded

10:55-11:00 Flash Presentation Jose Escalona P3 - Intra-cultivar genetic diversity in 
improving water use efficiency in grapevine Pre-recorded
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DAY 02
MONDAY 01TH NOVEMBER 2021

TIME Topic A:  
Environmental Interaction Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session A2 Session moderators:  Aaron Fait and Philip Young

11:55-12:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

12:00-12:15 Pre-recorded presentation Vinay Pagay

L7 - A comparison of drought tolerance between 
pre-clonal and clonal Cabernet Sauvignon 

grapevines under field and glasshouse 
conditions

Pre-recorded

12:15-12:30 Pre-recorded presentation Joanah Midzi L8 - Abiotic stress-induced inter-vine signalling 
via plant volatiles Pre-recorded

12:30-12:45 Pre-recorded presentation Esther Hernández Montes L9 - Combined effects of heat and water stress 
on grapevine growth and physiology Pre-recorded

12:45-13:00 Q&A Live event

Session A3 Session moderators: Suzy Rogiers & Manfred Stoll

15:55-16:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Johan Burger Live event

16:00-16:30 Plenary lecture Joerg Bohlmann
L10 - Montbretin A: Secondary Metabolite 

Pathway Discovery and Applications for Human 
Health

Live event

16:30-16:45 Presentation Claudio Pastenes
L11 - Energy conversion responses to water 

deficit in 4 grapevine varieties with contrasting 
stomatal sensitivity

Live event

16:45-17:00 Presentation Evodia Setati
L12 - Vintage and geography surpass farming 

practice as key factors shaping the grape 
mycobiome

Live event

17:00-17:30 Q&A Live event
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DAY 03
TUESDAY 02ND NOVEMBER 2021

TIME Topic B:  
Grapevine Development Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session sponsored by Villa Crop

Session B1 Session moderators: Etti Or & Chris Davies

Poster presentations will be available to view on the dedicated ISGPB2021 microsite throughout the symposium days.   

08:55-9:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Johan Burger Live event

9:00-9:30 Plenary lecture Nathalie Ollat
L13 - Rootstocks and scions:  how these two 
players interact in response to environmental 

conditions
Live event

9:30-9:45 Presentation Anne Janoueix
L14 - Imaging xylem connections between the 
scion and rootstock of grafted grapevine with 

X-ray microtomography
Live event

9:45-10:00 Presentation Giovanni B. Tornielli L15 - A novel berry phenological scale based on 
gene expression Live event

10:00 - 10:30 Q&A Live event

10:30-10:35 Flash Presentation Julia Gouot  P34 - Grape berry acclimation to high and 
extreme high temperatures Pre-recorded

10:35-10:40 Flash Presentation Grégoire Loupit
P35 - Understanding stilbene accumulation 
at the graft interface of grapevine and their 

potential use for predicting graft incompatibility
Pre-recorded

10:40-10:45 Flash Presentation Estefanía Uberegui P36 - Footprint of rootstock on Vitis vinifera 
response to drought Pre-recorded

10:45-10:50 Flash Presentation Silvina Dayer P38 - Grapevine drought tolerant ideotypes to 
adapt viticulture to climate change Pre-recorded

Session B2 Session moderators: Chris Winefield & Justin Lashbrooke

11:55-12:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

12:00-12:15 Pre-recorded presentation Markus Rienth

L16 - Individual berry sampling reveals novel 
transcriptomic modifications induced by 

leafroll virus infection in grapevine (V. vinifera) 
berries

Pre-recorded

12:15-12:30 Pre-recorded presentation Ignacio Buesa L17 - Rootstock effects on physiological 
response of Tempranillo cultivar Pre-recorded

12:30-12:45 Pre-recorded presentation Philippe Vivin

L18 - Unravelling the genetic and environmental 
control of root system architecture traits in 

grapevine rootstocks using the structural root 
model, Archisimple

Pre-recorded

12:45-13:00 Pre-recorded presentation Steve Tyerman L19 - Cell death in grape berries Pre-recorded

13:00-13:15 Q&A Live event
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DAY 03
TUESDAY 02ND NOVEMBER 2021

TIME Topic C:  
Fruit Composition Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session B3 Session moderators: Simone Diego Castellarin & Eunice Avenant

15:55-16:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

16:00-16:30 Plenary lecture Patricio Hinrichsen
L20 - Genetics and markers for quality traits in 
table grapes: From the heaven of single traits 

to the deepness of polygenics
Live event

16:30-16:45 Presentation Laurent Deluc L21 - Influence of seed development on the 
timing of ripening initiation in grape berry Live event

16:45-17:00 Presentation Erica D'Incà L22 - CARPO-NAC regulator controls the 
initiation of organ maturation in grapevine Live event

17:00-17:30 Q&A Live event

DAY 04
WEDNESDAY 03RD NOVEMBER 2021

TIME
Topic D:  

Computational Resources and Data 
Integration

Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session C1 Session moderators: Jerome Grimplet and Erna Blancquaert

Poster presentations will be available to view on the dedicated ISGPB2021 microsite throughout the symposium days.   

8:55-9:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Johan Burger Live event

9:00-9:30 Plenary lecture  Zhanwu Dai L23 - Modeling berry growth and quality 
formation at multiple levels Live event

9:30-9:45 Presentation Pietro Previtali
L24 - Delayed ripening affects the formation 
of berry quality traits in Cabernet Sauvignon 

grapes
Live event

9:45-10:00 Presentation Franco Röckel
L25 - High-density genetic mapping and aroma 
compound-related QTL analysis in a white wine 

F1 population
Live event

10:00-10:15 Presentation Michaela Griesser L26 - Grape Berry Shrivel Disorder ' Lessons 
learnt and Knowledge Gaps Live event

10:15-10:30 Presentation Lina Wang
L27 - Combining leaf-to-fruit ratio manipulations 
with abscisic acid application adjusts sugar and 
anthocyanin concentrations in ripening berries

Live event

10:30-11:00 Q&A Live event

11:00-11:05 Flash Presentation Claudia Muñoz-Espinoza P60 -Towards the identification of the genetic 
determinants of harvest date in table grapes Pre-recorded

11:05-11:10 Flash Presentation Ron Shmuleviz
P61 - Temperature affects organic acid, terpene 
and stilbene metabolisms in wine grapes during 

post-harvest dehydration   
Pre-recorded
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DAY 04
WEDNESDAY 03RD NOVEMBER 2021

TIME
Topic D:  

Computational Resources and Data 
Integration

Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session C2 Session moderators:  Javier Ibanez & Manuela Campa

11:55-12:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Johan Burger Live event

12:00-12:15 Pre-recorded presentation Kamal Tyagi

L28 - The consequences of plant growth 
regulators application and girdling on 
phenolic and volatiles composition of 

grapes

Pre-recorded

12:15-12:30 Pre-recorded presentation Josh VanderWeide

L29 - Terpene biosynthesis is uncoupled 
from berry maturity and predominately 

regulated by solar radiation in Riesling (Vitis 
vinifera L.)

Pre-recorded

12:30-12:45 Pre-recorded presentation Sebastián Vargas
L30 - Regulated deficit irrigation on cv. 
cabernet sauvignon grapes: impact on 

aroma and phenolic composition
Pre-recorded

12:45-13:00 Pre-recorded presentation Ghislaine Hilbert

L31 - Increased temperature, elevated 
atmospheric CO2 and water deficit modify 
grape composition of different Tempranillo 

(Vitis vinifera L.) clones

Pre-recorded

13:00-13:15 Q&A Live event

Session C3 Session moderators:  Luis Sanchez & Claudio Pastenes

15:55-16:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

16:00-16:30 Plenary lecture Phillipe Gallusci
L32 - Methylome dynamics in grapevine: 

from fruit development to stress responses 
and memories

Live event

16:30-16:45 Presentation Simone Diego Castellarin
L33 - Impact of ripening-related hormones 
on terpene biosynthesis in Gewürztraminer 

grapes (Vitis vinifera L.)
Live event

16:45-17:15 Q&A Live event
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DAY 05
THURSDAY 04TH NOVEMBER 2021

TIME Topic E:  
Technological Advances Presenter Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session D1 Session moderators: Maria Stella Grando & Ana Margarida Fortes

Poster presentations will be available to view on the dedicated ISGPB2021 microsite throughout the symposium days. 

8:55-9:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

9:00-9:30 Plenary lecture  Sigfredo Fuentes L34- Artificial Intelligence advances for 
Digital Viticulture and Oenology Live event

9:30-9:45 Presentation David Navarro-Payá

L35 - Genome-wide exploration of 
transcription factor targets involved in grape 

specialized metabolism and visualization 
through DAPBrowse: a centralized genome-

browser for DAP-seq data

Live event

9:45-10:00 Presentation Stefania Pilati

L36 - Vitis OneGenE: a causality-based 
method for gene network analysis in 

grapevine. Characterization of the laccase 
and dirigent protein gene families

Live event

10:00 - 10:30 Q&A Live event

10:30-10:35 Flash Presentation Marco Moretto
P71 - A COMPASS for VESPUCCI: a FAIR 

way to explore the grapevine transcriptomic 
landscape   

Pre-recorded

10:35-10:40 Flash Presentation Jessica Vervalle

P72 - The construction of a high-density 
consensus map based on three mapping 

populations using the Vitis18K SNP chip and 
a reference genome sequence

Pre-recorded

Session D2 Session moderators: Patrice This & Talitha Venter

11:55-12:00 Introduction of moderators/session Live event

Topics D and E

12:00-12:15 Pre-recorded presentation Bernadette Rubio
L37 - Small RNA populations reflect the 
complex dialogue established between 

heterograft partners in grapevine
Pre-recorded

12:15-12:30 Pre-recorded presentation Philip Gauthier

L38 - Using Geolocated Proxy Sensor 
Systems to Assess Spatiotemporal Stability 

of Seasonal Wood Biomass in Northern 
California Vineyards

Pre-recorded

12:30-12:45 Pre-recorded presentation Nele Bendel
L39 - Climate protection based on increased 
humus amounts in vineyard soils: Sensor-

based characterization of grapevine vitality
Pre-recorded

12:45-13:00 Pre-recorded presentation Anke Berry

L40 - Estimation of grapevine lateral leaf 
area (LLA) from RGB imagery using colour 
thresholds and automatic k-means image 

segmentation

Pre-recorded

13:00-13:15 Pre-recorded presentation Diego Lijavetzky
L41 - Whole genome resequencing and 

custom genotyping unveil clonal lineages in 
`Malbec´ grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.)

Pre-recorded

13:15-13:35 Q&A Live event
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DAY 05
THURSDAY 04TH NOVEMBER 2021

 INTEGRAPE WORKSHOP (COST Action CA17111)
  Introdiction of session and moderator: Anscha Zietsman

Data Integration, The Power of Omics & Grape Improvement 

Presenter Moderator:Daniela Holtgräwe  

14:30-14:40 Mario Pezzotti Introduction of the INTEGRAPE COST ACTION Live event

14:40-14:50 Eric Duchene Phenotyping guidelines Live event

14:50-15:00 José Tomás Matus Gene Nomenclature and Gene Reference 
Catalogue Live event

15:00-15:10 Jérôme Grimplet White cook book- guidelines for genomics/
transcriptomics data Live event

15:10-15:20 Fulvio Mattivi Metabolomics guideline Live event

15:20-15:30 Camille Rustenholz The new PN40024 reference genome 
assembly Live event

15:30-15:40 J. Grimplet/T. Matus Training Schools Live event

15:40-16:05 Ana Margarida Fortes The STSM/ITC program. PechaKucha of 
student STSM experiences Live event

16:05-16:15 Showcasing the new website Live event

16:15-16:30 Round Table   Round Table/Forum for discussion Live event
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DAY 06
FRIDAY 05TH NOVEMBER 2021

TIME " Topic E:  
Technological Advances" Presenter/Moderator Presentation Title Live/Pre-recorded

Session E1 Session moderators: Carlos Poblete and  Markus Rienth

Poster presentations will be available to view on the dedicated ISGPB2021 microsite throughout the symposium days. 

8:55-9:00 Introduction of moderators/session: 
Melane Vivier Live event

9:00-9:30 Plenary lecture Anna Kircherer L42 - High-throughput field phenotyping in 
vineyards: objectives, approaches, goals Live event

9:30-9:45 Presentation Giovanni Caruso
L43 - Monitoring grapevine water status by 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and plant 

based sensors
Live event

9:45-10:00 Presentation Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano

L44 - Clonal improvement-associated 
somatic mutations identified from diploid 

genome assembly in Tempranillo grapevine 
cultivar

Live event

10:00-10:30 Q&A Live event

10:30-10:35 Flash Presentation Jaco Luus
P77 - Automatic image filtering for 
determining representative canopy 

temperatures with thermography in vineyards
Pre-recorded

10:35-10:40 Flash Presentation Elsa Chedid
P78 - Genetic variability of grapevine pruning 

wood parameters as described with LiDAR 
data and associated quantitative trait loci   

Pre-recorded

10:40-10:45 Flash Presentation Andrej Svyantek P79 - The Vines -They Are A-Changin': QTL in 
Grapevine Acclimation Across Environments    Pre-recorded

SHORT BREAK (30min)

Closing session: Progress with 
Grapevine CRISPR Technologies Session moderators: Johan Burger, Reinhard Töpfer & Riccardo Velasco

11:15-11:30 Introduction of moderators/session: 
John Burger

11:30-11:45 Presentation Lisa Giacomelli
L45 - Generation of non-transgenic mildew-
resistant grapevine clones via gene-editing: 

potentials and hurdles
Live event

11:45-12:00 Presentation Lorenza Dalla Costa L46 - Edited grapevine knocked-out for 
VvEPFL9-1 showed reduced stomatal density Live event

12:00-12:05 Flash Presentation Britt Eubanks
P80 - Developing a Spray-Induced Gene 

Silencing (SIGS) methodology for the control 
of grape Powdery Mildew (Erysiphe necator)   

Pre-recorded

12:05-12:10 Flash Presentation Samaneh Najafi P81 - Establishments of an efficient platform 
for genome editing in grapevine    Pre-recorded

12:15-12:20 Flash Presentation Katarina Spencer P82 - CRISPR-based genome editing tools for 
virus resistance in grapevine    Pre-recorded

12:20-12:25 Flash Presentation Satyanarayana Gouthu

P83 - Evaluation of cell penetrating 
peptide-mediated delivery of CRISPR 

Ribonucleoproteins in microvine 
embryogenic cells   

Pre-recorded

12:25-12:50 Panel discussion Panel of Scientific members to lead 
discussion Live event

12:50-13:00 ISHS Business meeting Johan Burger on behalf of A Levin Live event

13:00-13:10 Closing remarks Live event
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OPENING EVENT
L1 – L2 
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L1
Resurrection grapevines: Can understanding vegetative desiccation produce this phenotype? 
JM Farrant*

DSI-NRF SARChI, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, 
Rondebosch, 7701, South Africa.

*Presenting author: jill.farrant@uct.ac.za

Drought is the greatest threat to world agriculture and due to global warming, increased aridification is 
predicted in most current food producing areas. To safeguard food security, it is essential to radically 
improve drought tolerance in crops and fodder. This is particularly significant for Africa, where 95% 
of agriculture is rain fed. All current crops are intolerant of extreme water loss and while improved 
resistance to water loss has been achieved, such mechanisms fail under severe and prolonged 
drought. Resurrection plants, so called because of their ability to survive and revive from the extreme 
water loss of 95% cellular water content, have increasingly become models for understanding this 
phenomenon, with the view of using such understanding to produce extremely drought tolerant crops.  
Such vegetative desiccation tolerance is rare in angiosperms, with only 115 species reported to date. 
Resurrection angiosperms occurring in Southern Africa also survive extreme heat; conditions which 
severely limit current agricultural practices. My group has systematically investigated the mechanisms 
whereby several different resurrection plants, each as a model for a crop to be transformed, tolerate 
these extreme conditions.  A multidisciplinary approach is used, with studies embracing ecological, 
physiological, biochemical and molecular techniques utilized to interrogate the complex mechanisms 
of desiccation tolerance, and biotechnological tools utilized to functionally interrogate derived data 
and the ultimate produce a more drought tolerant phenotype in select crops. In this presentation an 
overview of molecular physiological processes associated with DT in a range of resurrection plants 
will be given, and current and future applied outputs discussed. 
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L2
Grape research in the era of pangenomes

Dario Cantù*

Department of Viticulture and Enology, University of California, One Shields Avenue, Davis, USA

*Presenting author: dacantu@ucdavis.edu

Combined improvements in sequencing technologies and assembly algorithms have led to staggering 
improvements in the quality of grape genome assemblies. The value of developing and using genome 
references that contain the genes and alleles underlying traits of interest will be discussed. Examples will 
be provided that show how the availability of multiple genome references allows dissecting the genetic 
basis of aroma, flavor, and disease resistance and why a single genome reference is insufficient. User-
friendly web platforms, like www.grapegenomics.com, rapidly and broadly share genomic datasets 
and foster multidisciplinary collaborations and progress in grape research. Significant advancements 
have also been made in accurately and completely representing both haplotypes. Completely phased 
haplotypes have been instrumental to advances in grape research due to high heterozygosity, 
structural variation, and gene content variability across homologous chromosomes. The identification 
of candidate sex determination genes using phased genomes representing cultivated hermaphrodites 
and wild dioecious grapes will be presented to illustrate the value of diploid genomes for studying 
complex genetic loci and allele-specific expression.   

http://www.grapegenomics.com
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TOPIC A: ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS
L3 – L12  
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L3
How to prosper on grape berries: the tricks and treats of Botrytis infection processes 

Jan van Kan*

Wageningen University, Laboratory of Phytopathology, Wageningen, Netherlands

*Presenting author: jan.vankan@wur.nl

The fungus Botrytis cinerea is an important pathogen, causing significant economic damage in dozens 
of crops worldwide. Despite chemical control and the development of biological control agents, the 
yield and quality losses remain substantial, both in the vegetative phase and in harvested produce. 
In vineyards, the infection by Botrytis on vines and leaves is generally negligible, however, the fungus 
can readily infect floral tissues and especially invade and colonize the berries beyond the bunch 
closure stage. In grape berries, the fungus can cause both spoilage (“grey mould”) as well as “noble 
rot” which can be beneficial for the production of sweet dessert wines. Studies on Botrytis have been 
boosted in the past decade by the availability of a high quality genome assembly with manually 
curated gene models, as well as the development of a CRISPR-Cas9 system for targeted mutagenesis. 
In my presentation I will describe some molecular aspects of the fungal infection mechanisms that 
contribute to development of grey mould. I will specifically elaborate on the importance of plant cell 
death induction (by fungal proteins and metabolites) in the infection and on the degradation of plant 
cell walls by pectinolytic enzymes that results in tissue rot, especially in berries. I will also provide 
evolutionary arguments to explain why resistance to Botrytis in grape berries is a tricky trait to obtain. 

Keywords: infection mechanism; programmed cell death; pectin degradation 
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L4
The role of volatile signalling in grapevine responses to drought

Steve Tyerman, Suzanne Balacey*,  Dimitra Capone

The University of Adelaide, Waite Campus, PMB 1, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia

*Presenting author: steve.tyerman@adelaide.edu.au

Volatiles released by plants are becoming important to understand how plants may exchange 
information. With a wide chemical variety, plant derived volatiles have been shown to be used by 
plants for pollination and defence against biotic stress. In a drought stress situation, where stomata 
play a central role in tolerance, plants were observed to have their emission of volatiles associated 
with stomatal closure decreased, while emission of other volatiles increased. However, the specific 
functions of the volatiles remain obscure.  In many studies on plant responses to drought and 
rehydration, but without volatile analysis, a particular phenomenon can be observed where the well-
watered plants displayed a drought-like response similar to the water-stressed plants when co-located 
in the same environment. Indeed, while a reduction of stomatal conductance (gs) of plants under water 
deficit is an expected response, it is not for plants with continuous adequate watering. Thus, the main 
hypothesis to be tested is that volatiles are released by water stressed plants that induce stomatal 
closure in nearby well-watered plants. Supposedly, the water-stressed plants would emit volatiles 
triggering a closure of stomata of the nearby plants in order to preserve water in the likely event of 
further reduced water availability. To test the hypothesis, potted plants of Vitis vinifera  were examined 
in three configurations of drought/rehydration experiments: i) having well-watered (WW) and water-
stressed (WS) treatments together, ii) separating the treatments with custom-made individual plastic 
chambers and, iii) having both treatments together and a separate growth cabinet for controls. For 
each configuration volatiles were sampled with solid-phase micro-extraction (SPME) and DVB/CAR/
PDMS fibres desorbed and analysed with GC-MS. All results combined tend to support the hypothesis 
of the gs of WW plants not being stable during the severe stress phase applied on the WS group, and 
supported by multilinear regression analysis showing a stronger effect of WS gs on WW gs than light 
or VPD. When WS grapevines were enclosed in chambers this interaction was not evident. The volatile 
samples revealed a change in the emission profile during the drought stress phase and some volatiles 
showed strong significant correlations with WW and WS gs. Especially, 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene was 
significantly negatively correlated with gs for both WW and WS plants.

Keywords: volatile emission, stomatal conductance, drought stress
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L5
What are the main drivers of grapevine's phyllosphere microbiome structuring? 

Patrice This *, Prashant Singh, Sylvain Santoni, Jean-Pierre Péros

UMR AGAP Institut -Univ Montpellier, CIRAD, INRAE, Institut Agro-Montpellier SupAgro, Montpellier, 
France

*Presenting author: patrice.this@inrae.fr   

The aerial surface of the plant (phyllosphere) is the habitat of complex microbial communities. This 
phyllosphere microbiome may have profound effects on host plant health and its performance traits. 
The interaction of the vine with this very close biotic environment has, until very recently, been mostly 
ignored. In particular, the question of its inclusion as a selection target (extended ideotype) can be 
raised.
To begin to answer this question, we have analysed several factors influencing the phyllosphere 
microbial community structuring. Using amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene and of the internal 
transcribed spacer (ITS), we explored the microbial diversity at genus level for both bacteria and fungi 
present in the phyllosphere of leaves and grape berries. We analysed it on different grape taxonomic 
level (between 5 Vitis species ora set of Vitis vinifera cultivars chosen to represent the 3 genetic pool of 
the species), for different years and on five commercially important varieties of Vitis vinifera that were 
sampled from three different French terroirs.
Our results indicated the presence of complex microbial diversity and assemblages in the phyllosphere 
and the presentation will describe the observed diversity. A significant effect of several factors (organ, 
grape species, growing year and terroir) on taxa abundance was observed with varying degrees of 
effect. At a given location, genotypes have an impact on microbial assemblage in the phyllosphere 
of leaf and berries, most pronounced on fruits but the effect of terroir was much stronger than the 
cultivar identity when the leaf phyllosphere of five grapevine varieties grown in different agro-climatic 
zones was compared. Limitations of the study as well as implied consequences of this work will be 
discussed.

Keywords: Biotic interactions, Phyllosphere microbiome, amplicon sequencing, extended ideotype
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L6
Transcriptional, hormonal, and metabolic changes in susceptible grape berries under powdery 
mildew infection

Ana Margarida Fortesa*, Diana Pimentelb, Rute Amarob, Alexander Erbanc, Nuria Maurid, Flávio Soaresb, 
Cecilia Regoe, José Miguel Zapaterf, Axel Mithöferg, Joachim Kopkac

aCampo Grande, edifício C1, 3.º piso, 1749-016 Lisboa, Portugal
bCampus da FCUL, C2, Piso 1, 1749-016 Lisboa, Portugal
cMax-Planck-Institut für Molekulare Pflanzen, Postdam, Germany
dCtra. de Burgos km 6, 26007 Logroño, Logroño, Spain
eInstituto Superior de Agronomia, Lisboa, Portugal
fInstituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, Logroño, Spain
gMax Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Jena, Germany

*Presenting author: amfortes@fc.ul.pt

Vitis vinifera berries are extremely sensitive to infection by the biotrophic pathogen Erysiphe necator 
causing powdery mildew disease and deleterious effects on grape and wine quality. The combined 
analysis of the transcriptome and metabolome associated with this common fungal infection has 
not been previously carried out in any fruit. In order to identify the molecular, hormonal and metabolic 
mechanisms associated with infection, healthy and naturally infected Carignan berries were collected 
at two developmental stages: late green (EL33) and early véraison (EL35). RNA sequencing combined 
with GC-EI/TOF-MS, GC-EI/QUAD-MS and LC-MS/MS analyses revealed that powdery mildew-
susceptible grape berries were able to activate defensive mechanisms with the involvement of salicylic 
acid and jasmonates and to accumulate defense-associated metabolites (e.g. phenylpropanoids, fatty 
acids). The defensive strategies also indicated organ-specific responses namely the activation of 
fatty acid biosynthesis. However, defense responses were not enough to restrict fungal growth. The 
fungal metabolic program during infection involves secretion of effectors related to effector-triggered 
susceptibility, carbohydrate-active enzymes and activation of sugar, fatty acid and nitrogen uptake 
and could be under epigenetic regulation. This study also identified potential metabolic biomarkers 
such as gallic, eicosanoic and docosanoic acids, and resveratrol, that can be used to monitor early 
stages of infection.

Keywords: Biotic stress, Erysiphe necator, grapevine, hormonal profiling, metabolome, plant defense, 
powdery mildew, transcriptome, susceptibility, Vitis vinifera.
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L7
A comparison of drought tolerance between pre-clonal and clonal Cabernet Sauvignon grapevines 
under field and glasshouse conditions

Vinay Pagay*a, Tarita Furlana, Dilrukshi Nagahatennaa, Catherine Kidmanb, Everard Edwardsc

aUniversity of Adelaide, PMB 1, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia
bWynns Coonawarra Estate, Memorial Drive, Coonawarra SA 5263, Australia
cCSIRO Agriculture, PMB 1, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia

*Presenting author: vinay.pagay@adelaide.edu.au 

Resilience to drought stress is an important crop selection and breeding target, particularly where 
there is an increase in freshwater scarcity as a consequence of reduced precipitation and higher 
evapotranspiration rates. Identifying new genetic material and clones with superior drought tolerance 
would increase available genetic resources for both grapevine breeders and propagators. Genetic 
material with improved water use efficiency would reduce reliance on supplemental irrigation. We 
explored the long-term drought adaptation of dry-grown Cabernet Sauvignon grapevines of pre-
clonal origin (from shallow (PS) and deep (PD) soils, representing low and high soil water availability, 
respectively) in the field. In a glasshouse study, the same pre-clonal vines were propagated and 
compared to three commercial clones that received abundant irrigation (WP). Under field conditions, 
although PS had lower soil moisture availability than PD, both groups had similar vine water status, 
based on measurements of midday stem water potential (Ψs) and leaf stomatal conductance (gs). PS 
had higher intrinsic water use efficiency (WUEi) than PD, however the carbon isotope ratio (δ13C) of the 
fruit at harvest was similar between the two groups. A glasshouse study of propagated field-selections 
of PS and PD exposed to multiple cycles of drought stress indicated that PS group had significantly 
higher gs and net photosynthesis compared to vines in the PD and WP groups. The higher gas 
exchange rates observed in the PS clones could be explained by their higher chlorophyll fluorescence 
parameters and mesophyll conductance (gm) rather than hydraulic (Ψs, leaf aquaporins) or chemical 
(xylem sap abscisic acid) traits. Our results also indicate a “priming effect” in PS vines based on an 
improved WUE in the second drought cycle compared to the first cycle. Overall, we demonstrate that 
pre-clonal Cabernet Sauvignon grapevines dry-grown in shallow soils have superior drought tolerance 
compared to dry-grown vines in deep soils as well as well-watered commercial clones, and that this 
trait is potentially inheritable. 

Keywords: water stress, irrigation, water use efficiency, grapevine clones, gas exchange, chlorophyll 
fluorescence
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L8
Abiotic stress-induced inter-vine signalling via plant volatiles

Joanah Midzi*a, Ute Baumanna, David Jefferya, Suzy Rogiersa, Stephen Tyermana, Vinay Pagaya

aThe University of Adelaide, PMB 1, Glen Osmond, Adelaide South Australia 5064, Australia

*Presenting author: joanah.midzi@adelaide.edu.au 

The survival of the sessile plant in the ‘rough and tumble’ of its natural environment relies on the 
efficiency of its highly evolved and sophisticated surveillance system. A plant’s ability to recognise 
the wide range of endogenous and exogenous cues from associated environmental assaults and its 
subsequent initiation of rapid and effective defense responses to each, guarantees its ultimate survival 
and productivity. Recent studies have shown that non-stressed plants are able to prime themselves 
for defence against impending danger by eavesdropping on certain chemical cues being emitted from 
their stressed neighbours. Plant volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are signalling chemical which 
have gained significant attention for their role in plant-plant communication. However, the signalling 
pathways and mechanisms involved in volatile-mediated plant-plant interactions have been vaguely 
understood and sparsely studied under abiotic stress conditions. The aim of the study is to investigate 
plant-plant volatile-mediated signalling under drought and mechanical stress conditions; integrating 
physiological, metabolome and transcriptome analyses. Preliminary studies in grapevine using gas 
chromatography mass spectrometry analyses, coupled with targeted gene expression analyses using 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction, provided evidence of possible entrainment between co-
located stressed emitter vines and control receiver vines. Significant differences between isolated 
control vines and co-located receiver vines in their VOC concentrations and gene expression levels 
under both drought stress and mechanical damage conditions were also noted. Findings in this study 
will contribute towards understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved in airborne signalling, 
offering an opportunity for a wider application of VOCs in agricultural systems as an eco-sustainable 
plant protection strategy against abiotic stress.

Keywords: Abiotic stress, plant-plant interactions, priming, stress signalling, VOCs, volatile-mediated 
signalling
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L9
Combined effects of heat and water stress on grapevine growth and physiology

Esther Hernández Montes*a, Yun Zhangb, Patrick Lehrc, Markus Kellerd

aUniversitat de les Illes Balears, Department of Biology, Carretera Valldemossa Km 7.5, 07122 Palma, 
Spain
bSte.Michelle Wine Estates 660 Frontier Road, Prosser WA 99350, United States of America
cInstitute of Crop Science, Quality of Plant Products and Viticulture, University of Hohenheim, Schloss 
Westflügel, 70593 Stuttgart, Germany
dIAREC, Washington State University, 24106 N. Bunn Road, Prosser WA 99350, United States of America

*Presenting author: esther.hmontes@gmail.com

Extreme events such as heat waves and drought periods are predicted to increase in frequency and 
magnitude over the coming decades. The effects of water stress on grapevine physiology and growth 
during heat waves requires a better understanding of the interaction of these effects and their variability 
among genotypes and phenological stages. The aim of this study was to evaluate the response of two 
grape varieties to heat and drought stress and subsequent recovery at different phenological stages. 
Pot-grown Cabernet Sauvignon and Riesling were studied under environmentally controlled conditions 
at bloom, pre-veraison and veraison in 2017 and 2018. After 7 days of acclimation in environmentally-
controlled growth chambers, different treatments were imposed: control (no stress), water stress, heat 
stress (10°C above control), and combined water and heat stress. Plant growth, leaf gas exchange, 
and leaf water potential were measured in 2017 and 2018 before the stress episode, during 7 days 
of stress, and through 7 days of recovery. Additionally, chlorophyll fluorescence was measured in 
young and mature leaves during 2018. Water stress and combined stress decreased shoot length, 
number of main leaves, lateral leaves, and total leaf area in both varieties. At bloom, water stress 
decreased gas exchange parameters in both varieties. Combined stress decreased gas exchange only 
in Riesling. During pre-veraison, heat stress reduced gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence, both 
in young and mature leaves in 2018 but not in 2017. Combined stress drastically decreased most of 
the parameters in both varieties during both years. During veraison, drought was the dominant factor 
that affected most parameters in 2017 and 2018. Additionally, heat stress exacerbated the drought 
stress effect on the physiological parameters. During the recovery periods, no significant differences 
were found among treatments in any parameter, indicating that both varieties were able to recover 
fully from the imposed stresses.

Keywords: high temperature, irrigation, gas exchange, leaf area, leaf age
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L10
Montbretin A: Secondary Metabolite Pathway Discovery and Applications for Human Health

Joerg Bohlmann* 

Michael Smith Laboratories, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 

*Presenting author: bohlmann@msl.ubc.ca

Plants and their diverse specialised metabolites have been used by humans for centuries in traditional 
and modern medicine. They remain an important source for the discovery of new pharmaceuticals and 
nutraceuticals. Montbretin A (MbA) is a complex flavonoid metabolite; a highly potent and selective 
inhibitor of the human pancreatic α-amylase (HPA); and a potential new treatment option for Type-II 
diabetes and obesity. 
The only known source for MbA are the below-ground storage organs of montbretia (Crocosmia) 
species, which are native to the grasslands of southern and eastern Africa and commonly grown 
in gardens around the world. Due to the low abundance of MbA in montbretia and due its complex 
chemical structure, natural product extraction and chemical synthesis are insufficient for scalable 
MbA production. Our goal is to develop an improved bio-production system for MbA using genes, 
enzymes and regulating factors of MbA biosynthesis in montbretia. 
In recent work, we discovered the complete biosynthetic pathway of MbA using an approach that 
combined knowledge of montbretia biology, metabolite profiling, differential transcriptome analysis, 
cDNA cloning, heterologous gene expression, and enzyme biochemistry. This includes the discovery 
of genes encoding UDP-sugar dependent glycosyltransferase and acyltransferase enzymes, which 
catalyze the assembly of MbA from its different building blocks.  We are using these genes to 
bioengineer the production of MbA in yeast and plants.
This presentation will discuss challenges and opportunities of exploring plant biosynthetic systems 
for the development of new drugs, and bioproducts in general.
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L11
Energy conversion responses to water deficit in four grapevine varieties with contrasting stomatal 
sensitivity

Claudio Pastenes, Luis Villaobos-González, lvaro Peña-Neira, René Sanz, Roberto Bastías, Cristóbal 
Pérez, Nicolás Alarcón

Universidad de Chile, Santiago 7880133, Chile

*Presenting author: cpastene@uchile.cl 

Absorbed energy in excess of that used by photosynthesis has been thought to induce photoinhibition, 
a common case in water deficit conditions resulting in reductions in stomatal conductance. In 
grapevines, controlled water deficit is a common field practice, but little is known about the impact of 
a given water shortage on the energy transduction processes at the leaf level, in relation to contrasting 
stomatal sensitivities to drought. Here, we assessed the effect of a nearly similar water deficit condition 
on four grapevine varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon (CS), Sauvignon blanc (SB), Chardonnay (CH) and 
Carmenere (CM), grown in 20L pots, outdoors. Plants were maintained to nearly 94% of field capacity 
(WW) and 83% FC (WD). We have assessed plant water status, photosynthesis (AN), photorespiration, 
AN vs. PAR, ACi curves, photochemical (qP) and non-photochemical (NPQ) fluorescence quenching 
vs. PAR, the photoprotective effectiveness of NPQ (qPd), dry and fresh mass in root and aerial plant 
parts and, finally, light interception by leaves. Contrasting stomatal sensitivities were observed, where 
CS is the most sensitive, opposed to CH. Photorespiration is important under WD, but to a different 
extent between varieties, related to stomatal sensitivity, maintaining a safe proportion of PSII reaction 
centres in an open state. Also, the capacity for carboxylation is affected by WD, but up to a higher 
extent in more sensitive varieties. As for NPQ, in WD it saturates at 750 mmol PAR m-2s-1, irrespective 
of the variety, which coincides with PAR from which NPQ photoprotective effectiveness declines and 
qP reaches a value of 0.5, indicated as a threshold for long term photoinhibition. Also, that same PAR 
intensity is intercepted by WD leaves from highly stomatal sensitive varieties, due to a modification of 
the leaf angle in those plants. Results will be discussed in relation to light interception, photosynthetic 
capacity and photorespiration, associated to stomatal sensitivity in grapevines.

Keywords: Stomatal sensitivity, Water Deficit, Photosynthesis, Photorespiration
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L12
Vintage and geography surpass farming practice as key factors shaping the grape mycobiome

ME Setati*a,David Castrillob

aDepartment of Viticulture and Oenology, South African Grape and Wine Research Institute (SAGWRI), 
Stellenbosch University, Private Bag X1, Matieland, 7602, South Africa
bEstación de Viticultura e Enoloxía de Galicia (EVEGA-AGACAL), Ponte San Clodio s/n, Leiro, 32428, 
Ourense, Spain

*Presenting author: setati@sun.ac.za

Wine grape berries harbour a complex microbiome comprising fungi and bacteria that affect grape 
quality and the winemaking process. However, grapes are seasonally ephemeral, and their microbial 
assemblages are variable. The density and diversity of the microbial species is influenced by several 
factors including grape ripening, the sanitary state of the grapes, climatic conditions, farming 
practice and geographical location. However, each of these factors may differentially affect the 
relative abundance of the species. We determined the fungal community composition in Vitis vinifera 
L cv. Cabernet Sauvignon grape must across consecutive years, farming practices and locations. A 
checkerboard sampling design was applied to collect 30 kg of grapes from each vineyard. Fungal 
community composition of freshly crushed grape must by amplicon sequencing of the ITS-5.8S rRNA 
region. A core group of genera present in the vineyards across both years was identified, however, the 
overall fungal community composition differed between sites and between the two years (ANOSIM R = 
0.5, p < 0.05), while it was more similar when comparing farming practices (ANOSIM R = 0.25, p < 0.05). 
The data suggest that the minor species as well as the relative abundances of the major species could 
be the main drivers of temporal and spatial variation in fungal community structure. Rain, relative 
humidity, temperature as well as radiation were key climatic factors that contributed to temporal and 
spatial variations in fungal community structures. 

Keywords: amplicon sequencing; microbial diversity; wine fermentation; non-Saccharomyces yeasts; 
microbiome
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L13
Rootstocks and scions:  how these two players interact in response to environmental conditions

Nathalie Ollat*a, Elisa Margueritb, Jean-Pascal Tandonnetb, Virginie Lauvergeatb, Gregory A. Gambettab, 
Jean-Pascal Goutoulyb, Marina de Miguel-Vegab, Philippe Galluscib, Bernadette Rubiob, Philippe Vivinb, 
Sarah J. Cooksonb

aINRA, Institut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, 210, chemin de Leysotte, 33882 Villenave d'Ornon, 
France
bEGFV, Univ Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 210 chemin de Leysotte, 33882 Villenave 
d'Ornon, France

*Presenting author: nathalie.ollat@inra.fr

Recent studies predict that viticulture may be endangered in some traditional wine growing areas 
because of ongoing and future changes in climate. Increasing temperatures may reduce the suitability 
of currently grown varieties because of changes in phenology and fruit composition. Water scarcity 
and limited access to freshwater for irrigation may also affect both yield and fruit quality. In many 
regions, the maintenance of wine production will rely on modifications of cultural practices to adapt 
grapevines to new climatic conditions. As the vast majority of vineyards worldwide are grown grafted, 
rootstocks are a key component of the adaptive potential of these agrosystems. Although there 
are methodological difficulties in analysing root systems in situ and scion x rootstock interactions 
in a woody perennial crop like grapevine, there is an increasing scientific interest in advancing our 
understanding of how rootstocks communicate with scions (and vice versa) and modulate grapevine 
functioning. In the last 20 years, we have been studying scion/rootstock interactions in grapevine at the 
agronomical, physiological, molecular and (epi)genetic levels, with the view to determine the underlying 
mechanisms. This work has shown that interactions between rootstock and scion genotypes are huge 
and that they are difficult to predict from individual partner performances. Mobilizing genome-based 
approaches combined to advanced phenotyping studies should improve our understanding of this 
complex issue. Our overall objective is to provide knowledge for breeding new rootstocks and helping 
growers to choose the best genotype combinations to adapt their vineyard to limiting environments. 
This talk will provide an overview of the most recent outputs of this research.

Keywords: Rootstocks, genotype x environment interactions, signalling, root development, genetic, 
omics
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L14
Imaging xylem connections between the scion and rootstock of grafted grapevine with X-ray 
microtomography

Anne Janoueix*a, Anne-Sophie Spilmontb, Cedric Moisyb, Guillaume Mathieub, Fabrice Cordelièresc, 
Jérémie Teillonc, Luis Gonzaga Santesteband, Ana Villa-Llopd, Sara Crespod, Diana Marind, Sarah Jane 
Cooksona

aEGFV, Univ. Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 33882, Villenave D’Ornon, France
bInstitut Français de la Vigne et du Vin, Domaine de l'Espiguete, 30240 Le Grau-du-Roi, France
cUniversié de Bordeaux, CNRS, INSERM, Bordeaux Imaging Center, BIC, UMS, Bordeaux, France
d Departement of Agronomy, Biotechnology and Food Science, Univ. Pública de Navarra UPNA, Navarra 
Pamplona, Spain

*Presenting author: anne.janoueix@inrae.fr

Grafting Vitis vinifera on to Phylloxera resistant rootstocks is necessary in most wine growing regions 
of the world, as such; most of viticulture relies upon successful graft union formation between the 
scion and the rootstock. The process of graft union formation begins with formation of a necrotic 
layer, followed by adhesion of the two grafted partners, callus cell proliferation and the establishment 
of a functional vascular system. Initially two-dimensional (2D) classical microscopy studies were 
performed to describe graft union formation. However, the establishment of graft union takes place in 
3D and the lack of data in the third dimension makes it difficult to understand the process. In order to 
overcome this lack of information, 3D imaging techniques have been used, but with limited resolution. 
Here we will present methods to characterize the 3D morphological developments at the graft interface 
of grapevine using X-ray microtomography (micro-CT). This technique provides information on tissue 
architecture in relation with X-ray tissue density and was used to visualize the 3D organization of 
tissues such as callus and vascular tissues. In addition, we used iohexol, a contrast agent, to visualize 
functional xylem vessels connecting the scion and rootstock. Images were compared before and 24 
h after feeding iohexol to cut roots, which moved to the shoot and labelled xylem vessels connected 
between the scion and the rootstock. These techniques were used to characterize xylem connections 
between the scion and rootstock of grafts made with different grafting techniques.

Keywords: Wood, stem, anatomy, canes, wounding, 3D imaging
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L15
A novel berry phenological scale based on gene expression

Giovanni Tornielli*a, Marco Sandria, Marianna Fasolib, Nick Dokoozlianb, Mario Pezzottia, Paola Zuccolottoc, Sara 
Zenonia

aDepartment of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Via della Pieve 70, 37029 - San Pietro in Cariano VR, Italy
bEJ Gallo Winery, Modesto, CA 95353, United States of America
cUniversity of Brescia, 25123 Brescia, Italy

*Presenting author: giovannibattista.tornielli@univr.it

Phenology scale systems widely adopted by viticulturists define stages of the annual development of the vine 
based on the visual description of well recognisable traits related to organ growth and morphology, including 
grape features from fruit set to maturity. However, although some stages can be easily described (e.g., fruit set, 
veraison), defining a comparable developmental stage for grapes of the same cultivar when grown in different 
conditions or for grapes of different cultivars can be challenging, in particular after the onset of ripening. By 
analysing transcriptomic data collected over berry development, it was shown that the variations of a portion 
of the transcriptome exhibited conserved dynamics across cultivars and growing condition of grapevines, 
and thus may be used to describe the developmental stage of berry development. In this work, we used the 
transcriptomic data generated from grape berries weekly sampled from Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot noir 
vines grown in the same location over three consecutive vintages, focusing on conserved annual dynamics 
rather than on the biological significance of the expression program inferred by gene function. By interpolating 
the transcriptomic samples dispersed in a 3D space of a PCA we built a 30-stage Transcriptional Phenology 
Scale (TPhS) precisely defining the progression of development from berry formation to full ripening. The 
performance of the scale was assessed projecting onto the TPhS both RNA-seq and microarray transcriptomic 
samples from the same dataset used to elaborate the scale, and from several other public datasets. The results 
allowed to align samples on the new phenological scale and to highlight differences related to variables like 
the grape variety, the cultivation site, the vintage, or the applied treatment such as cluster thinning, defoliation, 
water limitation and temperature regimes. In some cases, the phenological re-scaling of sample collections 
from previous studies provided valuable hints to re-interpret the experimental results.  Overall, we show that 
the transcriptomic information can be accessed to precisely define a transcriptional phenology scale that can 
be used to map the ontogenetic development of the fruit with high precision and to align the stage of berry 
development of different grapes.

Keywords: grapevine, phenology, berry development, gene expression
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L16
Individual berry sampling led to the discovery of novel transcriptomic modifications induced by 
leafroll virus infection in grapevine (V. vinifera) berries

Markus Rienth *a, Sana Ghaffarib, Jean-Sebastien Reynardc

a Route de Duillier 50, 1260 Nyon, Switzerland
b Route El Jorf Km 22 , 4119 Médenine, Tunisia
c Route de Duillier 50, Agroscope, 1260 Nyon, Switzerland

*Presenting author: markus.rienth@changins.ch 

Infections with grapevine leafroll associated virus (GLRaV) deteriorate vine physiological performance 
and cause high losses of yield and fruit quality. Studies on GLRaV are relatively scare and molecular 
mechanisms responsible for decreased berry quality are not well understood so far. GLRaV infections 
delay ripening and reduce anthocyanin and sugar accumulation in grapes, which has hitherto been 
linked to a repression of anthocyanin biosynthesis and sugar metabolism genes. However, previous 
molecular studies did never account for berry heterogeneity and virus induced phenological shifts 
which could have induced potential biases in gene expression.  
Our study investigated the effect of GLRaV on vine and grape physiology. Pinot noir vines were infected 
with either GLRaV-1 or co-infected with GLRaV-1 and GLRaV-3. Physiological data was collected 
from 2015 to 2018 and RNA-seq was performed on 2 reconstituted berry ripening stages. Therefore 
245 berries were individually sampled and analyzed for sugar and organic acids to re-constitute 2 
homogenous ripening stages with similar acid and sugar content. This way it was possible to circumvent 
intracluster berry heterogeneity and to compensate for phenological shifts induced by virus infections. 
RNA of reconstituted samples was extracted and sequenced by single end sequencing and analyzed 
for differentially expressed genes (DEGs).
A total of 2136 DEGs was detected comprising several transcription factors related to abiotic and 
biotic stress, which showed a high variation in dependence of ripening stage and infection severity. 
Strikingly, the previously reported repression of anthocyanin biosynthesis and sugar metabolism could 
not be confirmed in the present study. This illustrates that the negative effect on fruit quality of GLRaV 
infections is rather related to a phenological shift than to a direct impact on metabolism. Our results 
provide novel insight in the mechanism of leafroll infection and emphasize the importance of the 
sampling protocol of molecular studies investigating berry metabolism.

Keywords: Grapevine leafroll virus, GLRaV-1, GLRaV-3, RNA-seq, berry metabolism, grapevine
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L17
NO TITLE

Ignacio Buesa*a,  Jose Escalonaa,  Ignacio Tortosaa,  Diana Marínb,  Gonzaga Santestebanb,  Cyril 
Douthea,  Hipólito Medranoa

aUniversity of Balearic Islands, Ctra Valldemossa Km 7.5, 07122 Palma de Mallorca, Spain
bPublic University of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain

*Presenting author: igbuepue@gmail.com

Rootstock choice plays a major role in the vineyard response to soil water deficit. This work assessed 
the effect of 13 rootstocks on water status, photosynthetic capacity and stomatal regulation under 
water deficit conditions in the Tempranillo cultivar during three seasons. The rootstocks evaluated 
included 5 widely used rootstocks (1103 Paulsen, 110 Richter, 140 Ruggeri and 420A) and 8 rootstocks 
recently bred by Vitis Navarra (RG2, RG3, RG4, RG6, RG7, RG8, RG9 and RG10). Results showed that 
rootstock significantly affected vine water status (determined by assessing both stem water potential 
and stomatal conductance) leading to differences in net photosynthesis rates. In addition, differences 
in intrinsic water use efficiency of up to 28% were detected due to rootstock effect. Nevertheless, it 
was the estimated hydraulic conductivity of the root-stem which was the physiological parameter that 
best explained water use efficiency in terms of biomass and yield. This suggests that it is the hydraulic 
conductivity conferred by the rootstock that largely modulated the response in photosynthetic 
capacity and stomatal regulation of the scion under moderate water stress conditions. Furthermore, 
this ultimately resulted in differences in vigour and productivity. These results confirm the potential of 
grapevine rootstocks for improving water use efficiency and provide the physiological basis for future 
studies and breeding processes.
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L18
Unravelling the genetic and environmental control of root system architecture traits in grapevine rootstocks 
using the structural root model, Archisimple

Mathieu Larreya, Jean-Pascal Tandonneta, Elisa Marguerita, Virginie Lauvergeata, Sarah Jane Cooksona, Nathalie Ollata, 
Loïc Pagèsb, Philippe Vivin*a

aEGFV, University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 33882 Villenave d'Ornon, France
bPSH, INRAE, 83914 Avignon, France 

*Presenting author: philippe.vivin@inrae.fr

Root system architecture (RSA) defines the spatial distribution of roots in the soil over time. It is shaped by genetically 
driven growth and developmental processes, which are highly modulated by internal and exogenous cues. Since RSA 
largely determines the ability of a plant to access water and nutrients, it represents a promising target for breeding 
plants more tolerant to the future adverse environments. In perennial grafted plants, rootstock genetic variation in 
RSA and their consequences for soil resource capture has not been studied a lot mainly because of the difficulty to 
phenotype large root systems in situ. In grapevine rootstocks only few robust quantitative trait loci (QTLs) have been 
identified for RSA traits (i.e. total root number, length, or biomass) and in general they explain a low percentage of the 
phenotypic variance. A better understanding of the genetic determinants of RSA as well as its plasticity is important 
in any grapevine rootstock breeding program. By dissecting RSA into its underpinning components (e.g. root emission, 
axial elongation, radial growth, branching, or tropism) and identifying the relationships between them, functional-
structural 3D root models are promising tools for analysing the diversity and complexity of RSA phenotypes with 
Genotype × Environment interactions. The model parameters are assumed to be simpler traits, less influenced by the 
environment, and consequently with less polygenic architectures than the integrative RSA traits they drive. Root models 
can serve as a basis for the development in silico of root ideotypes by highlighting the physiological mechanisms and 
parameters that most likely influence the RSA fitness. Based on this principle, we provide here an overview of our 
original work on RSA phenotyping and model-assisted trait dissection in grapevine. First, we calibrated the root model, 
Archisimple (Pagès et al., 2014) on a set of rootstocks grown in containers and assess its value to simulate several 
RSA traits measured at the root system level. Secondly, using the parameters of Archisimple as phenotyping traits, 
we aimed to identify the relevant traits underlying genotypic diversity among the 138 genotypes and the 2 parents of 
a mapping progeny derived from an inter-specific cross between Vitis vinifera cv. Cabernet-Sauvignon × V. riparia cv. 
Gloire de Montpellier grown in the field for 2 years. Broad-sense heritability and QTLs analyses were carried out for 
model parameters and variables outputs with a consensus map, and compared with other QTLs obtained on classical 
used RSA descriptors. The preliminary results give new insights on the genetic control of RSA in grapevine rootstocks.

Keywords: Root system architecture, functional-structural root modelling, QTL, Archisimple, rootstock, Vitis
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L19
Cell death in grape berries

Steve Tyerman*a, Lishi Caia

aUniversity of Adelaide, Waite Campus, PMB 1, Glen Osmond, 5064, Australia

*Presenting author: steve.tyerman@adelaide.edu.au

In some winegrape cultivars (e.g. Syrah) loss of mass occurs late in ripening. This reduces yield, and 
with the corresponding further concentration of sugars, can have negative impacts on wine quality. 
Loss of mass in the berry correlates with cell death in the mesocarp, which is exacerbated by high 
temperatures and water stress. Cell death, measured by vital stains or electrical impedance, generally 
becomes obvious around 90 to 100 days after anthesis, prior to flavour development and harvest. Cell 
death in the mesocarp was found to be related to a greater degree of hypoxia in the berry mesocarp. 
The hypoxia is related to increased respiratory demand of the berry and increased resistance for 
oxygen diffusion into the berry.  The skin appears to have a very high diffusion resistance to oxygen 
while lenticels in the berry pedicel appear to be the primary path for oxygen ingress.  Hypoxia in the 
berry results in fermentation leading to the production of ethanol.  This can be monitored either 
enzymatically of by the use of volatile ethanol sensors. The hypoxic regions also correlate with 
increased production of reactive oxygen species. There are important metabolites that are triggered 
by hypoxia and by membrane breakdown that are likely to impact on yeast fermentation and flavour 
profiles in wine.  The impact of bunch and canopy shading and rootstocks on berry development and 
cell death are being investigated.

Keywords: berry development, hypoxia, cell death, ethanol, shiraz, syrah
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L20
Genetics and markers for quality traits in table grapes: From the heaven of single traits to the 
deepness of polygenics

Patricio Hinrichsen, Claudia Muñoz-Espinoza and Marco Meneses

Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias, INIA La Platina, Santiago, Chile

*Presenting author: phinrichsen@inia.cl

Over the last years, our group has been advocated to search for the magic stones that could represent 
markers able to assist at key selection steps during the breeding process in table grapes. The focus 
was on different traits related to berry quality, such as seedlessness, berry size, and sugar/organic 
acids balance, which is mostly a concern for consumers. Thereafter, agronomical traits such as 
rachis architecture and the response and metabolism of the berry growth regulator GA3 have been 
addressed. Finally, we have been involved in berry firmness and berry drop (berry-pedicel tightness 
and other sub-traits) studies, postharvest issues that are of special concern for exporters to remote 
markets. To explore the genetics of all these traits, an instrumental tool has been the search for QTLs 
using biparental populations and germplasm collections, followed by the analysis of the expression 
level of candidate genes found in the corresponding confidence intervals for each case, coupled 
to the search for sequence variants (SNPs, SSRs, InDels) that can be associated to the phenotypic 
variance. In addition, several transcriptomic experiments have also been developed, always carefully 
choosing the key phenological stages. All these platforms have led to the identification of genomic 
regions that show higher probabilities of harboring the genes behind the traits, as well as to detect 
individual genes that can be associated to target traits. In doing this, we have gone from successfully 
designing a selection marker for seedlessness that behaves as a pseudo-monogenic trait (the first we 
studied because of its relevance for varietal acceptance), to a very complex and polygenic trait such as 
berry size, which appears to reside on a quite large number of genetic determinants. In this lecture, a 
compilation of these findings will be presented, emphasising the most recent work, which are based on 
transcriptomic studies of berry drop and berry size. In the latter case, the efforts to design a breeding-
friendly SSR markers set will be discussed. 
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L21
Influence of seed development on the timing of ripening initiation in grape berry

Laurent Deluca*, Satyanarayana Gouthub, Landry Rossdeutschb, Joseph Schmidtb, Yu Wangb, Conner Roganc, Albert 
Batushanskyd, Aaron Faitd, Sara Zenonie, Jeff Andersonc, Mario Pezzottif

 aDepartment of Horticulture, 4121 ALS Building, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, United States of America
bDepartment of Horticulture, 4017 ALS Building, Corvallis, United States of America
cDepartment of Botany and Plant Pathology, 4575 SW Research Way, Oregon State University, Corvallis, United States of 
America
dSede Boqer Campus, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Sede Boqer, Israel
eDepartment of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, Italy
fCenter of Research and Innovation, Edmund Mach Foundation, San Michele allAdige, Italy

*Presenting author: delucl@oregonstate.edu

The ripening initiation is a transitional developmental phase characterized by a complete reprogramming to primarily 
facilitate the dispersal of the seeds with significant implications on the final fruit composition. Several signalling pathways 
will integrate changes in the environmental and development cues to ensure the fruits’ transition to the ripening phase 
until maturity. While environmental cues have been extensively studied to examine the ripening onset, the influence of any 
developmental signal associated with the timing of ripening initiation has yet to be characterized. The uneven ripening 
of a cluster reflects the implication of a developmental program that controls the entry of each berry into the ripening 
onset. Recent evidence suggests that uneven ripening poorly correlates with differential anthesis time. Instead, a High 
Seed Index (seed mass relative to the berry mass) was observed in most lagging fruits at véraison in conjunction with a 
more significant accumulation of auxin in the pericarp tissues of these fruits at pre-véraison time. Seeds are a reservoir 
of many plant hormones that are particularly active until pre-véraison. Therefore, we hypothesized that a differential 
decline of seed-derived auxin associated with the seed index would explain the differential entry of individual berries 
in the ripening phase resulting in significant molecular changes in the pericarp tissues. Using an integrated approach 
combining genome-wide transcript profiles and metabolite signatures, we found that the developmental divergence 
observed between two véraison berry populations with contrasted seed indices (High and Low Seed Index) is a discrete 
and dynamic process during pre-véraison times responsible for significant transcriptional and metabolite changes. This 
developmental divergence will reach its maximum at mid-véraison. Still, a developmental convergence between the 
two berry classes will follow for the remaining berry ripening, which will result in mitigating the previous differences. 
Comparing the gene expression networks between the two classes (High and Low Seed Index) suggests a complex but 
coordinated transcriptional program across the three tissues that involves auxin, sugar, and ABA signalling pathways 
during both the developmental divergence and convergence.

Keywords: ripening initiation, seed development, auxin, uneven ripening
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L22
CARPO-NAC regulator controls the initiation of organ maturation in grapevine

Erica D'Incàa*, Chiara Forestia, Luis Ordunab, Elodie Vandellea, Antonio Santiagob, Alessandro Bottonc, Stefano 
Cazzanigaa, Mario Pezzottia, Edoardo Bertinia, James Jim Giovannonid, Julia Vrebalovd, Tomas Matusb, G. 
Battista Torniellia

aUniversity of Verona, Italy
bUniversity of Valencia Science Park, Spain
cUniversity of Padua, Italy
dBoyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Cornell University, United States of America

*Presenting author: erica.dinca@univr.it
In the current contest of extensive climate changes which widely affect agriculture, grapevine cultivation is 
assuming a notable attention due to its high sensibility to global warming effects. To maintain a sustainable 
viticulture with a stable production of high-quality grape, an increase of the knowledge on the overall regulation 
of the developmental program occurring in grapevine organs and of the transition to the mature phase is 
required. This transition is featured also by grape berries during the seasonal development and marks the onset 
of ripening. This work was focused on the functional characterization of the NAC family member VviNAC60, 
which we renamed VviCARPO (Controlled Adjustment of Ripening and maturation in Plant Organs), identified 
as a switch gene of the deep transcriptome reprogramming occurring during organ phase transition to mature 
growth. We used the DAP-seq approach combined to transcriptomic data to identify high confidence VviCARPO 
targets, revealing its role as positive regulator of genes involved in secondary metabolism and leaf senescence. 
In particular, we found that VviCARPO could induce anthocyanin accumulation and chlorophyll degradation 
through the up regulation of VviMBA1 and VviSGR1, respectively. Moreover, we demonstrated the VviNAC60 
capability to interact with itself as homodimer and the heterodimers formation of VviCARPO with two other 
maturation-related NAC genes, VviNAC33 and VviNAC03, through BiFC analysis in protoplasts. Grapevine stable 
transgenic lines overexpressing VviCARPO and transgenic chimeric repressors of VviCARPO showed a clear 
alteration of senescence process. In addition, the VviCARPO overexpression in the tomato nor mutant showed 
the same level of restoring than the NAC-NOR, supporting again its role as a positive regulator in fruit ripening. 
Taken together, these results led us to propose a regulatory network model of the VviCARPO mechanisms of 
action in which it emerges as a master regulator of the grapevine vegetative-to-mature phase organ transition 
by controlling different ripening- and senescence-related processes.

Keywords: NAC transcription factors, master regulators, grapevine functional analysis, grapevine transformation, 
tomato NOR mutant
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TOPIC C: FRUIT COMPOSITION
L23 – L33 
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L23
Modeling berry growth and quality formation at multiple levels

Zhanwu Dai*a, Jinliang Chena, Junqi Zhub, Yongjian Wanga, Michel Génardc, Bertrand Beauvoitd, Gregory 
Gambettae, Philippe Vivine, Nathalie Ollate, Serge Delrote, Yves Gibond, Eric Gomèse

aBeijing Key Laboratory of Grape Science and Enology and Key Laboratory of Plant Resources, Institute of 
Botany, The Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 100093, China
bThe New Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Limited (PFR) Marlborough, Blenheim 7240, New 
Zealand.
cINRA, UR 1115 Plantes et Systèmes de Culture Horticoles, Avignon, France.
dINRA, UMR 1332 Biologie du Fruit et Pathologie, F33883 Villenave d’Ornon, France.
eEGFV, Bordeaux Sci Agro, INRA, Univ. Bordeaux, F-33882 Villenave d'Ornon, France.

*Presenting author: zhanwu.dai@inra.fr

Grape quality is a complex trait that mainly refers to berry chemical composition, including sugars, organic 
acids, phenolics, aroma and aroma precursor compounds. It is known that the composition and concentration 
of chemical compounds dynamically change along berry development and can be affected by genotypes 
(rootstock and scion), environment (light, temperature and water) and nutrient status (carbon and nitrogen). 
Moreover, the ongoing climate change is affecting the physiology of grapevine and ultimately wine quality 
and typicity. Therefore, a better understanding of the mechanisms controlling the accumulation of quality-
related metabolites (both primary and secondary) in grape berry is essential to choose grapevine cultivars 
and viticultural practices best adapted to a given growth region. Process-based models can mechanistically 
integrate various processes involved in fruit growth and composition and simulate the plant responses to 
weather and management practices, making them a promising tool to study the response of berry quality to 
those factors.
We developed process-based models for sugar accumulation and anthocyanin composition in grape berries, 
which allowed us to determine the key processes responsible for these two important quality components. 
A 3D structure-functional model was developed to simulate water transport, leaf gas exchanges, carbon 
allocation, and berry growth in various genotype x environment scenarios. The interactions among the different 
scales of regulation will be further modelled to offer a model toolkit that allows more accurate predictions 
of grapevine growth and berry quality elaboration under changing environments and paving a way towards 
model-assisted breeding. Recent advances in fruit modelling will also be comprehensively introduced.

Keywords: Environmental adaptation, Vitis vinifera, berry quality, modeling.
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L24
Delayed ripening affects the formation of berry quality traits in Cabernet Sauvignon grapes 

Pietro Previtali *a, Nick Dokoozlianb, Luis Sanchezb, Bruce Panb, Kerry Wilkinsona, Christopher Forda

aThe University of Adelaide, Glen Osmond, SA, 5064, Australia
bE. J. Gallo Winery, Modesto, CA, 95354, United States of America

*Presenting author: pietro.previtali@adelaide.edu.au 

In response to extremes of heat and drought, grape berry sugar accumulation has been shown to 
accelerate, resulting in the desynchronization between primary and secondary berry metabolites. The 
development of cultural practices to reduce the rate of sugar accumulation during ripening has been 
advocated in order to re-synchronize sugar accumulation with the accumulation of berry constituents 
responsible for wine aroma, mouthfeel and color. Experimental treatments were used to obtain fruit 
ripening rates that were faster and slower than the control. The effect on the accumulation of primary 
and secondary metabolites was characterized through a sequential sampling approach. Delayed fruit 
ripening, as measured by reduced sugar accumulation rates, had negligible effects on the concentrations 
of organic acids, which were mainly responsive to the maturity stage. The phenolic composition of 
grapes was either unchanged or positively impacted by delayed ripening, suggesting benefits to wine 
color and mouthfeel. Slowing down ripening also improved grape aroma composition, decreasing the 
concentration of compounds responsible for undesirable green aromas while increasing desired fruit 
aromas, volatiles and glycosides. These data further demonstrate the importance of controlling berry 
ripening rate in order to increase the value and winemaking potential of grapes grown under the warmer 
and drier conditions associated with a changing climate.

Keywords: delayed ripening, fruit composition, grape quality, organic acids, phenolic compounds
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L25
High-density genetic mapping and aroma compound-related QTL analysis in a white wine F1 
population  

Franco Röckel*, Florian Schwander, Reinhard Töpfer

Julius Kühn Institute JKI, Institute for Grapevine Breeding, Geilweilerhof, 76833 Siebeldingen, Germany

*Presenting author: franco.roeckel@julius-kuehn.de 
A modern grapevine variety is selected for three major branches: (1) resistances against biotic (major 
pathogens) and abiotic stress, (2) general viticultural suitability (e.g. vine vigor, yield and phenological 
adaptation) and (3) the wine quality potential as the most important trait. Markers for marker-assisted 
selection (MAS) of pathogen resistances are available, while markers or prediction tools for the wine 
quality potential are developing slowly due to the complexity of this trait with a strong environmental 
variation. Hence, breeders highly demand the development of genetic markers regarding wine quality 
potential, as they will increase grapevine breeding efficiency considerably. In a first step, validated and 
reliable tools bear the potential to an early removal of poor quality genotypes in the beginning (negative 
selection) and could lead to an early selection of high quality genotypes in an advanced stage (positive 
selection). The project »SelWineQ« aims therefore at the development of novel and robust quality 
prediction tools by combining genomic, metabolomic and sensory approaches. The backbone of the 
project is an intensively phenotyped and genotyped white wine F1 population (150 F1 plants; ‘Calardis 
Musqué’ x ‘Villard Blanc’) cultivated at two locations (Geilweilerhof; Neustadt/Weinstraße), showing a 
multitude of segregating traits.
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) data was used and an innovative bioinformatic pipeline developed 
that extracts adjacent biallelic SNPs as local haplotype information. The resulting haplophased markers 
were used to construct a high-density genetic map with more than 110 highly-informative co-dominant 
markers almost equally distributed along each of the 19 grapevine chromosomes (2260 markers in 
total). As promising results, wine quality-related aroma compounds (monoterpenes, C13-norisoprenoids) 
determined in the wines led to several promising QTL present in consecutive years providing the basis for 
the development of new quality-trait linked genetic markers.

Keywords: GBS, genetic mapping, QTL, terpenes, norisoprenoids, genetic marker
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L26
Grape berry shrivel disorder: lessons learnt and knowledge gaps 

Michaela Griessera*, Stefania Savoib, Radomira Vankovac, Astrid Forneckd

aUniv. Nat. Resources and Life Sci Vienna, Institute of Viticulture and Pomology, Konrad Lorenz Strasse 24, 3430 Tulln, Austria
bAGAP, Montpellier University, CIRAD, INRA, Montpellier, France
cCzech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
dUniv. Nat. Resources and Life Sci Vienna, Tulln, Austria

*Presenting author: michaela.griesser@boku.ac.at

Grapevine ripening physiological disorders affect considerably the yield of the vine and the quality of the grape berries. Among 
them the sugar accumulation disorder, known as berry shrivel (BS), sugar accumulation disorder (SAD) or suppression of 
uniform ripening (SOUR), is a grapevine ripening disorder with still unclear physiological mechanisms. Recognizable symptoms 
of BS are: a suppression of sugar accumulation shortly after veraison, high contents of organic acids, low pH values, low 
amounts of anthocyanin in red grape varieties and finally shrinking berries. Shrinking berries are a common feature for all 
shriveling disorders in grapevine like sunburn, late-season dehydration, bunch stem necrosis and BS, but time of symptom 
emergence, anatomical changes and metabolic shifts provide clear distinctions. The current knowledge on biochemical, 
morphological and molecular processes affected by BS increased substantially the last years, but this information has to be 
validated, cross-linked with each other and related to the enormous amount of available information on grape berry ripening 
control in general. Identifying similarities, dissimilarities and knowledge gaps may provide us with the data basis to develop 
specific hypothesis about BS induction. The presented study aims to extract the most recent developments in BS research, 
highlight major steps forward in understanding BS symptom developments, identify overlaps with other ripening disorders and 
discuss obvious knowledge gaps. Thereby we focus on the process of grape berry ripening control, as BS sugar accumulation 
stops short after veraison and recent transcriptomic results identified a lack or delay in “switch” gene induction in affected 
berries. A key question is, if there is a common regulation of this set of genes and phytohormones are realistic candidates. 
Additionally, it would be tempting to know, which process(es) keeps BS berries metabolically active during the ripening phase, 
as shedding or abscission of such berries would be resourceful. By combining phytohormone analyses with RNASeq results, 
we propose two distinct photohormone profiles before and after veraison. A pre-verasion ACC peak was determined which 
possibly could interact with the complex ethylene-auxin relationship in ripening control, while during the ripening process 
other differences in the phytohormone profiles were observed, maybe associated with withering processes and sink activity 
in berries. Many of the targeted processes are not yet fully understood, therefor we need to develop sophisticated approaches 
and defined experiments in order to scale down the complex phenomenon of ripening disorders in grapevine. By merging 
and analysing existing knowledge from different approaches, we can deduce more precise hypothesis of BS induction and 
thereafter successful prevention strategies.

Keywords: Berry Shrivel, grape berry ripening, phytohormones
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L27
Combining leaf-to-fruit ratio manipulations with abscisic acid application adjusts sugar and anthocyanin 
concentrations in ripening berries 

Michaela Griessera*, Stefania Savoib, Radomira Vankovac, Astrid Forneckd

Lina Wang*a, Eloïse Brouarda, Duyen Prodhommea, Ghislaine Hilberta, Christel Renauda, Jean-Pierre Petita, Everard Edwardsb, 
Anette Bettsb, Serge Delrota, Sabine Guillaumiea, Zhanwu Daic, Eric Gomèsa

aUMR EGFV, Institut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, 210 chemin de Leysotte, 33140 Villenave d'Ornon, France
bCSIRO Agriculture Food, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia
cBeijing Key Laboratory of Grape Science, Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 100093, China

*Presenting author: wanglina71@hotmail.com

Climate change is causing extreme weather events to increase both in frequency and intensity, significantly affecting vine 
physiology and grape berry composition. Elevated temperatures (ET) typically result in increased berry sugar concentrations, 
while reducing organic acids and anthocyanin levels, modifying wine quality and typicality. Viticultural practices such as 
leaf-to-fruit ratio manipulation, combined with application of abscisic acid (ABA) can potentially be used to mitigate ET 
effects by adjusting berry composition. To explore the biological mechanisms underlying the effects of leaf-to-fruit ratio 
manipulations and application of ABA on berry composition, transcript abundance of genes related to sugar, anthocyanins 
and ABA metabolism were studied on greenhouse-grown Cabernet-Sauvignon fruiting cuttings.
The results confirmed that reducing the leaf-to-fruit ratio had a significant effect on berry composition, with a reduction of 
sugar and anthocyanin content, a slight increase in total organic acids and modification of the free amino acid composition. 
ABA application increased sugar and anthocyanin concentration, and partially restored the coupling between sugar and 
anthocyanin accumulation under low leaf-to-fruit ratios, without affecting the amino acid/sugar/organic acid ratios. 
Transcript abundance analysis revealed that several anthocyanin biosynthetic genes (CHS2, CHS3, CHI, F3H, DFR, LODX, 
UFGT, MybA1 and MybA2) were decreased under low leaf-to-fruit ratio, whereas some genes (CHI, F3H, F3’5’H, LODX, UFGT, 
MybA1 and MybA2) were up-regulated after ABA treatment. ABA treatment had little effect on the transcript abundance of 
sugar accumulation related genes, and leaf-to-fruit ratio also had little effect on ABA biosynthetic genes.
In conclusion, our results showed that ABA and sugar signaling synergistically interact to regulate the expression of 
anthocyanin biosynthetic genes and increase anthocyanin accumulation during berry ripening. Thus, ABA application 
was able to increase the ratio of anthocyanins to sugar under low leaf-to-fruit ratio at harvest, and combining leaf-to-fruit 
ratio manipulation with ABA applications may offer a fine-tuned way to reduce sugar concentration, while maintaining 
anthocyanin concentrations in grape berry, potentially offering a way to partially alleviate climate change related warming 
effects.

Keywords: Berry composition, climate change, abscisic acid, leaf-to-fruit ratio, sugar, anthocyanins
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L27
Combining leaf-to-fruit ratio manipulations with abscisic acid application adjusts sugar and anthocyanin 
concentrations in ripening berries 

Michaela Griessera*, Stefania Savoib, Radomira Vankovac, Astrid Forneckd

Lina Wang*a, Eloïse Brouarda, Duyen Prodhommea, Ghislaine Hilberta, Christel Renauda, Jean-Pierre Petita, Everard Edwardsb, 
Anette Bettsb, Serge Delrota, Sabine Guillaumiea, Zhanwu Daic, Eric Gomèsa

aUMR EGFV, Institut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, 210 chemin de Leysotte, 33140 Villenave d'Ornon, France
bCSIRO Agriculture Food, Glen Osmond SA 5064, Australia
cBeijing Key Laboratory of Grape Science, Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 100093, China

*Presenting author: wanglina71@hotmail.com

Climate change is causing extreme weather events to increase both in frequency and intensity, significantly affecting vine 
physiology and grape berry composition. Elevated temperatures (ET) typically result in increased berry sugar concentrations, 
while reducing organic acids and anthocyanin levels, modifying wine quality and typicality. Viticultural practices such as 
leaf-to-fruit ratio manipulation, combined with application of abscisic acid (ABA) can potentially be used to mitigate ET 
effects by adjusting berry composition. To explore the biological mechanisms underlying the effects of leaf-to-fruit ratio 
manipulations and application of ABA on berry composition, transcript abundance of genes related to sugar, anthocyanins 
and ABA metabolism were studied on greenhouse-grown Cabernet-Sauvignon fruiting cuttings.
The results confirmed that reducing the leaf-to-fruit ratio had a significant effect on berry composition, with a reduction of 
sugar and anthocyanin content, a slight increase in total organic acids and modification of the free amino acid composition. 
ABA application increased sugar and anthocyanin concentration, and partially restored the coupling between sugar and 
anthocyanin accumulation under low leaf-to-fruit ratios, without affecting the amino acid/sugar/organic acid ratios. 
Transcript abundance analysis revealed that several anthocyanin biosynthetic genes (CHS2, CHS3, CHI, F3H, DFR, LODX, 
UFGT, MybA1 and MybA2) were decreased under low leaf-to-fruit ratio, whereas some genes (CHI, F3H, F3’5’H, LODX, UFGT, 
MybA1 and MybA2) were up-regulated after ABA treatment. ABA treatment had little effect on the transcript abundance of 
sugar accumulation related genes, and leaf-to-fruit ratio also had little effect on ABA biosynthetic genes.
In conclusion, our results showed that ABA and sugar signaling synergistically interact to regulate the expression of 
anthocyanin biosynthetic genes and increase anthocyanin accumulation during berry ripening. Thus, ABA application 
was able to increase the ratio of anthocyanins to sugar under low leaf-to-fruit ratio at harvest, and combining leaf-to-fruit 
ratio manipulation with ABA applications may offer a fine-tuned way to reduce sugar concentration, while maintaining 
anthocyanin concentrations in grape berry, potentially offering a way to partially alleviate climate change related warming 
effects.

Keywords: Berry composition, climate change, abscisic acid, leaf-to-fruit ratio, sugar, anthocyanins
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L28
The consequences of plant growth regulators application and girdling on phenolic and volatiles 
composition of grapes

Kamal Tyagi*a, Itay Maoza, Larry Lernob, Susan Ebelerb, Amnon Lichtera

aDepartment of Postharvest Science, Volcani Center, ARO, Rishon LeZion, Israel
bDepartment of Viticulture and Enology, University of California, Davis, California, United States of America

*Presenting author: tyagi.kamal6673@gmail.com

Berry enlargement in seedless grapes is carried out by the plant growth regulators (PGRs) gibberellic acid 
(GA3), synthetic cytokinin forchlorfenuron (CPPU) and by trunk girdling and it is of interest to understand 
what the effects of those treatments on berry composition are. GA3, CPPU (and their combination) and trunk 
girdling were applied to 6 mm diameter fruitlets of ‘Sable Seedless’, and berries were sampled 51 and 70 days 
(d) following application. PGR treatments increased berry size and delayed sugar accumulation and acid 
degradation with a stronger effect of CPPU. Similarly, trunk girdling resulted in a consistent increase in berry 
size with a minor effect on sugar content. While CPPU reduced the levels of anthocyanins by 50%, the GA+CPPU 
and girdling reduced the levels by about 25% (51 d) and 22% (70 d) respectively. The CPPU treatment had 
minor effects on flavonol content but increased the levels of monomeric flavan-3-ols and proanthocyanidins 
(PAs). Similarly, girdling increased the levels of monomeric flavan-3-ols, flavonol and PAs. The mean degree of 
polymerization (mDP) was reduced from 26 to 21 and 19 in girdling and CPPU, respectively. Volatile analysis 
by GC-MS showed changes in composition with CPPU, GA3 and girdling treatment with potential impact on 
flavour. RNA-seq analysis showed that GA3 had a minor overall effect on the transcriptome whereas CPPU 
had pronounced effects on gene expression at both 51 and 70 d. Comparing the control and CPPU at similar 
Brix of ca. 19.7°, a reduced expression of stilbene synthases (STSs) including their regulators VvMYB14 and 
VvMYB15, and other phenylpropanoid-related genes was observed in CPPU-treated grapes. Overall, our study 
shows that CPPU and girdling had a major influence on the phenylpropanoid pathway and aroma related 
compounds whereas GA3 has no effect on the phenylpropanoid pathway.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera; seedless; table grapes; tannins; proanthocyanidin; CPPU; GAs; Girdling; Phenolics
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L29
Terpene biosynthesis is uncoupled from berry maturity and predominately regulated by solar radiation in 
Riesling (Vitis vinifera L.)

Josh VanderWeide*a, Simone Castellarina, 2, Wesley Zandbergb

a2205 East Mall Vancouver, BC Canada V6T 1Z4, Canada 
b3187 University Way, ASC 413, Kelowna, Canada

*Presenting author: jvande09@mail.ubc.ca

Certain volatile organic compounds, particularly terpenes and C13 norisoprenoids, increase markedly during 
grape maturation. Likewise, solar radiation also impacts the biosynthesis of grape volatiles. Despite this 
knowledge, no information currently exists which suggests whether berry maturity or the environment play a 
larger role in grape terpene biosynthesis. To investigate this, a 2x2 factorial experiment was established using 
greenhouse potted Riesling (Vitis vinifera L.) vines. The first treatment involved altering berry maturation 
at 25% veraison (~8 °Brix) by girdling shoots above and below clusters to estimate the effect of halting 
berry maturity on terpene production. Second, clusters were covered with light-impenetrable bags at the 
same point, halting solar radiation effects on terpene production. ‘Girdling’ and ‘bagging’ treatments were 
compared to vines subjected to a combination of both treatments, as well as an untreated control. In addition 
to measuring gas exchange and basic fruit quality parameters, free and glycosylated terpenes were profiled 
from veraison to harvest maturity stages, including at two (~9 °Brix), ten (~14 °Brix), and 30 days (~20 °Brix) 
post-treatment to gauge short-, mid-, and long-term responses to treatments. In ‘bagging’ treatments, solar 
radiation was reduced from ~250 µmol m-2 s-1 to < 2 µmol m-2 s-1 without altering berry temperature. 
Photosynthetic assimilation was significantly decreased by ‘girdling’ from one-week post-treatment until 
harvest due to feedback inhibition of photosynthesis. Total soluble solids accumulation was unaffected 
by ‘bagging,’ but was significantly inhibited by ‘girdling’. Terpenes increased from mid-ripening to harvest 
maturity, and were significantly decreased by ‘bagging,’ but unaffected by ‘girdling’. Individual terpenes 
involved in Riesling varietal character were largely reduced (> 90%) by ‘bagging’, while only linalool oxides (I 
and II) were decreased (77%, 100%) by ‘girdling’. In conclusion, this data suggests that terpene biosynthesis 
is “uncoupled” from berry maturity and predominately regulated by solar radiation. Additionally, the oxidation 
of linalool may be related to berry maturity.  

Keywords: Grape, terpenes, maturation, radiation, photosynthesis
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L30
Regulated deficit irrigation on cv. Cabernet Sauvignon grapes: impact on aroma and phenolic composition

Sebastián Vargas*a, Alvaro Gonzáleza, Felipe Laurieb, Nick Dokoozlianc, Samuel Ortega-Faríasb

aRuta k-650 km 10, Pencahue, Reg. del Maule, Talca 3460000, Chile
bAv. Lircay sn Talca, Talca 3460000, Chile
cE J Gallo Winery, P.O. Box 1130, Modesto, Modesto California 953553, United States of America

*Presenting author: sebastian.vargass@conchaytoro.cl

Regulated deficit irrigation (RDI) is a technique aiming to address two main objectives: water resource savings 
and wine composition modification. Even though there is a large body of information that has been produced 
regarding the impact of RDI on grape and wine composition, there are still gaps to fill regarding site-specific 
optimization strategies. This study aims to understand the impacts of different levels of deficit irrigation 
on a large number of metabolites and other chemical parameters in grapes, from aroma to non-volatile 
compounds, in an industrial-scale trial. A three-year RDI experimental trial was implemented in a commercial 
vineyard of Cabernet Sauvignon in the Maule Valley in Central Chile. Four RDI treatments were employed to 
replenish different portions of evapotranspiration (ET) from pea-size until harvest. These irrigation treatments 
were conceived as 100% ET, 70% ET, 50-100% ET (50% ET before veraison and 100% ET afterwards) and 
35-100% ET (35% ET before veraison and 100% ET afterwards). The following parameters were measured: 
midday stem water potential (Ψstem), stomatal conductance (gs), grape growth, yield and must composition. 
Chemical analysis included GS-MS/MS for C13-norisoprenoids, monoterpenes, C6 alcohols and aldehydes, 
and methoxypyrazines; and HPLC for anthocyanin and low molecular weight phenols.
RDI significantly affected yield, mainly due to reductions in cluster weight, berry size, and berry number. 
°Brix were found to be similar with no clear effect of the most restrictive RDI against the control. Significant 
differences were found in several secondary metabolites including higher concentrations of anthocyanin, 
tannins, and some specific flavonoids like catechin, quercetin, and myricetin in the most water-restricted 
treatments. Regarding aromas, RDI treatments increased the concentration of isobutyl-2-methoxypyrazine 
(IBMP), hexanal, 1,4 and 1,8-cineole, and linalool. Indicating that in the long run, RDI will concentrate most of 
the metabolites, either positive like anthocyanins and quercetins or potentially negative such as IBMP and 
hexanal.

Keywords: regulated deficit irrigation, Cabernet Sauvignon, stem water potential, stomatal conductance, yield 
components, IBMP, low molecular weight phenols
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L31
Increased temperature, elevated atmospheric CO2 and water deficit modify grape composition of different 
Tempranillo (Vitis vinifera L.) clones

Marta Arrizabalaga-Arriazua, Eric Gomèsb, Fermín Moralesc, Juan José Irigoyena, Inmaculada Pascuala, Ghislaine 
Hilbertb*

aPlant Stress Physiology Group, Associated Unit to CSIC EEAD, Zaragoza, University of Navarra, 31008 Pamplona, 
Spain
bEGFV, Univ.Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 33882 Villenave d'Ornon, France
cInstituto de Agrobiotecnología IdAB, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científ, CSIC-Gobierno de Navarra, 31192 
Mutilva, Spain

*Presenting author: ghislaine.hilbert@inrae.fr

Grape composition is strongly influenced by climate growing conditions and their modification, as expected in the 
coming years (increased temperature, elevated atmospheric CO2 levels and water scarcity) could significantly modify the 
biochemical composition of berries at harvest, and thus wine typicity. The rich intra-varietal diversity opens the possibility 
to select better adapted plant material in order to mitigate the potential negative effects of climate change on grape 
quality. The effects of increased temperature, elevated atmospheric CO2 levels and water deficit on grape composition of 
Tempranillo clones, which differ in the length of their reproductive cycle, were studied with the aim of detecting potential 
interesting traits among them. Fruit-bearing cuttings were grown in temperature gradient greenhouses and in growth 
chamber greenhouses under two temperatures (ambient temperature versus ambient temperature + 4ºC), two CO2 
levels (400 ppm versus 700 ppm) and two water regimes (well-watered versus water deficit), both in combination or 
independently, in order to simulate future climate change scenarios. The concentration of sugars, malic acid, amino acids 
and anthocyanins in grapes was measured. Elevated temperature favoured hastened sugar accumulation in grapes, 
both individually and combined with high CO2. However, this effect was mitigated by water deficit. On the other hand, 
elevated temperature increased malic acid degradation, notably when combined with elevated CO2 level and water deficit. 
Total anthocyanin levels at maturity were not strongly modified by the increase of temperature and CO2 levels but the 
combination of elevated temperature, high CO2 and water deficit led to a strong decrease of anthocyanin levels and to 
the imbalance between anthocyanins and sugars. The magnitude of these alterations was different among clones, which 
was not always solely explained by differences in the length of reproductive cycle, thus indicating intra-varietal variability 
in the response of Tempranillo to climate conditions. These results highlight the importance of multi-stress approaches 
to provide insights into the response of clones to optimize the adaptation of traditional cultivars in their growing regions.

Keywords: berry composition, climate change, CO2 level, drought, heat stress

Keywords: regulated deficit irrigation, Cabernet Sauvignon, stem water potential, stomatal conductance, yield components, 
IBMP, low molecular weight phenols
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L32
Regulated deficit irrigation on cv. Cabernet Sauvignon grapes: impact on aroma and phenolic composition

M Bergera, B Rubioa, A Collina, L Stammittia, V Garciaa, E Zehraouia, F Barrieua,Teyssiera, P Gallusci*a

aRMR EGFV, University of Bordeaux, INRAE, Bordeaux Science Agro, ISVV, 210 Chemin de Leysotte, CS 50008, 
33882 Villenave d’Ornon, France

*Presenting author: philippe.gallusci@inrae.fr

Epigenetics corresponds to the complement of genetic information carried in chromatin beyond the DNA 
sequence.  It includes the post translational modification of histones, DNA methylation and small RNAs, all 
involved in the control of gene expression and transposon mobility. Studies in Arabidopsis, tomato and many 
other plants, have demonstrated the relevance of epigenetic mechanisms in the control of development, their 
impact on agronomic traits and on genome stability, as well as their role in the responses of plants to various 
stresses. However, most epigenetic studies so far were performed on annual plants, whereas epigenetic 
studies in perennials are still in their infancy. Hence as a woody perennial, grafted and clonally propagated 
plant, grapevine presents unique features that make it an interesting model for epigenetic studies. 
In this context we have investigated the role of epigenetic mechanisms, focusing on DNA methylation, in 
grapevine berries, demonstrating tissue specific modifications of DNA methylation during berry development 
and ripening.  Additional works have analyzed the impact of grafting on both scion and rootstock small RNA 
populations and epigenetic landscapes as well as the response and adaptation of grapevine to stresses 
(drought stress, pesticide, carbon deprivation). More particularly we have investigated the possible role of 
DNA methylation in the epigenetic memory of stresses over years. Various aspects of the data we have 
obtained will be discussed in light of the current knowledge of epigenetic regulations in plants. 
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L33
Impact of ripening-related hormones on terpene biosynthesis in Gewürztraminer grapes (Vitis vinifera L.)

Dr. Simone Diego Castellarin*a, Dr. Junfang Wanga, Joshua Van der Weidea, Yifan Yana, Ricco Tindjaua, Laurent 
Delucb, Wesley Zandbergc

aThe University of British Columbia, 2205 East Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T1Z4, Canada
bOregon State University, Corvallis, OR, 97331, United States of America
cThe University of British Columbia, 3333 University Way, Kelowna, BC, V1V1V7, Canada

*Presenting author: simone.castellarin@ubc.ca

Terpenes dictate the grape flavour of several wine grape varieties and the aroma of the derived wines. In these 
varieties, terpene biosynthesis is strongly promoted during ripening and terpene levels peak around harvest 
time. Terpenes can be accumulated in the berry as free (volatile) or glycosylated (non-volatile) forms. Despite 
their importance, little is known about the endogenous factors controlling terpene biosynthesis in grape. 
In this study, abscisic acid, ethylene, indoleacetic acid, naphthalene acetic acid, jasmonic acid, and methyl 
jasmonate, that either promote or repress ripening, were applied to Gewürztraminer clusters at véraison to 
assess their effect on ripening and terpene biosynthesis. Ethylene and methyl jasmonate uncoupled fruit 
technological maturity from terpene biosynthesis indicating that terpene production is not strictly controlled 
by sugar levels. Additionally, jasmonic acid, and methyl jasmonate induced the biosynthesis of both free and 
glycosylated terpenes through the upregulation of terpene genes. This result was achieved without significant 
crosstalk from other ripening related hormones.

Keywords: aroma, gene expression, hormones, ripening, terpenes
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L34 – L38  
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L34
Artificial Intelligence advances for Digital Viticulture and Oenology

Sigfredo Fuentesa

aDigital Agriculture, Food and Wine Research Group, School of Agriculture and Food, Faculty of Veterinary and 
Agricultural Sciences, The University of Melbourne, Parkville Campus, Royal Parade 3010, Victoria, Australia

*Presenting author: sfuentes@unimelb.edu.au

Climate change has threatened the status quo within the viticultural and wine industry due to increased 
ambient temperatures, the variability of precipitation, and increased climatic risks. These main threats are 
specifically related to the compression of phenological stages, earlier harvests, many of these within the 
hottest months producing a dual warming effect. Furthermore, the increase of climatic anomalies, such 
as floods, frosts and bushfires, in number, intensity and window of opportunity within the growing season 
directly impacts yield and grape and wine quality. New and emerging technologies could play a critical 
role in the viticulture and winemaking of the future. The viticulture and winemaking of the future need to 
have a transformational process to be more predictive rather than only reactive by implementing disruptive 
technology based on artificial intelligence (AI).
There is currently enough knowledge related to digital viticulture and winemaking that could be readily 
integrated into the grape production, winemaking and commercialization chain. This integration will allow 
stakeholders to share information to maintain wine styles, increase quality, and respond better to environmental 
hazards and climate change. Precision and digital viticulture has been recognized as the best approach to 
maintain and increase the competitiveness of the wine industry in a changing climate and in a market where 
consumers are demanding higher quality and production standards.
Technologies to be discussed are related to viticulture using unmanned aerial vehicles and remote sensing, 
short-range remote sensing using infrared thermal imagery, near-infrared spectroscopy. For winemaking, it 
will cover the development of new integrated electronic nose sensor technology to assess grapevine biotic 
and abiotic stresses, smoke contamination in grapes, and smoke taint in wines. All these technologies are 
coupled with machine learning and AI applications for the viticultural and winemaking industries.

Keywords: Machine learning, computer vision, sensor technology
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L35
Genome-wide exploration of transcription factor targets involved in grape specialized metabolism and 
visualization through DAPBrowse: a centralized genome-browser for DAP-seq data

David Navarro-Payá*a, Luis Orduñaa, Chen Zhanga, Antonio Santiagoa, Miaomiao Lib, Carol Huangb, Tomás 
Matusa

aI2SYSBIO UV-CSIC, Carrer del, Catedràtic Agustín Escardino Benlloch, 46980 Paterna, Valencia, Spain
bCenter for Genomics and Systems Biology, Department of Biology, New York University, New York, United 
States of America

*Presenting author: davidnp7@gmail.com

Transcription factors (TFs) act on cis-regulatory DNA sequences that determine when, where, and how 
genes are expressed. Several studies in plant model species have shown that development-related TFs are 
able to bind thousands of genes and directly regulate the expression of a considerable fraction of them. 
However, the extent of this massive regulation (from now on called ‘orchestration’) has not been explored 
for specialized metabolism-related regulators. In grapevine, many TFs controlling specialised metabolism 
have been characterised to date but just a few targets are known for most of them, representing an ideal 
case for addressing the extent of their binding landscapes (cistromes). Accordingly, we have examined the 
cistromes of previously characterized R2R3-MYB regulators using the in vitro genome-wide approach DNA 
affinity purification sequencing (DAP-Seq). For all of them, we obtained thousands of binding events assigned 
to genes, with around 30% of peaks falling within -5kb from transcription start sites. Bound genes were 
overlapped with condition-dependent aggregate gene centred co-expression networks and in some cases 
with the transcriptomes of TF-overexpressing plants to predict and validate high confidence targets. Our 
results suggest that specialized metabolism TF orchestrators may also regulate several primary metabolic or 
hormone pathways and responses to the environment. We demonstrate how this approach can also be used 
to identify novel pathway genes which can later be characterized. To visualise the cistromes of different TFs 
we have created a Jbrowse based platform called DAPBrowse which is currently hosted for the grapevine 
community. This platform provides a way to explore DAP-Seq data for specialised metabolism TFs in the 
context of the 12XV2 PN40024 genome assembly and it's being updated with the new PN40024.v4 genome 
assembly.

Keywords: DAPBrowse, MYB, cistrome, anthocyanins, stilbenes
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L36
Vitis OneGenE: a causality-based method for gene network analysis in grapevine. Characterization of the 
laccase and dirigent protein gene families

Stefania Pilati*a, David Navarrob, Giulia Malacarnec, Gabriele Tomèd, Laura Riscicae, Valter Cavecchiaf, José Tomas 
Matusg, Claudio Mosera, Enrico Blanzierih

aCRI - Fondazione E.Mach, via E. Mach, 1, 38010 San Michele all'AdigeTN, Italy
b 2SysBio, Institute for Integrative Systems, Carrer del Catedràtic A. E. Benlloch no.9, 46980 Paterna Valencia, Spain
cFondazione E.Mach, via E. Mach, 1, 38010 San Michele all'AdigeTN, Italy
dCIBIO - University of Trento, via Sommarive, 9, 38123 TrentoTN, Italy
eUniversity of Trento, via Sommarive, 9, 38123 TrentoTN, Italy
fIMEM - CNR, Via alla Cascata 56C, 38123 TrentoTN, Italy
gI2SysBio, Institute for Integrative Systems, Carrer del Catedràtic A. E. Benlloch no.9, 46980 Paterna Valencia, Spain
hDISI - University of Trento, via Sommarive, 9, 38123 TrentoTN, Italy

*Presenting author: stefania.pilati@fmach.it

The availability of transcriptomic data organized in coherent databases and the development of causal inference 
methods have paved the way to gene network analysis in grapevine. The identification and visualization of gene-
gene interactions as networks can be supportive to several aims, such as the identification of hub genes or 
modules, the prediction of gene function, the integration of different -omics data and the comparison of the found 
networks across species. OneGenE, an in-house developed causality-based data mining tool, has been applied to 
the Vitis Vespucci dataset to produce a list of directly interacting genes, for each gene of the grapevine genome. 
Due to the computational power requirement of the OneGenE algorithm, it has been run as part of the gene@
home project, a distributed computation project relying on thousands of volunteers’ computers by means of the TN-
Grid, an infrastructure based on BOINC system. Finally, bioinformatics tools have been built in-house to reconstruct 
association gene networks using OneGenE generated lists. All this information and analysis tools are now available 
to the community through the website vitis.onegenexp.eu. Here, we present the integration between OneGeneE 
approach and a phylogenetic analysis to in silico characterize the two gene families of laccases and dirigent 
proteins. These enzymes are considered to be involved in the final steps of lignin biosynthesis, but we found that in 
grapevine a diverging group of them seemed rather related to the biosynthesis of oligomeric stilbenoids, important 
plant phytoalexins with antifungal properties. Co-expression analyses performed in dedicated datasets supported 
this hypothesis. Although experimental validation is undoubtedly required to confirm these findings, they represent 
an interesting example of how the causality-based OneGenE approach can drive knowledge discovery in grapevine.

Keywords: OneGenE, gene network, laccase, dirigent protein, causal inference, stilbenoids, co-expression analysis

http://vitis.onegenexp.eu
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L37
Small RNA populations reflect the complex dialogue established between heterograft partners 
in grapevine 

Bernadette Rubio*, Linda Stammitti, Sarah J. Cookson, Emeline Teyssier, Philippe Gallusci

UMR 1287 EGFV, Univ. Bordeaux, BSA, INRAE, ISVV, France; bernadette.rubio@inrae.fr

*Presenting author: bernadette.rubio@inrae.fr 

Grafting is an ancient method that has been intensively used for the clonal propagation of 
vegetables and woody trees. Despite its importance in agriculture the physiological and molecular 
mechanisms underlying phenotypic changes of plants following grafting are still poorly understood. 
In the present study, we analyse the populations of small RNAs in homo- and heterografts and 
take advantage of the sequence differences in the genomes of heterograft partners to analyse the 
possible exchange of small RNAs. We demonstrate that the type of grafting per se dramatically 
influences the small RNA populations independently of genotypes but also show genotype specific 
effects. In addition, we demonstrate that bilateral exchanges of small RNAs, mainly short interfering 
RNAs, may occur in heterograft with the preferential transfer of small RNAs from the scion to 
the rootstock. Altogether, the results suggest that small RNAs may have an important role in the 
phenotype modifications observed in heterografts.
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L38
Using geolocated proxy sensor systems to assess spatiotemporal stability of seasonal wood biomass in 
northern California vineyards

Philip Gauthier*

232 Yachtsman Drive, Vallejo CA 94591, United States of America 

*Presenting author: pag5351@psu.edu 

Previous research has investigated the temporal stability of spatial variation of vineyard wood biomass as 
a tool for optimizing crop management practices. These studies have typically used manual pruning weight 
measurements to obtain data over blocks of a single variety in small geographic areas. Recent advances in 
proxy sensor systems have allowed for the rapid collection of vine wood biomass data across hundreds of 
acres of vineyards within a single dormant season. This project seeks to build on previous research efforts to 
better understand spatial variation in vine size throughout vineyards and determine to what extent this variation 
is stable over multiple years. Data collected via a Physiocap wood biomass mapping system will be used to 
analyze the spatial and temporal stability in annual wood biomass in the context of block-specific variables 
of California vineyards. Physiocap’s raw shoot diameter data points will be processed into raster layers of 
wood biomass before the layers are analyzed to assess the spatial and temporal variation between and within 
vineyard blocks. Values will be examined in a block-specific context along with parameters like grape variety, 
management style, or local weather conditions. It is anticipated that this project will yield similar results as 
previous studies, showing that spatial patterns of wood biomass are generally preserved while individual vine 
size measurements vary significantly both spatially within the field and temporally between vintages. It is 
hypothesized that this variance or stability of wood biomass is stronger in specific grape varieties, or in those 
with different growing terroir.

Keywords: biomass, dormancy, geospatial, geolocation, GIS, proxy sensors, pruning, sensors, spatial, spatial 
analysis, wood
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L39
Climate protection based on increased humus amounts in vineyard soils: Sensor-based characterization 
of grapevine vitality

Nele Bendel,  Prof. Dr. Reinhard Töpfer,  Ludger Hausmann*,  Katja Herzog

Julius Kühn-Institute, Institute for Grapevine Breeding, Geilweilerhof, 76833 Siebeldingen, Germany

*Presenting author: ludger.hausmann@julius-kuehn.de 
Humus rich soils form one of the largest terrestrial carbon repositories and, thus, contribute significantly to 
climate protection. In the context of climate change mitigation, the incorporation of organic amendments into 
soils may further contribute to reduce carbon from the atmosphere. In vineyards, deep cultivation is typically 
performed only once before planting, followed by decades of rest of the subsoil. Slower humus degradation 
can therefore be expected, which is why vineyard soils are particularly suitable for long-term carbon storage. 
In order to investigate the effect of this novel approach on soil characteristics, greenhouse gas emissions and 
plant behaviour, two substrates (greenwaste compost and biochar compost substrate) were incorporated 
into the subsoil of vineyards. By planting the fungus-resistant grapevine cultivar ‘Calardis Musqué’, fewer 
plant protection applications are required leading to less tractor traffic which subsequently reduces both soil 
consolidation and further CO2 emissions.
The effect of these organic amendments on grapevine health and vitality is evaluated using innovative sensor 
technologies. Data were assessed during the most important phenological stages (flowering, véraison, harvest) 
over three consecutive years using two non-imaging optical sensors – Dualex Scientific and FieldSpec 4 Hi-
Res. Thereby, chlorophyll content was the focus of these analyses, as it is an important stress indicator. High 
correlation of sensor data with ground truth chlorophyll data was observed. In addition, grape health and 
must quality were examined in detail. Besides using FTIR analyses to determine ripening parameters (e.g. 
sugar and acid contents), the BI sensor was applied in order to phenotype the berry impedance Zrel. Thereby, 
Zrel indicates permeability and thickness of the cuticle and its epicuticular wax layers, which can provide 
information on Botrytis resilience. Preliminary results already indicate differences in plant vitality depending 
on the respective organic material incorporated, but also on grapevines’ position within the vineyard.

Keywords: sensor-based phenotyping, organic soil amendments, grapevine vitality, grape quality
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L40
Estimation of grapevine lateral leaf area (LLA) from RGB imagery using colour thresholds and 
automatic k-means image segmentation

Anke Berry*, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría,  Melane Vivier

South African Grape and Wine Research Institute - Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch 
University, 7600, South Africa

*Presenting author: avm@sun.ac.za 

Lateral leaf area (LLA) is an alternative method to evaluate canopy size and leaf area index (LAI). LLA 
estimation requires accurate image segmentation since conditions such as shadows, light, or soil 
interference need to be excluded to increase accuracy. In this study, a field experiment was set up to 
evaluate LLA determinations using different colour spaces transformations together with manual colour 
threshold and automated k-means segmentation. In the field, RGB images were obtained of the east side 
of the canopies at mid-morning using a white panel background to avoid the interface of subsequent 
rows. Four colour spaces: RGB (red, green, blue), HSV (hue, saturation, value), YCbCr (brightness, Cb, Cr) 
and CIELab (luminance, green to red, blue to yellow) were evaluated for a colour thresholding process. 
Also, an automatic method using k-means classification was evaluated. Each image was first subjected 
to a detailed manual image segmentation process to create a reference LLA-image which represented 
the true LLA value where only the leaves of the canopy are present. Manual and automatic methods were 
compared against this reference LLA-image using a MATLAB script to obtain the accuracy of the methods 
(% of agreement). Results show that the automatic k-means method presented good performance for 
low and medium vigour vines. Among the colour spaces tested, HSV was the most promising for LLA 
estimation, regardless of the density of the canopy with a consistent agreement of around 80 to 90%. 
The methodology presented is accurate, inexpensive and can be applied to seasonal LLA-image data to 
evaluate spatial and temporal variability of canopy size.

Keywords: Lateral leaf area, colour spaces, RGB-image, colour threshold, image segmentation
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L41
Whole genome resequencing and custom genotyping unveil clonal lineages in `Malbec´ grapevines 
(Vitis vinifera L.)

Luciano Calderóna, Nuria Maurib, Claudio Muñozc, Pablo Carbonell-Bejeranod, Laura Breee, Cristobal Solae, 
Sebastian Gomez-Talquencaf, Carolina Royob, Javier Ibáñezb, Jose Miguel Martinez-Zapaterb, Diego 
Lijavetzkya

aInstituto de Biología Agrícola de Mendoza, IBAM-CONICET-UNCuyo, Almirante Brown 500, Chacras de 
Coria 5505, Argentina
bInstituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, CSIC, UR, Gobierno de La Rioja, Logroño, Spain
cFacultad de Ciencias Agrarias UNCuyo, Almirante Brown 500, Chacras de Coria, Argentina
dMax Planck Institute for Developmental Biol, Tübingen, Germany
eVivero Mercier Argentina, Perdriel, Argentina
fEEA Mendoza INTA, Luján de Cuyo, Argentina

*Presenting author: dlijavetzky@conicet.gov.ar

Grapevine cultivars are clonally propagated to preserve their varietal attributes. However, genetic variations 
accumulate due to the occurrence of somatic mutations. This process is anthropically influenced through 
plant transportation, clonal propagation and selection. Malbec is a cultivar that is well-appreciated for the 
elaboration of red wine. It originated in Southwestern France and was introduced in Argentina during the 
1850s. In order to study the clonal genetic diversity of Malbec grapevines, we generated whole-genome 
resequencing data for four accessions with different clonal propagation records. A stringent variant 
calling procedure was established to identify reliable polymorphisms among the analyzed accessions. 
The latter procedure retrieved 941 single nucleotide variants (SNVs). A reduced set of the detected SNVs 
was corroborated through Sanger sequencing and employed to custom-design a genotyping experiment. 
We successfully genotyped 214 Malbec accessions using 41 SNVs and identified 14 genotypes that 
clustered in two genetically divergent clonal lineages. These lineages were associated with the time 
span of clonal propagation of the analyzed accessions in Argentina and Europe. Our results show the 
usefulness of this approach for the study of the scarce intra-cultivar genetic diversity in grapevines. We 
also provide evidence on how human actions might have driven the accumulation of different somatic 
mutations, ultimately shaping the Malbec genetic diversity pattern.

Keywords: Malbec, genetic diversity, clonal lineages, propagation history, whole genome resequencing
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L42
High-throughput field phenotyping in vineyards: demand, approaches, objectives 

A. Kicherera, K. Herzoga, R. Töpfera

aJulius Kühn-Institut; Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Grapevine Breeding 
Geilweilerhof, Siebeldingen, Germany

*Presenting author: anna.kicherer@julius-kuehn.de

Phenotyping in perennials, like grapevine, needs to be done directly in the field. Phenotyping methods and 
tools are very useful for genetic studies, breeding, and to develop new precision viticulture applications. 
Standard methodologies encompass visual scoring of phenotypic traits (e.g. ampelographic traits, 
yield, and disease resistance) and phenology (e.g. bud burst, flowering, veraison) as well as the use of 
physiological measurements of rate of photosynthesis and of water status or destructive biochemical 
measurements for quality assessment, as well as molecular genetic procedures. 
In recent years, however, there have been significant advances in the development and application of 
non-destructive and sensor-based phenotyping technologies suitable for use on a vineyard scale and 
designed for high throughput in breeding programs or even precision applications in viticulture.
The state-of-the-art of research for application of phenotyping in grapevine management and breeding 
will be discussed such as:
• the needs and technical requirements (field research, traits, throughput) from the   
• perspective of agronomic management practices and breeding programs; 
• the current non-invasive technologies (imaging methods, data analysis pipelines and 
• automation), that have significant chance of application in grapevine, based on the needs and traits; 
• finally, a critical evaluation of the most promising research directions within and some future avenues 

for solutions for specific use cases.

Keywords: automation, phenotyping bottleneck, digitalization, precision viticulture, disease detection, 
phenotyping platform, sensor-based approaches
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L43
Monitoring grapevine water status by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and plant based sensors

Giovanni Caruso*, Giacomo Palai, Letizia Tozzini, Claudio D'Onofrio, Riccardo Gucci

Università di Pisa, via del Borghetto 80, 56124 Pisa, Italy

*Presenting author: giovanni.caruso@unipi.it 

In the last decade unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have been proposed for the monitoring of plant water 
status due to their flexibility in flight scheduling and the increasing availability of dedicated miniaturized 
sensors. Similarly, plant based sensors (PBS) are becoming of common use because they allow to 
continuously monitor different parameters linked to plant water status. We tested UAV and PBS to 
monitor vine water status in a mature vineyard (cv. Sangiovese) in a sandy clay loam soil, subjected 
to three irrigation regimes: full irrigation (FI, 100% of reference evapotranspiration), sustained deficit 
irrigation (DI, 50% of FI) and rain fed (RF). Grapevine water status was monitored by measuring the stem 
water potential (SWP) throughout the season. Multispectral and thermal images were acquired from 
an altitude of 50 m above ground level. Three vines for each irrigation treatment were equipped with 
trunk dendrometers in order to measure continuously the daily trunk diameter fluctuations. Differences 
in SWP between irrigation treatments were evident starting from 14 days from the beginning of the 
different irrigation regimes and throughout the irrigation period. The daily water stress integral values 
of FI, DI and RF vines were -0.47, -0.79 and -1.03 MPa, respectively. The crop water stress index (CWSI) 
derived from aerial thermal images was well correlated (R2=0.8) with SWP measured concomitantly. The 
maximum daily shrinkage (MDS), derived from the daily course of trunk fluctuation, increased as the SWP 
decreased until approximately -1.0 MPa and then decreased as water deficit increased according to a 
curvilinear quadratic equation (R2= 0.65).

Keywords: crop water stress index; dendrometer; maximum daily shrinkage; stem water potential; 
thermal images
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L44
Clonal improvement-associated somatic mutations identified from diploid genome assembly in 
Tempranillo grapevine cultivar

Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano*a, Ilja Bezrukova,  Noelia Alañónb, Carolina Royob, Yolanda Ferradásb,  Christa 
Lanza,  Javier Ibáñezb, José Miguel Martínez-Zapaterb,  Detlef Weigela

aMax Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Max-Planck-Ring 5, 72076 Tuebingen, Germany
bICVV, Carretera Burgos km6, Logrono, Spain

*Presenting author: pablo.carbonell@tuebingen.mpg.de

Tempranillo is the third most widely grown red wine cultivar worldwide and the most relevant in the 
Iberian Peninsula. Here we produced a diploid genome assembly of Tempranillo to study the origin 
of clonal improvement in this cultivar. After PacBio and Oxford Nanopore sequencing, a trio binning 
approach produced chromosome-arm level and complete assemblies for the two haplo-phases. Based 
on the de novo assembly, we searched for genetic variation in ten re-sequenced Tempranillo clones 
selected for variation in agronomically relevant traits including fruit colour, low fruit sugar accumulation 
adaptable to warmer climates or loose bunches that are less prone to fungal diseases. Thousands of 
somatic mutations were detected in the ten clones, which, combined with gene annotations based on 
PacBio Iso-seq, identified candidate dominant missense variants related with selected phenotypes. We 
could also phase inter-chromosomal structural variation (SV) in the origin of white gape and loose cluster 
phenotypes. Our results provide a quality genome assembly for inter- and intra-cultivar comparisons and 
release candidate missense and SV mutations that could be responsible for clonal diversification and 
improvement.

Keywords: somatic variation, clonal improvement, genome assembly, variant calling, structural variation, 
candidate mutations
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L45
Generation of non-transgenic mildew-resistant grapevine clones via gene-editing: potentials and 
hurdles

Lisa Giacomelli*, Simone Scintilla, Umberto Salvagnin, Tieme Zeilmaker, Lorenza Dalla Costa, Mickael 
Malnoy, Jeroen Rouppe van der Voort, Claudio Moser

Fondazione Edmund Mach, via Mach 1, 38010 San Michele Adige TN, Italy

*Presenting author: lisa.giacomelli@fmach.it

Grapevine (Vitis vinifera) is among the most valuable crops cultivated in Europe for both economic 
and cultural reasons, but it is also highly susceptible to fungal diseases such as powdery mildew 
(PM) and downy mildew (DM). The control of these diseases’ accounts for over 50% of the fungicides 
that are used every year in Europe, raising the urgent need for sustainable viticulture practices with a 
lower impact on human health and the environment. Such practices include, but are not limited to, the 
introduction of PM- and DM-resistant varieties. The recent advent of New Breeding Techniques (NBTs), 
and in particular of gene-editing, offered a great opportunity to obtain resistant plants either by the 
introduction of known resistance genes, or by knocking out susceptibility genes in commercial cultivars. 
As compared to traditional breeding, this approach has the advantage of maintaining the integrity of 
the parental variety by introducing very specific and small mutations, and of being faster because it 
doesn't require several cycles of backcrossing. Some hurdles need to be overcome before the creation 
of non-transgenic grape cultivars by NBTs becomes of practice: i) the identification of appropriate target 
genes to generate resistant cultivars, ii) the development of efficient protocols to deliver the CRISPR-
Cas machinery as protein/RNA complex into single cells, and iii) plant regeneration. In addition to these 
technical problems, the products of NBTs are considered GMOs under the current European regulation. 
In the last years, we tackled these challenges by acting along two lines. On one hand, we characterized 
susceptibility genes of the MLO and DMR6 gene families by generation of knock-out mutants, in order 
to identify which genes are required for the establishment of the DM- and PM-diseases. Embryogenic 
calli were transformed via Agrobacterium tumefaciens with CRISPR/Cas9 vectors designed to specifically 
edit candidate susceptibility genes. Highly efficient targeted-mutagenesis in one or two genes was 
obtained, and several edited lines were regenerated from transformed calli. Edited plants grown in soil 
were challenged with the DM and PM pathogens, and preliminary results highlighted a role of these genes 
in grapevine susceptibility. In parallel, we also developed a new DNA-free methodology to obtain non-
transgenic edited grapevine plants regenerated from protoplasts derived from embryogenic calli. These 
plants were regenerated from a single edited-cell, and therefore do not show chimerism.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera, downy mildew, powdery mildew, genome editing, resistance
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L46
Edited grapevine knocked-out for VvEPFL9-1 showed reduced stomatal density

Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano*a, Ilja Bezrukova,  Noelia Alañónb, Carolina Royob, Yolanda Ferradásb,  Christa 
Lanza,  Javier Ibáñezb, José Miguel Martínez-Zapaterb,  Detlef Weigela

Lorenza Dalla Costa*a, Molly Clemensb, Claudio Varottoc, Mickael Malnoyc, Walter Oechelb, Michele Farallic

avia E. Mach, 1, 38010 San Michele All'Adige, Italy
bGlobal Change Research Group, San Diego CA 91925, United States of America
cFondazione Edmund Mach, 38010 San Michele aAdige (Trento), Italy

*Presenting author: lorenza.dallacosta@fmach.it

Stomatal density and distribution are under the control of small cysteine-rich peptides called epidermal 
patterning factors (EPFs), highly conserved in a wide range of higher plants. In Arabidopsis and cereals, 
three members of this family play a key role in the formation of stomata: EPF1, EPF2 and EPFL9. EPF2 
and EPF1 prevent stomata formation while EPFL9 is a positive regulator, acting antagonistically to 
the other two. In this work, CRISPR/Cas9 technology was applied to investigate the role of VvEPFL9-1 
gene in grapevine via knockout (KO) mutants. Gene transfer experiments were carried out co-culturing 
embryogenic calli of a table grape and a rootstock with Agrobacterium tumefaciens carrying the binary 
vector with a specific sgRNA. Edited lines were phenotypically characterized under well-watered and 
water-stressed conditions using a full suite of physiological parameters. Vvepfl-1 KO plants showed 
a reduction in stomatal density compared to the wild type (WT) followed by an improved water-use 
efficiency both under optimal and water stress conditions. In addition, ad-hoc experiments, carried out 
to test micrografted combinations of KO and WT lines, showed a moderate gain in water-use efficiency 
when micrografts were formed by an edited scion or rootstock. Our results highlight the possibility to 
optimize water-use efficiency by manipulating stomatal density via VvEPFL9-1 knockout and suggests 
stomatal anatomical features as a promising target for climate change resilient grapevine varieties.

Keywords: Genome editing, stomata, climate change, water use efficiency
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POSTER INDEX
1 Water availability and vegetation density constrain the dispersion of wild grapevines populations at the  
 southern distribution edge, Elyashiv Drori, Sariel Hübner, Oshrit Rahimi, Noa Ohana-Levi

2 Dysbiosis in soil microbial diversity is differently managed by the grapevine rootstock genotype,   
 Romain Darriaut, Guilherme Martins, Patricia   Ballestra, Elisa   Marguerit, Isabelle Masneuf, Stéphane   
 Compant, Livio Antonielli, Birgit Mitter, Virginie Lauvergeat

3 Intra-cultivar genetic diversity in improving water use efficiency in grapevine, Jose Escalona, Ignacio  
 Buesa, Ignacio Tortosa, Diana Marín, Assist.   Gonzaga Santesteban, Hipólito Medrano 

4 Grapevine ability to withstand drought stress: comparing the cv. `Touriga Nacional´ with `Tempranillo´  
 under deficit irrigation at the Portuguese Alentejo winegrowing region, Carlos M.A. Lopes, Joaquim   
 Costa, Ricardo Egipto, Maria Manuela Chaves

5 Suitability of abscisic acid and proline as markers for heat, drought, and combined stress in grapevines,  
 Patrick Lehr, Esther Hernández-Montes, Jutta Ludwig-Müller, Markus Keller, Christian Zörb 

6 Fungal Microbiota associated to the “Matriarca” a pre-phylloxera white Vitis vinifera cv Treixadura in NW  
 Spain, Vanesa Redondo-Fernández, Carmen Sieiro, Lara Areal-Hermida 

7 Water stress affects the structural composition of proanthocyanidins in Cabernet Volos skins, with main  
 effects on the biosynthesis of prodelphinidines, Paolo Sivilotti, Riccardo Braidotti, Alberto Calderan,   
 Matteo Fraccaro, Klemen Ljsiak, Andreja Vanzo 

8 Effects of salicylic acid on leaf stomatal conductance and leaf temperature in grapevines exposed to  
 heat stress, Kuo-Tan Li, Pin-Jui Chen 

9 Performance in a semi-arid climate of MS49 and MS104: new genotypes obtained from crosses of   
 Monastrell and Syrah, Diego José Fernández López, José Ignacio Fernández Fernández, Sergio Lucas   
 Miñano, Adrián Yepes Hita, Ana María Fuentes Denia, José Cayetano Gómez Martínez, Celia Martínez   
 Mora, Juan Corredor Cano, Juan Antonio Bleda Sánchez, Jose Antonio Martínez Jiménez, Leonor Ruiz   
 García

10 Downy mildew resistance evaluation in 27 new genotypes obtained by breeding programs in Spain,   
 Leonor  Ruiz-García, Pilar Gago, Celia Martínez-Mora, José Luis Santiago, Diego José Fernández López,   
 Ana Fuentes-Denia, M del Carmen Martínez, Susana Boso

11 Phenotyping and polyphenolic discrimination of Croatian native grapevine varieties inoculated with   
 Plasmopara viticola, Petra Stambuk, Iva Sikuten, Darko Preiner, Assist.   Zvjezdana Markovic, Jasminka   
 Karoglan Kontic, Ivana Tomaz 

12 Transcriptome analysis of grapevine under drought conditions and identification of key genes   
 responsible for drought tolerance, Rosa Arroyo-Garcia, Alberto Rodriguez-Izquierdo, David Carrasco,   
 Josefina Bota 

13 Comparative transcriptome analysis of wild grapevine (Vitis vinifera L. ssp sylvestris) and commercial  
 rootstock in response to salinity, Rosa Arroyo-Garcia, David Carrasco, Andres Zhou Tsang, Alberto   
 Rodriguez-Izquierdo, Rafael Ocete, Maria Angeles Revilla 

14 Rootstocks modulate the physiology of the scion responses to water deficit, David Labarga, Andreu   
 Mairata, Miguel Puelles, Sonia Santana, Alicia Pou 
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15 Small-RNA and methylation landscape of Red Blotch Virus genome during the early phase of infection  
 in Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.), Christian Mandelli, Christian Mandelli 

16 Dissecting the genetic and physiological mechanisms of grapevine resilience to heat stress, Silvia   
 Pettenuzzo, Luca Cappellin, Silvia Lorenzi, Diana Bellin, Jessica Vervalle, Michele Faralli, Emanuela Betta,  
 Marco Roverso, Sara Bogialli, Franco Biasioli, Maria Stella Grando, Laura Costantini

17 Comparison of microclimate conditions in a grapevine canopy with a field weather station, Melissa Kleb,  
 Nikolaus Merkt, Christian Zörb 

18 The effect of homozygosity of locus Rpv12 on downy mildew resistance, Sophia Müllner, Reinhard   
 Töpfer,  Eva Zyprian 

19 Contrasting hydromechanic adjustments of two grapevine cultivars to different levels of water supply  
 and  crop load, Felipe Suarez, Alonso Perez-Donoso, Bastian Silva, Felipe Perez-Torres, Assist.   Jose   
 Alcalde 

20 Studying the adaptability and resilience of grapevine cultivars and rootstocks to water constraints in a  
 model, ‘fit-for-purpose’ vineyard, Reinhard Swart, Talitha Venter, Anscha Zietsman, Evodia Setati, Carlos  
 Poblete-Echeverría, Melané Vivier

21 Functional characterisation confirms that defensin peptides protect grapevine plants against pests and  
 diseases in vivo, Helmien Barkhuizen, Melané Vivier 

22 Overexpression of plant defensins confer tolerance to water stress in grapevine, Helmien Barkhuizen,  
 Carlos Poblete-Echeverría, Melané Vivier 

23 Functional Study of Lipoxygenase-mediated Resistance against Erysiphe necator in Grapevine, Mikias  
 Damtew Guche, Lorenza Dalla Costa, Francesco Trenti, Graziano Guella, Mickael Malnoy, Claudio Moser,   
 Stefania Pilati 

24 Screening for powdery mildew resistance in germplasm from Spain, Cristina M. Menéndez, Alejandra   
 Arciniega, Carolina Castillo, Rosa Arroyo-García, María M. Hernández

25 Identification of the grapevine pectin methylesterases and characterization of their role in Botrytis   
 bunch rot, Jorge Javier Lagreze Perez, David Navarro, Vincenzo Lionetti, Daniela Bellincampi, José   
 Tomás  Matus, Claudio Moser, Giulia Malacarne

26 Detection of host defensive proteins in vine roots under biotic stress, Markus Eitle, James C. Carolan,  
 Astrid Forneck 

27 Evaluation of grapevine responses to variable water conditions using reference methods and proximal  
 sensing tools, Stenford Matsikidze, Philip Young, Carlos Poblete, Melane Vivier

28 Physiological and biochemical responses to biofungicides application in Vitis vinifera cv. Touriga   
 Franca, Eliana Monteiro, Sofia Correia, Radek Bragança, Isaura Catro, Isabel Cortez, Berta Gonçalves 

29 The grapevine LysM receptor-like kinase VvLYK5-1 mediates chitin-triggered immunity, Thibault   
 Roudaire, Birgit Loeffelhardt, Pascale Winkler, Jérémy Villette, Daphnée Brulé, Andrea Gust, Fatma   
 Lecourieux, Marie-Claire Héloir, Benoît Poinssot

30 Esca complex grapevine trunk disease leads to cell wall changes in asymptomatic grape berries, Helena  
 Santos, Florent Weiller, Cecília Rego, Pedro Reis, John Moore, Ana Margarida Fortes 

31 Clonal selection in Vitis vinifera cv Carignan Noir for improved powdery mildew tolerance, Carolina   
 Royo Brun, Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano, Yolanda Ferradás, Nuria Mauri, Rufino Aguirrezábal, José Miguel   
 Martínez-Zapater 
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32 Botrytis cinerea infection of grape berries analysed from the cell wall point of view, Florent Weiller, Julia  
 Schückel, William Willats, Azeddine Driouich, Melané Vivier, John Moore

33 Variability of Spanish minority varieties to Erysiphe necator infection, María del Mar Hernández, Carolina  
 Castillo Rio, Cristina M. Menéndez 

34 Grape berry acclimation to high and extreme high temperatures, Julia Gouot, Jason Smith, Bruno   
 Holzapfel, Celia Barril 

35 Understanding stilbene accumulation at the graft interface of grapevine and their potential use for   
 predicting graft incompatibility, Grégoire Loupit, Josep Valls Fonayet, Sylvain Prigent, Duyen    
 Prodhomme, Anne-Sophie Spilmont, Ghislaine Hilbert, Céline Franc, Gilles de Revel, Tristan Richard,   
 Nathalie Ollat, Sarah Cookson

36 Footprint of rootstock on Vitis vinifera response to drought, Estefanía Uberegui, Ana Fortunato,   
 Vitantonio Pantaleo, Clara A. Pinto, Rubén Vicente, Teresa S. David, Isabel A. Abreu 

38 Grapevine drought tolerant ideotypes to adapt viticulture to climate change, Silvina Dayer, Laurent L.   
 Lamarque, Regis Burlett, Sylvain Delzon, Giovanni Bortolami, Jose Carlos Herrera, Hervé Cochard,   
 Gregory A. Gambetta

39 How grapevine grafting for hybrids can affected wine under cold climatic conditions of Quebec,   
 Canada?, Caroline Provost, Alexander Campbell

40 Amino nitrogen content in grapes: the impact of crop load, Thibaut Verdenal, Agnes Dienes-Nagy, Vivian  
 Zufferey, Jean-Laurent Spring, Jorge E. Spangenberg, Olivier Viret, Cornelis van Leeuwen

41 Evaluation of two new genotypes from crosses of `Monastrell´ with `Cabernet Sauvignon´ grown in a  
 semi-arid climate under deficit irrigation and rain-fed conditions, Diego José Fernández López, José   
 Ignacio Fernández Fernández, Adrián Yepes Hita, Sergio Lucas Miñano, Ana María Fuentes Denia, José   
 Cayetano Gómez Martínez, Juan Corredor Cano, Celia Martínez Mora, Juan Antonio Bleda Sánchez, Jose  
 Antonio Martínez Jiménez, Leonor Ruiz García

42 Understanding growth and developmental genetic variations of Concord (Vitis labruscana) and wine   
 grapes (Vitis vinifera) for differences in yield, fruit quality, and productivity, Bhaskar Bondada, Markus  
 Keller

43 Evaluation of rootstock characteristics on graft performance, Ana Villa Llop, Sara Crespo-Martínez,   
 María Ancín, Diana Marín, L.Gonzaga Santesteban, Sarah Jane Cookson, Gregoire Loupit, Pierre-Olivier   
 Bonhomme, Duyen Prodhomme, David Gramaje, Rebeca Bujanda

44 Vine response to spur and cane pruning criteria differing in their respect of sap flow paths is affected by  
 plant material and growth conditions, Nazareth Torres, L. Gonzaga Santesteban, Ana Villa-Llop, Oihane   
 Oneka, Nahiara Juanena, Julián Palacios, Daniel Vergnes, Anne Janoueix, Coralie Dewasne, Jean-Phillipe  
 Roby 

45 Commercial mycorrhizal inoculants induce changes in grapevine root morphology, Mariam Berdeja,   
 Qiuhong Ye, Taryn Bauerle, Justine Vanden Heuvel 

46 Using plant biostimulants as an alternative to hydrogen cyanamide treatment for dormancy release in  
 table grapes Vitis vinifera Crimson Seedless, Nicole C. Venter, Eunice Avenant, Paul N. Hills, John P. Moore 

47 Early molecular response of cold-deacclimated grapevine buds to late frost occurrences, Valeria De   
 Rosa, Rachele Falchi, Giannina Vizzotto 
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48 Enol-caropological characterization of Vitis vinifera L. cv. Pinotage, Liam Samuels, Evodia Setati, Erna  
 Blancquaert 

49 Pre-flowering leaf removal affects gamete viability and reduces cluster compactness in Vitis vinifera L.  
 Grüner Veltliner, Javier Tello, Bozidar Krunic, Astrid Forneck, José Carlos Herrera 

50 Characterization of a cv. Tempranillo Tinto variant exhibiting a male-like flower phenotype, Noelia   
 Alañón, Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano, Nuria Mauri, Yolanda Ferradás, Diego Lijavetzky, José Miguel    
 Martínez-Zapater, Javier Ibáñez 

51 Grape Berry Shrivel Disorder ‘ Transcriptional Changes in Rachis Tissue, Heinrich Hildebrand, Michaela  
 Griesser, Astrid Forneck 

52 Somatic embryogenesis as tool to generate improved white-berried grapevine lines from red-berried  
 periclinal chimeras in Tempranillo cultivar, Yolanda Ferradás, Carolina Royo, Pablo Carbonell-Bejerano,  
 Elisa Baroja, Lucie Fernandez, Enrique García-Escudero, Manuel Rey, José Miguel Martínez-Zapater

53 Adapting perennial crops for climate change: Graft transmissible effects of rootstocks on grapevine  
 shoots, Jason Londo, Allison Miller, Sagar Patel, Laura Klein, Matt Maimaitiyiming, Joel Swift, Zach   
 Harris,  Anne Fennell, Prakriti Sharma, Dilmini Alahakoon, Roberto Villegas-Diaz, Laszlo Kovacs, Courtney  
 Coleman, Gaurab Bhattarai, Misha Kwasniewski, Mani Awale, Daniel Chitwood, Zoe Migicovsky, Qin Ma,   
 Cankun wang, Peter Cousins

54 Functional characterisation of cuticle-related grapevine genes, Jenna Jolliffe, Justin Lashbrooke,   
 Stefania Pilati, Claudio Moser 

55 Vascular connections into the grape berry, Zeyu Xiao, Sabrina Chin, Rosemary White, Aude Gourieroux,  
 Vinay Pagay, Stephen Tyerman, Leigh Schmidtke, Suzy Rogiers

56 Understanding the genetic basis of grapevine phenological traits through QTL mapping in a segregating  
 population, Tahir Mujtaba, Martina Marini, Ron Shmuleviz, Riccardo Mora, Giada Bolognesi, Diana Bellin,  
 Giovanni B Tornielli 

57 Is late winter pruning an agronomic management to encourage the adaptation of viticulture to climate  
 change in Chile?, Carolina Salazar, Marisol Reyes, Cecilia Peppi 

58 Effects of temperature increase on photosynthesis and grape quality in cv. Syrah in Central Valley of  
 Chile using Open Top Chambers, Carolina Salazar, Marisol Reyes, Alexis Vergara, Camila Montano 

59 Molecular control of grapevine bud fruitfulness and its interaction with environmental factors, Xiaoyi  
 Wang, Cassandra Collins, Dabing Zhang, Matthew Gilliham 

59a How effective are plant biostimulants to alleviate drought stress in grapevine?, Fadwa Benyahia,   
 Francesco Giovanelli, Carina Veronica Gonzalez, Carlo Andreotti 

60 Towards the identification of the genetic determinants of harvest date in table grapes, Claudia Muñoz- 
 Espinoza, Sofía Reyes-Impellizzeri, Marco Meneses, Esteban Soto, Juan Pablo Iribarra, Éric Duchêne,   
 Carolina Salazar, Erika Salazar, Paola Barba 

61 Temperature affects organic acid, terpene and stilbene metabolisms in wine grapes during post-harvest  
 dehydration, Ron Shmuleviz, Erica D’Inca, Giovanni Luzzini, Maurizio Ugliano, Sara Zenoni, Giovanni B.   
 Tornielli 

62 Searching for the Drivers that Regulate Fruit Acidity, Esther Hernández Montes, Yun Zhang, Hipólito   
 Medrano, Markus Keller 

63 Towards grape vineyards rich in bioactive compounds, Manuel Tornel, Pablo Crespo, Lorena Martinez,   
 Francisco Artes
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64 Adaptation of an in-vitro grape berry growth culture system to study the development and ripening of  
 Pinot noir berries, Jeff Bennett, Sathiyamoorthy Meiyalaghan, Philippa   Barrell, Richard Espley 

65 Influence of production level on the characteristics of the grape and wine of the cv. Tempranillo, José  
 Antonio Rubio Cano, Sergio Vélez, Enrique Barajas, David Ruano, Marta Bueno 

66 Genomic analysis of QTLs associated with monoterpene biosynthesis in Grapevine, Robin Bosman,   
 Justin Lashbrooke 

67 Meta-QTL analysis of fruit and bunch quality traits in grapevine, Varoostha Govender, Justin Lashbrooke 

68 Gene Expression Validation in Berry Shrivel Affected Berries of cultivar Blauer Zweigelt, Michaela   
 Griesser, Katrin Frank, Astrid Forneck 

69 Albariño cv. (Vitis vinifera L.) berry composition is influenced by topo climate in Uruguay oceanic   
 conditions, Mercedes Fourment, Ramiro Tachini, Milka Ferrer 

70 Effect of vineyard fertilisation on Vitis vinifera cv. Ugni blanc berry skin characteristics, must and wine  
 composition, Julia Gouot, Amandine   Bernier, Xavier Poitou 

71 A COMPASS for VESPUCCI: a FAIR way to explore the grapevine transcriptomic landscape, Marco   
 Moretto, Paolo Sonego, Giulia Malacarne, Stefania Pilati, Laura Costantini, José Tomás Matus, Kristof   
 Engelen

72 The construction of a high-density consensus map based on three mapping populations using the   
 Vitis18K SNP chip and a reference genome sequence, Jessica Vervalle, Laura Costantini, Maria Stella   
 Grando, Silvia Lorenzi, Riccardo Mora, Marina Marini, Justin Graham Lashbrooke, Phyllis Burger, Melané   
 Vivier, Rouvay Roodt-Wilding, Diana Bellin

73 Identification of Grapevine varieties using Deep Learning (CNN) and Keras, Sergio Vélez, José Antonio  
 Rubio, Enrique Barajas 

74 Genomics characterization of Carmenère clonal selections cultivated in Chile at Concha y Toro   
 Vineyards, Daniela Araya, Felipe Gainza, Gonzalo Riadi 

75 Technological advances for resistant grapevine varieties in a French private company, Camille Mietton,  
 Pierre Videau 

76 Pan Genome Resources for Grapevine, Kapeel Chougule, Marcela K Tello-Ruiz, Sharon Wei, Andrew   
 Olson, Zhenyuan Lu, Sunita Kumari, Vivek Kumar, Parul Gupta, Sushma Naithani, Peter DEustach, Irene   
 Papatheod, Nancy George, Bruno Contreras, Guy Naamati, Sarah Dyer, Pankaj Jaiswal, Doreen Ware

77 Automatic image filtering for determining representative canopy temperatures with thermography in  
 vineyards, Jaco Luus, Danie Els, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría

78 Genetic variability of grapevine pruning wood parameters as described with LiDAR data and associated  
 quantitative trait loci, Elsa Chedid, Komlan Avia, Vincent Dumas, Lionel Ley, Nicolas Reibel, Gisèle   
 Butterlin, Maxime Soma, Raul Lopez-Lozano, Frédéric Baret, Didier Merdinoglu, Eric Duchêne

79 The Vines -They Are A-Changin’: QTL in Grapevine Acclimation Across Environments, Andrej Svyantek,  
 Bülent Köse, Zhuoyu Wang, John Stenger, Collin Auwarter, Harlene Hatterman-Valenti 

80 Developing a Spray-Induced Gene Silencing (SIGS) methodology for the control of Grape Powdery   
 Mildew (Erysiphe necator), Britt Eubanks, Bahiya Zahl, Chance Lemon, Madesyn Samples, Satyanarayana  
 Gouthu, Laurent Deluc

81 Establishments of an efficient platform for genome editing in grapevine, Samaneh Najafi, Edoardo   
 Bertini,  Mario Pezzotti, Giovanni Battista Tornielli, Sara Zenoni 
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82 CRISPR-based genome editing tools for virus resistance in grapevine, Katarina Spencer, Manuela   
 Campa, Johan Burger 

83 Evaluation of cell penetrating peptide-mediated delivery of CRISPR Ribonucleoproteins in microvine  
 embryogenic cells, Satyanarayana Gouthu, Laurent Deluc

84 High-density linkage mapping and QTL identification of black rot resistance towards marker-assisted  
 breeding in grapevine, Paola Bettinelli, Daniela Nicolini, Marco Stefanini, Ludger Hausmann, Silvia Vezzulli 

85 Real-time PCR, droplet digital PCR and Next Generation Sequencing: comparison of techniques   
 for quantitative assessments in the development of transgenic grapevine lines, Lorenza Dalla Costa,   
 Daniela Vinciguerra, Lisa Giacomelli, Umberto Salvagnin, Stefano Piazza, Katia Spinella, Mickael Malnoy,   
 Claudio Moser, Ugo Marchesi

86 Genome-wide epigenetic changes during and following grapevine somatic embryogenesis, Darrell   
 Lizamore, Chris Winefield, Ross Bicknell 

87 Heat transfer method (HTM): New automatic method for calculating crop water stress index (CWSI)   
 reference temperatures in grapevines, Jaco Luus, Danie Els, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría 

88 Selection of grapevine hybrids resistant to fungal diseases, Manuel Tornel, María Isabel Serrano-Sánchez 

89 Relationship between vegetation indices calculated from Sentinel-2 imagery and ground-truth data   
 measured in the vineyard, Sergio Vélez, Jose Antonio Rubio, Enrique Barajas 

90 Thermoregulation capacity of the leaf canopy according to vine variety, José Antonio Rubio Cano, Sergio  
 Vélez, Enrique Barajas, Rubén Vacas 

91 Spatio-Temporal Analysis using Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 satellite imagery to identify vineyard yeast  
 differences according to biogeographic origin, Sergio Vélez, David Castrillo, Pilar Blanco, Enrique   
 Barajas, José Antonio Rubio 

92 Phenotyping of virus-infected grapevine leaves through hyperspectral imaging and machine learning,  
 Luca Brillante, Erica Sawyer, Marc Fuchs, Monica Cooper, Benjamin Corrales, Khushwinder Singh, Takuy   
 Frnzyan, Kaylah Vasquez, Eve Laroche-Pinel

93 Comparing the yield and viability of protoplasts isolated from three grapevine tissues with regenerative  
 capacity, Shannon Derman, Melané Vivier 

94 Increasing the clonal diversity of the South African bred cultivar Pinotage through gamma irradiance,  
 Monje Pohl, Melané Vivier, Phyllis Burger 

95 Utilisation of phased diploid genomes to study the grapevine terpene synthase (VviTPS) family, Samuel  
 Smit, Melané Vivier, Philip Young 

96 Organelle engineering to modulate grapevine terpene production: validation of a hairy root culturing  
 system, Tumelo Moyo, Philip Young, Melane Vivier

97 The effect of variety on the conversion of grape pixels into yield at grapevine level, Carlos M.A. Lopes,  
 Gonçalo Victorino

98 3D visualisation of voids in grapevine flowers and berries using X-ray micro computed tomography,   
 Zeyu Xiao, Timothy Stait-Gardner, Scott Willis, William Price, Francesca Moroni, Vinay Pagay, Stephen   
 Tyerman, Leigh Schmidtke, Suzy Rogiers 

99 The design of a model vineyard established for long-term water research using an integrated approach  
 and advanced technologies, Talitha Venter, Reinhard Swart, Anscha Zietsman, Evodia Setati, Melané   
 Vivier, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría
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TOPIC A: ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS
P1 – P33  
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P1
Water availability and vegetation density constrain the dispersion of wild grapevines populations at 
the southern distribution edge

Elyashiv Drori*a, Sariel Hübnerb, Oshrit Rahimic, Noa Ohana-Levid

aGivat harel 3, Shilo 4483000, Israel
bGalilee Research Institute Migal, Tel-Hai, Kiryat Shmona, Israel
cDepartment of Chemical engineering, Ariel U, Ariel, Israel
dSede Boker 84990, Israel, Sede Boker, Israel

*Presenting author: shividrori@gmail.com

The distribution of plants in space is constrained by eco-geographic factors which determine the range 
and abundance of the species. Wild grapevine is distributed from Switzerland in the north to the Levant 
in the south. Yet, little is known on the eco-geographic constrains of this species, especially at the edge 
of its distribution range. Here, we present a multi-layer characterization of a wide V.v. Sylvestris collection 
representing the southern part of the Levant. A niche modelling analysis of potential habitats featured 
the relative contribution of environmental factors affecting the distribution of wild grapevine. We show 
that proximity to flowing water sources and the medium-high vegetation density are the main indicators 
of wild grapevine distribution. A population structure analysis using 22 SSR standard markers indicated 
that the wild grapevine population in the southern Levant can be divided into two distinguished clusters 
in accordance with geographic distribution. Finally, analysis of the wild grapevine accessions phenotypes 
in the two distinctive genetic populations indicated that leaf hairiness significantly differentiates the two 
populations while the genetic differentiation between populations was mild. As these two populations 
originate from environmentally distinct habitats, these observations imply an environmental pressure 
possibly leading to the development of unique phenotypic traits at the edge of wild grapevine distribution 
range.

Keywords: Levant, MaxEnt, Population structure, Phenotypic diversity, SSR markers, Vitis vinifera ssp. 
sylvestris, Wild grapevine
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P2
Dysbiosis in soil microbial diversity is differently managed by the grapevine rootstock genotype

Elyashiv Drori*a, Sariel Hübnerb, Oshrit Rahimic, Noa Ohana-Levid

Romain Darriaut*a, Guilherme Martinsb, Patricia Ballestrac, Elisa Ms. Marguerit, Isabelle Patricia Ballestra 
Masneufcd, Livio Antoniellid, Birgit Mitterd, Virginie Lauvergeata

aISVV, EGFV 1287, 210, chemin de Leysotte, 33882 Villenave d'Ornon, France
bBordeaux Sciences Agro, 1 cours du général , 33170 Gradignan, France
cUniversité de Bordeaux, ISVV, EA 4577, 33882 Villenave d'Ornon, France
dAIT, Centre for health and bioressources, A-3430 Tulln, Austria

*Presenting author: romain.darriaut@inrae.fr

The microbiome at the interface with the root system, referred to as the rhizobiome, influences vine 
fitness and its adaptation with its environment. Grapevine decline, which is depicted as a multiannual 
yield downsize caused by the sudden or progressive vine death, is not always associated with identified 
diseases or mineral deficiency or excess. Herein, the role of the soil and root-associated microbiome 
diversity and functioning to explain such grapevine decline has been explored in vineyard and in a pot 
experiment. 
A plot was selected in a Bordeaux vineyard that contains both a localized area with declining (Symptomatic 
S) and non-declining vines (asymptomatic AS). Soil analyses confirmed that the decline (loss of vigour, 
yield and berry quality) was not associated with an identified disease or mineral deficiencies, but with 
differences in microbial composition and activities between S and AS areas from the same plot.
Soil was collected from the inter-rows nearby S and AS vines, to perform a greenhouse experiment. One-
year old plants of Cabernet Sauvignon (CS) grafted onto Riparia Gloire de Montpellier (RGM) and 1103 
Paulsen (1103P) were planted in pots filled with the soil collected in S and AS zones. A metagenomic 
analysis was performed five months after planting on the rhizospheric, roots, and bulk soil compartments 
to explore the bacterial and fungal diversity in both AS and S soils for RGM and 1103P rootstocks using 
16S rRNA gene and ITS high-throughput amplicon sequencing. 
The same bacterial and fungal richness has been found in the two soils for both rootstocks, but with a 
lower microbial diversity in the S soil compared to the AS one. It appears that the rootstock genotype 
impacts differently the β-diversity, and the abundance of some keystone taxa. Results suggested that S 
soils display initially a dysbiosis in microbial diversity, that was afterwards differently managed depending 
on the rootstock genotype.

Keywords: Soil microbiome, microbiome dysbiosis, grapevine decline, rootstock genotype
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P3
Intra-cultivar genetic diversity in improving water use efficiency in grapevine

Jose Escalona*a, Ignacio Buesaa, Ignacio Tortosaa, Diana Marínb, Gonzaga Santestebanb, Hipólito 
Medranoa

aUniversity of Balearic Islands, Ctra Valldemossa Km 7.5, 07122 Baleares Palma, Spain
b ept. of Agronomy, Biotechnology and Food Science, University Pública de Navarra, Campus Arrosadia, 
31006 Pamplona, Navarra, Spain

*Presenting author: jose.escalona@uib.es

Water scarcity is an increasing threat in many wine growing regions worldwide. Given the predicted water 
scarcity scenarios, optimizing water management in viticulture has become critical to its sustainability 
and profitability. Improvement of crop water use efficiency (WUE) by selecting the best adapted genotypes 
has been identified as a possible strategy to address these challenges. The identification of genotypes 
with the highest WUE within a cultivar would be particularly interesting given the strong support for local 
cultivars. With this aim, this work assessed the responses to water stress by means of water status 
parameters, leaf gas exchange and carbon isotopic discrimination in three widespread Spanish red 
varieties (Tempranillo, Grenache and Mourvedre). Experiments were conducted both in the field and in 
pots over a period of 3 to 5 years. The results showed that there was a high degree of variability in WUE 
within each cultivar. The Tempranillo and Grenache showed differences of up to 30% among clones under 
moderate water stress conditions, while Mourvedre showed an intra-cultivar variability lower than 10%. 
These results confirm the potential of selecting clones with higher WUE and provide the physiological 
basis for genetic breeding in grapevine.

Keywords: Clone, Vitis vinifera, water stress, breeding
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P4
Grapevine ability to withstand drought stress: comparing the cv. ̀ Touriga Nacional´ with ̀ Tempranillo´ 
under deficit irrigation at the Portuguese Alentejo winegrowing region

Carlos Lopes*a, Joaquim Costaa, Ricardo Egiptob, Maria Manuela Chavesc

aInstituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa, Tapada da Ajuda, 1349-017 Lisboa, Portugal
bInstituto Nacional de Investigação Agrária, Dois Portos, Portugal
cInstituto de Tecnologia Química e Biológica, Oeiras, Portugal

*Presenting author: carlosmlopes@isa.ulisboa.pt

The aim of this work was to compare physiological responses of the two red grapevine cvs. ‘Touriga 
Nacional’ (TN) and Aragonez (AR; syn. ‘Tempranillo’) cultivated side by side under deficit irrigation during 
three growing seasons in a commercial vineyard, located at the Portuguese Alentejo winegrowing region. 
In each varietal plot, a randomized complete block design was established with four replications and 
two irrigation treatments: DI1 - sustained deficit irrigation (0.28 to 0.36 of crop evapotranspiration) 
and DI2 (similar irrigation strategy but with lower water volumes: 52 to 72% of DI1). Predawn (ψpd) and 
midday (ψm) leaf water potential and mid-morning and midday stomatal conductance (gs) and net CO2 

assimilation (An) were periodically assessed. At mid-morning, the leaf to air temperature difference 
presented a significantly negative correlation with gs for both cvs., however the slope of the regression 
line was significantly lower for TN. Regarding the relationships between An or gs and ψ, no significant 
correlations were detected with Ψm but ψpd was positively correlated with An and gs. While at mid-
morning the slope of regression lines of the relationships between An or gs and ψpd (independent variable) 
were similar for both cvs., at midday AR regression lines presented significantly higher slopes than those 
of TN. The differences observed in the slopes of these regression lines indicates that the two cvs. have 
different stomatal regulation, with a more “optimistic” behaviour in TN. Furthermore, the higher slope of 
the regression line between leaf to air temperature difference and gs presented by AR at mid-morning, 
suggest that this cultivar has more difficulties in heat dissipation than TN, differences that can be due 
to the higher leaf size of AR. This knowledge will provide information for the choice of the cultivars and 
management practices to face the challenges of the climate change expected scenarios.

Keywords: leaf water potential, stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, stomatal regulation, Touriga 
Nacional, Tempranillo
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P5
Suitability of abscisic acid and proline as markers for heat, drought, and combined stress in 
grapevines

Patrick Lehr*a, Esther Hernández-Montesb, Jutta Ludwig-Müllerc, Markus Kellerb, Christian Zörba

aDepartment Quality of Plant Products, Emil-Wolff-Str. 25, 70599 Stuttgart, Germany
bDepartment of Horticulture, IAREC, Prosser 99350, United States of America
cTechnische Universitaet Dresden, Zellescher Weg 20b, 01062 Dresden, Germany

*Presenting author: plehr@uni-hohenheim.de

Heat and drought are among the most limiting abiotic factors in crop production. In view of changing 
climatic conditions, heat and drought stress will gain relevance in the coming years. Viticulture will 
be particularly affected by these changes, as above-average climatic changes are predicted for wine-
growing regions. There are several reports on the responses of grapevines to simple heat or simple 
drought stress, but little is known so far about the effect of combined stress on grapevines. In studying 
heat, drought, and combined heat and drought stress, it is of particular interest to find traits that indicate 
stress before symptoms become apparent or yield declines. Therefore, we investigated whether the two 
commonly used traits proline and abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthesis are appropriate markers of heat, 
drought, or combined stress and whether gene expression of key ABA biosynthesis enzymes is regulated 
in leaves of two grapevine cultivars under these stress conditions. Plant growth, leaf gas exchange, and 
photosynthesis were examined to evaluate plant responses to elevated temperature and water deficit. 
Our findings reveal an interaction between heat and drought stress for gas exchange as well as for proline 
and ABA biosynthesis. ABA concentration was a suitable marker of heat, drought, and combined stress 
whereas proline was only good marker for combined stress. Gene expression of P5CS showed the same 
pattern as proline concentration. Gene expression of NCED1 in leaves was an appropriate marker for 
drought and combined stress, while NCED2 was not.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera; grapevine; heat and drought stress; abscisic acid; proline; P5CS; NCED
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P6
Fungal microbiota associated to the "Matriarca", a pre-phylloxera white Vitis vinifera cv Treixadura 
in NW Spain

Vanesa Redondo-Fernández*a, b, Lara Areal-Hermidac,d, Carmen Sieiroc,d

aProPlantae, Rúa das Pontes, N6, laboratories 005-006, Nigrán, Spain
bBodegas Marqués de Vizhoja, Finca la Moreira, Arbo, Spain
cUniversidade de Vigo, Department of Functional Biology and Health Sciences, Vigo, Spain
dUniversidade de Vigo, Biomedical Research Center CINBIO, Vigo, Spain

*Presenting author: info@proplantae.es

At the end of the 19th century most of the vineyards were devastated by Phylloxera worldwide. Since 
then, all vines are grafted with American rootstocks resistant to the plague and the use of cultivars 
without grafting is forbidden. Nevertheless, there are a few ancient vines which survive these days as the 
“Matriarca”, a Treixadura cultivar from 1813 located in Arbo belonging to the Marqués de Vizhoja Cellar 
(NW Spain). With the focus on biocontrol, the aim of this study was to isolate and identify fungi from 
different compartments of this vine and test them as potential biocontrol agents. Samples of leaves, 
scions, roots, and soil were harvested and carried to the laboratory. Tissue samples were disinfected by 
rinsing in sodium hypochlorite solution and distilled water, dried, cut into small sections, plated on Malt 
Extract Agar amended with Streptomycin (MEAs) and incubated in darkness at 20-25ºC. Soil samples 
were dried, sieved and plated on MEAs. After incubation, colonies were subcultured onto Potato Dextrose 
Agar and pure cultures were firstly identified up to genus level by morphological characteristics and 
secondly to level species by molecular technics.  A total of 22 fungal isolates of 15 different species 
were selected which many of them are commonly used as biocontrol agents as Trichoderma species. 
To evaluate their antagonist capacity, each isolate was grown in dual cultural test with Neofusicoccum 
parvum, considered one of the most aggressive fungi involved in grapevine trunk diseases.  Further 
research is needed to understand the roll of these microorganisms in the plant defence system.

Keywords: fungal microbiota, biocontrol, grapevine, Treixadura, Trichoderma
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P7
Water stress affects the structural composition of proanthocyanidins in Cabernet Volos skins, with 
main effects on the biosynthesis of prodelphinidines

Vanesa Redondo-Fernández*a, b, Lara Areal-Hermidac,d, Carmen Sieiroc,d

Paolo Sivilotti*a, Riccardo Braidottib, Alberto Calderanb, Matteo Fraccarob, Klemen Ljsiakc, Andreja Vanzoc

aVia Dante Alighieri, 34072 Farra d'Isonzo(GORIZIA), Italy
bVia delle Scienze 206, Udine, Italy
cAgricultural Institute of Slovenia, Hacquetova ulica 17, Ljubljana, Slovenia

*Presenting author: paolo.sivilotti@uniud.it

Modern viticulture aims to produce high quality wines with low environmental impact, while being 
hindered by the challenges posed by climate change. This study would contemplate all these three 
topics, studying the modifications on the proanthocyanidin composition on berry skins of Cabernet Volos 
(a new grapevine variety resistant to fungal diseases), under drought conditions. The influence of water 
stress on proanthocyanidins is still under debate. During the seasons 2018 and 2019, a water stress 
experiment was carried out at the experimental farm of the University of Udine on Cabernet Volos grown 
in field conditions, comparing a well-water with a non-irrigated treatment. Berry samples were collected 
from veraison to harvest, skins were separated under liquid nitrogen and analysed for the structural 
characteristics of proanthocyanidins (mDP, mean degree of polymerisation; %G, % of galloylation; and 
%P, % of prodelphinidines). In parallel the expression of target related genes was ascertained through 
qPCR analysis. In both seasons, on the stressed skin samples mDP and %G were tendentially lower 
and higher, respectively, while significantly higher values were found for %P. With regard to gene 
expression, while there was no clear trend for GAT genes (putative genes responsible for the galloylation 
of proanthocyanidins), there was a clear upregulation of four F3’5’H homologue genes, which correlated 
well with the higher percentage of prodelphinidines in berry skin proanthocyanidin composition.

Keywords: proanthocyanidins, galloylation, prodelphinidines, water stress, gene expression
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P8
Effects of salicylic acid on leaf stomatal conductance and leaf temperature in grapevines exposed 
to heat stress 

Kuo-Tan Lia, Pin-Jui Chen

aHorticulture Landscape Architecture, National Taiwan University, 1 Roosevelt Road Section 4, Taipei 
10617, Chinese Taipei

*Presenting author: kuotanli@ntu.edu.tw

Salicylic acid (SA) has been reported to improve photosynthetic performance by regulating stomatal 
conductance (gs) in various crops subjected to heat stress. However, its effects have been inconsistent. 
In this study, one vinifera grape cultivar, ‘Riesling’(RS), and two interspecific hybrids, ‘Golden Muscat’(GM) 
and ‘Black Queen’(BQ), were conditioned in an unshaded greenhouse and subjected to foliar spray of 0 
(control) or 100 µM SA prior three regimes of 5d ambient maximal temperature (Tmax), long-term heat 
stress (LH) with an avg. of > 3 hr. of daily Tmax > 40°C, short-term heat stress (SH) with an avg. of 1 hr. of 
daily Tmax > 40°C, and normal temperature (NT) with daily Tmax < 40°C through the 5d period. In LH, leaf 
stomatal conductance (gs) in GM and RS were significantly increased after the SA spay. On the other 
hand, SA did not affect gs in BQ exposed to LH or in all three cultivars exposed to SH or NT condition. In 
SA treatment, significant elevations in gs were recorded at air temperature (Tair) > 40oC in GM and RS. 
Consequently, greater differences in leaf to air temperatures (△Tleaf-air) were observed in RS and GM but 
not in BQ when exposed to high Tair. The results indicated that the effect of foliar SA spray in grapevines 
was cultivar dependent and only significant when the vine was exposed to prolonged heat stress with 
daily Tmax > 40°C.

Keywords: interspecific hybrid, leaf to air temperature difference, Riesling, Golden Muscat, Black Queen
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P9
Performance in a semi-arid climate of MS49 and MS104: new genotypes obtained from crosses of 
Monastrell and Syrah  

Diego José Fernández López*a, José Ignacio Fernández Fernándezb, Sergio Lucas Miñanoa, Adrián Yepes 
Hitaa, Ana María Fuentes Deniaa, José Cayetano Gómez Martínezb, Celia Martínez Moraa, Juan Corredor 
Canob, Juan Antonio Bleda Sánchezb, Jose Antonio Martínez Jiménezc, Leonor Ruiz Garcíaa

aC Mayor sn La Alberca, IMIDA, 30150 Murcia La Alberca, Spain 
bAv Nuestra Señora de la Asunción, 24, Estación Enológica, 30520 Murcia Jumilla, Spain
cPd El Chaparral, sn, Finca Hacienda Nueva El Chaparral, 30189 Murcia Cehegín, Spain

*Presenting author: diegoj.fernandez@carm.es

Viticulture in Mediterranean climatic areas will have to face an increase in radiation, periods of drought, 
and a reduction in water resources in the future. Accepting these climatic forecasts, viticulture cannot be 
sustained only through the application of deficit irrigation techniques and it will be necessary to adopt 
other complementary measures such as the development of new varieties that are better adapted to 
drought and high temperatures. This will allow the development of sustainable and high-quality viticulture 
in such areas. This work presents the results obtained from the study under deficit irrigation and rainfed 
conditions of two new genotypes from 'Monastrell' x 'Syrah' crosses, MS49 and M104, selected within the 
improvement program developed at IMIDA and cultivated in the semi-arid Region of Murcia (southeast 
of Spain). The behavior of these genotypes under conditions of water scarcity and high temperatures 
was studied by the evaluation of phenological, productive, and grape quality parameters during three 
seasons. The results obtained show that, under deficit irrigation conditions, the two genotypes gave an 
adequate and similar yield, but it was decreased by 35% for MS104 and by 56% for MS49 under rainfed 
conditions. Both genotypes exhibited good enological quality; in particular, MS104 reached physiological 
maturity with a low value of ºBaumé, under both deficit irrigation (10.9) and rainfed conditions (10.6), 
which is very interesting for the production of wines with low alcohol contents in hot climates.

Keywords: Deficit irrigation, semi-arid climate, grape quality, productivity, Vitis vinifera
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P10
Downy mildew resistance evaluation in 27 new genotypes obtained by breeding programs in Spain 

Leonor Ruiz-García*a, Pilar Gagob, Celia Martínez-Moraa, José Luis Santiagob, Diego José Fernández 
Lópeza, Ana Ms. Fuentes-Deniaa, M del Carmen Martínezb, Susana Bosob

aIMIDA, Calle Mayor sn, La Alberca, 30150 Murcia, Spain
bMisión Biológica de Galicia CSIC, Edificio Cruz Gallastegui, Carballeira 8, 36143 Salcedo, Pontevedra, 
Spain

*Presenting author: leonor.ruiz@carm.es

Downy mildew (caused by Plasmopara viticola) is some of the most important diseases of grapevines 
worldwide, reducing the crop yields and quality and causing economic losses in the wine sector. 
The need to develop a more sustainable and environmentally friendly form of viticulture has led to 
numerous grapevine improvement programmes aiming to increase resistance to downy mildew. The 
success of such programmes relies on the great variation generated by cross-breeding programs that 
allows the selection of new genotypes, on the availability of protocols that can quantify the resistance/
susceptibility of these new genotypes, and on the existence of molecular markers of resistance loci that 
can aid in the selection process. The present work assesses the presence of Rpv3 locus, and the degree 
of phenotypic resistance/susceptibility to downy mildew of 27 new genotypes obtained from crosses 
between ‘Monastrell’ and ‘Regent’. In general, laboratory assessments of resistance at the phenotype 
level agreed with the resistance expected from the presence of resistance-associated alleles of simple 
sequence repeat (SSR) markers for the locus Rpv3 (inherited from ‘Regent’), confirming their usefulness 
as indicators of likely resistance to downy mildew. It is relevant to underline that 12 genotypes were 
transgressive with respect to the resistance donor ‘Regent’ exhibiting a higher level of resistance. The 
very resistant lines identified here are considered valuable material to be used in further experiments 
to obtain durable resistant genotypes and to characterize the molecular basis of resistance to downy 
mildew.

Keywords: Downy mildew, resistance, grapevine, marker-assisted breeding, Vitis
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P11
Phenotyping and polyphenolic discrimination of Croatian native grapevine varieties inoculated with 
Plasmopara viticola 

Petra Stambuk*a, Iva Sikuten *b, Darko Preinerb, Zvjezdana Markovicb, Jasminka Karoglan Konticb, Ivana 
Tomazb

aCenter of Excellence for Biodiversity and, Molecular Plant Breeding, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
bUniversity of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Viticulture and Enology, Svetosimunska cesta 
25, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

*Presenting author: pstambuk@agr.hr 

Grapevine-downy mildew interaction is one of the most challenging biotic stresses. In order to avoid 
undesirable features of non-vinifera species, usually used for resistance breeding, the resistance of 
cultivated (V. vinifera) varieties to the main diseases is in the spotlight again. Aiming to find differences 
among Croatian native grapevine varieties in susceptibility to downy mildew, whose causal agent is 
Plasmopara viticola, an experiment has been conducted. Young leaves of 14 Croatian native grapevine 
varieties, together with Chardonnay (susceptible control variety), Solaris (partially resistant variety) and 
Vitis riparia (resistant genotype) were sampled and used in this research. A leaf disc bioassay was applied 
according to the OIV descriptor 452-1 whereby the genotypes were ascribed to corresponding OIV 
classes 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 from the most susceptible to the totally resistant ones. Polyphenolic compounds 
were quantified by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The majority of evaluated native 
varieties (≈80 %) are highly susceptible or susceptible to P. viticola belonging to OIV classes 1 or 3, 
respectively. However, scarce sporulation (21-40 %) developed on leaf discs of the following varieties 
Malvazija istarska, Ranfol and Teran placed them to the OIV class 5. PCA clearly distinguished diverse 
classes of susceptibility among evaluated V. vinifera varieties based on their polyphenolic composition. 
Nonetheless, their polyphenolic composition in terms upon inoculation was not significantly different. 
Methods applied in this research proved to be reliable and complement one to another. Early changes 
in polyphenolic profiles upon inoculation were not found, although they served as a decisive feature 
for distinguishing classes of susceptibility which were previously obtained by artificial inoculation. Less 
susceptible grapevine varieties that belong to class 5 could be of interest to use in breeding programs.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera, downy mildew, susceptibility, leaf discs, HPLC analysis
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P12
Transcriptome analysis of grapevine under drought conditions and identification of key genes 
responsible for drought tolerance

Alberto Rodriguez-Izquierdo*a, David Carrascoa, Rosa Arroyo-Garciaa, Josefina Botab

aCBGP (INIA-UPM), Campus Montegancedo, Autovia M40 Km38, Pozuelo de Alarcon, 28223 Madrid, Spain
bResearch Group on Plant Biology, under Mediterranean Condition UIB-INAGEA, Carretera de Valldemossa 
Km 7.5, 07122 Palma Illes Balears, Spain

*Presenting author: rarroyo@inia.es

Grapevine is one of the most important crops in the world. However, the effect of climatic changes on 
Vitis vinifera L. could affect dramatically to their productivity, causing a lot of economic and ecological 
damages associated to them. One of the most important factor in their effects is the drought and water 
availability, and their sensitivity is more pronounced in commercial varieties like Merlot than local varieties 
like Callet. In order to better understand their adaptive differences between the two varieties previously 
named we have used the transcriptomic, metabolic and hormonal analysis, in three different levels of 
drought stress (mild, high and extreme), using Richter 110 as rootstock.  The differential expression genes 
(DEG) analysis was performed using RNA-seq data for each condition in root and leaf. DEG results shown 
that the adaptation started in roots, expressing more DEGs at mild drought stress in the two varieties. 
However, more DEGs were found out in Merlot than Callet, showing a principal adaptation in Merlot to 
mild drought. Nevertheless, in high and extreme drought conditions, DEGs analysis in leaves shown a 
high increase of DEG in the two varieties, being more pronounced in Callet than Merlot, differencing the 
strategy of adaptation among them. Hormonal and metabolic results shown two different pathways in 
drought adaptation. While Merlot destinated more resources to maintain cellular turgor increasing sugar 
concentration and alditols into the cells, Callet produced more content in secondary metabolites like mono 
or sesqui-terpenes, helping the sugar transport to the fruit and increasing quality berry. Furthermore, a 
higher photosynthetic activity was found in Callet than Merlot, showing higher water used efficiency and 
photosynthesis activity

Keywords: Drought, Grapevine, Transcriptome, Merlot, Callet
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P13
Comparative transcriptome analysis of wild grapevine (Vitis vinifera L. ssp sylvestris) and commercial 
rootstock in response to salinity 

David Carrascoa, Andres Zhou Tsanga, Alberto Rodriguez-Izquierdoa, Rafael Oceteb, Maria Angeles Revillac, 
Rosa Arroyo-Garcia*a

aCBGP (INIA-UPM) Campus Montegancedo, Autovia M40 km38, Pozuelo de Alarcon, 28223 Madrid, Spain
bLaboratorio de Entomologia Aplicada, Universidad de Sevilla, Avenida Reina Mercedes 6, 41012 Sevilla, 
Spain
cDpto. Biología de Organismos y Sistemas, Facultad de Biologia, Universidad Oviedo, Calle Catedrático 
Rodrigo Uría sn, Oviedo 33006 Asturias, Spain

*Presenting author: rarroyo@inia.es 

Climatic change affects drastically the viticulture causing several abiotic stresses in plants including 
changes in water availability and salinity in soil. Previous studies have shown that the genotype called 
AS1B, an accession of wild grapevine (Vitis vinifera L ssp sylvestris) found in a coastal area of Asturias 
(Spain), could have better survival rates than Richter 110, a commercial variety commonly used as 
rootstock, under high salinity conditions in substrate. To found out the genetic basis involving in their 
different response to this abiotic stress, a transcriptomic profile of these varieties was built using RNA-
sequencing. It was made a functional characterisation of the most expressed genes on different times and 
concentration of NaCl. The results shown that AS1B increased gene expression for ion transportation and 
post-translational modifications, in comparison to Richter 110, whose gene expression is more focused in 
pathways involved in hydric regulation and secondary metabolism. In consequence, AS1B profile of gene 
expression was focusing in ion transport, while Richter 110 had more diffuse response. Moreover, these 
results show that, in high salinity conditions, Richter 110 cannot respond with the same efficiency and 
specificity than AS1B, because Richter 110 approach salinity conditions from a water stress perspective, 
having more proficiency in hydric regulation, but not against ion toxicity. This regulation would imply 
higher oxidative damage in Richter 110 than AS1B, relying on secondary metabolism expression genes to 
solve it. These results showed the potential suitability of AS1B as a good alternative to use as rootstock 
resistant to high salinity concentrations in soil, improving viticulture adaptation as consequence of 
climatic change.

Keywords: Salinity, Sylvestris, R110, Transcriptomic
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P14
Rootstocks modulate the physiology of the scion responses to water deficit 

David Labarga *, Andreu Mairata, Miguel Puelles, Sonia Santana, Alicia Pou

Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, Logroño, Spain 

*Presenting author: dlabarga@larioja.org 

Rootstocks have been pointed as an option to cope with drought, one of the main effects of global 
warming. However, the rootstock effects on the scion and at the stomatal level remain unclear.
Aiming to clarify the rootstock impact under drought conditions, the same scion (cv. Tempranillo) growing 
on five rootstocks: 1103P, R-110, 161-49C, 41B and 140Ru were analyzed in the semiarid winegrowing 
region of D.O.Ca. Rioja, North Eastern Spain. For this purpose, physiological parameters such as stomatal 
conductance (gs), photosynthesis (AN), and mid-day (ѰMD) and pre-dawn water potentials (ѰPD) as well 
as stomatal area and density were measured. Then, intrinsic water use efficiency (WUEi) and whole-plant 
water conductivity (Khwhole-plant) were calculated.
Differences between drought and irrigation treatments were observed in all rootstocks. Individually, 
1103P, 41B and 140Ru showed the highest differences in AN and gs between drought and irrigated 
plants, while 161-49C and R110 were the less responsive to water withholding. Consequently, 1103P 
and R110 were also the rootstocks with the highest and the lowest Khwhole-plant, respectively. Regarding 
the individual comparison of the water potentials of each rootstock, 41B and 1103P showed the greatest 
response to drought, both in the ѰPD and in the ѰMD. Water use efficiency (AN/gs) showed differences 
between 140Ru (with the lowest efficiency) and the others in the irrigated plants, being 140Ru and 41B 
the most responsive to drought stress. Finally, stomatal areas were higher in the irrigation treatment, 
although there was no association with AN or with gs. No differences were found in stomatal density 
between treatments or between rootstocks.
These results suggested a near-isohydric behavior of the scion with the rootstocks 161-49C and R110 and 
a near-anisohydric behavior with the rootstocks 1103P, 41B and 140Ru. The former kept their stomata 
open in response to water deficit while the latter close them. This study emphasizes the importance of 
choosing the appropriate rootstock based on the specific characteristics of the place.

Keywords: Rootstock, water stress, stomatal regulation
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P15
Small-RNA and methylation landscape of Red Blotch virus genome during the early phase of infection 
in grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.)

Christian Mandelli*, Laurent Deluc

Department of Horticulture, 4121 ALS Building, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, United 
States of America

*Presenting author: mandellic@oregonstate.edu 

Grapevine red blotch virus (GRBV) is a single-stranded DNA geminivirus that has been identified as the 
etiological agent of the Grapevine Red Blotch disease. In the early phases of infection, viral-derived 
small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs) are generated via the plant RNA interference (RNAi) machinery, which 
represents one of the first antiviral responses activated by plants. This results in either viral mRNA 
degradation, known as Post-Transcriptional Gene Silencing (PTGS), or DNA methylation of the viral 
genome, known as Transcriptional Gene Silencing (TGS). To characterize these early responses we have 
adapted an Agro-infiltration protocol for monitoring the activity of GRBV every three days. Real-Time PCR 
assays on infected plants revealed that the exponential phase of viral replication occurred as early as two 
weeks post-inoculation. We are currently extracting small RNAs from infected plants to identify vsiRNAs 
through small-RNA sequencing. Short reads will be mapped to the GRBV-NY358 genome using Bowtie2. 
The resulting alignments will be processed through MISIS2 for the visualization of vsiRNAs across the 
viral genome. For the evaluation of the viral methylome, a bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) experiment will 
be conducted. The resulting reads will be processed through Bismark software for BS-seq reads mapping 
and methylation calling, and the output will be processed through ggplot2 R-package for graphic 
representation of the viral methylome. The generation of these two layers of information will contribute 
to the identification of “hotspots” targeted by grapevine in response to GRBV infection. This information 
will be essential in the further design of double-stranded RNA sequences aiming to be used to produce a 
new generation of RNAi-based biopesticide for GRBV. This could represent in the long-term a reliable and 
economically sustainable alternative to intense labor management and/or removal of infected plants, 
which are currently the only options available in grapevine production following GRBV infection.

Keywords: Post-Transcriptional Gene Silencing, Transcriptional Gene Silencing, Grapevine Red Blotch 
Virus
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P16
Dissecting the genetic and physiological mechanisms of grapevine resilience to heat stress 
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Rosa Arroyo-Garcia*a
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Emanuela Bettac, Marco Roversob, Sara Bogiallib, Franco Biasiolic, Maria Stella Grandoa, Laura Costantinic

aCenter Agriculture Food and Environment, University of Trento, San Michele allAdige, Italy
bDepartment of Chemical Sciences, University of Padova, Padova, Italy
cResearch and Innovation Centre, Fondazione Edmund Mach, San Michele allAdige, Italy
dDepartment of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, Italy
eDepartment of Genetics, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa

*Presenting author: silvia.pettenuzzo-1@unitn.it 

Grapevine (Vitis spp.) is one of the most widely cultivated perennial fruit crops in the world and its 
economic relevance is mainly related to wine production. In recent years, the increased frequency of 
extreme phenomena such as heat waves has been acknowledged as one of the most significant climate 
variables negatively affecting grape yield and berry composition, with consequences also on wine quality. 
Thus, studying the physiological, metabolic and genetic factors that are involved in grapevine response 
to high temperatures is essential to improve the knowledge of mechanisms underlying thermotolerance, 
aiming to support plant breeding innovation and the development of new management strategies in 
viticulture. Here, we report some preliminary results from the genetic and phenotypic characterization 
of a segregating population obtained by crossing ‘Rhine Riesling’ and ‘Cabernet Sauvignon’. After 
genotyping 139 F1 individuals with the Vitis18K SNP chip and microsatellites, a high-density linkage 
map was developed that contained 3 459 representative markers with an average inter-locus gap of 0.78 
cM. The progeny was evaluated in the field by investigating heat-responsive traits (such as phenology, 
berry ripening indexes and physiological parameters), for which wide variability was observed among 
genotypes and also between temperature regimes in the case, for instance, of chlorophyll fluorescence 
parameters. This information, together with the data that will be obtained from the metabolomic analysis 
of leaves collected under control/heat stress conditions, will finally be used to identify QTLs (Quantitative 
Trait Loci) for thermotolerance. Selected individuals with contrasting response to high temperatures will 
be further investigated in controlled conditions, where the analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
emitted from leaves will additionally be included. To this purpose, preliminary assays were conducted to 
optimize the experimental settings.

Keywords: Grapevine; Thermotolerance; Linkage map; Phenotyping; QTLs;
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P17
Comparison of microclimate conditions in a grapevine canopy with a field weather station

Melissa Kleb*, Nikolaus Merkt, Christian Zörb

University of Hohenheim, Quality of Plant Products and Viticulture, Institute of Crop Science, 70593 Stuttgart, 
Germany

*Presenting author: melissa.kleb@uni-hohenheim.de
Due to the growing environmental awareness as well as new regulations, it is one of the most important aims to 
reduce pesticides. Especially fungicides take the biggest part in the viticulture sector. Therefore, to control the 
occurrence of Plasmopara viticola nowadays it is common to use weather forecasting models. These models help 
reducing sprayings that were only preventive actions. The data for these models relay on several field weather 
stations, which were located mostly far from the vineyards. Due to the complex structure of vines, the measured 
data from these weather stations may not have seen as appropriate for representing the climatic conditions 
inside the canopy. Which leads to the hypothesis that the prediction models cannot precisely represent the 
situation inside a grapevine canopy, while using data from outside the canopy. This study was set-up from June 
to September of 2021 in a 34-year-old vineyard (Pinot Meunier). It determined the similarity and dissimilarity of the 
air temperature (t), humidity (h) and leaf wetness (lw) from three different heights inside the canopy. It also shows 
the correlation between the measured parameters inside the canopy and those parameters, measured in the 
vineyard by a field weather station. The sensors for t, h, and lw inside the canopy were attached to heights of 100 
cm, 130 cm and 160 cm from ground. The weather station was in a distance of 75 m beside the vineyard and had 
its measurement instruments at a height of 200 cm. It turns out, that during the day the measured temperatures 
from inside the canopy varied up to more than +3 °C compared with the temperature measured outside by the 
weather station. Furthermore, the temperatures inside the canopy had consistent increasing from the lowest 
temperature at 100 cm to the highest temperature at 160 cm. In accordance the measured humidity’s in all three 
heights inside the canopy were always lower (up to -5 %) than the humidity measured outside the canopy from 
the weather station. An increase of humidity in the different heights, was also detected, but with lowest humidity 
at 160 cm and highest humidity at 100 cm. It also turned out that the measured leaf wetness inside the canopy 
is highly dependent on the temperature, which expresses that high temperatures show higher leaf wetness in the 
centre at 130 cm and lower temperatures show higher values at the top of the canopy at 160 cm. Moreover, the 
measured leaf wetness inside the canopy from all three heights was nearly stable and not that much influenced 
from single weather events like heavy rain that was in discrepancy with the measured data from the outside 
leaf wetness sensor. All these data embody, that the measurements from the field weather stations vary a lot in 
comparison to the measurements inside the canopy, which may give the opportunity to more precise predicting 
models by using data measured inside the canopy.

Keywords: Plasmopara viticola, microclimate, temperature, humidity, leaf wetness
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P18
The effect of homozygosity of locus Rpv12 on downy mildew resistance

Sophia Müllnera, Reinhard Töpfera, Eva Zypriana

aInstitute for Grapevine Breeding, Geilweilerhof, 76833 Siebeldingen, Germany.

*Presenting author: sophia.muellner@julius-kuehn.de

The downy mildew pathogen, Plasmopara viticola, causes considerable yield losses under appropriate 
climatic conditions, e. g. dramatic in summer 2021 in parts of Germany (palatinate region). Therefore, 
large quantities of protective chemicals are applied in viticulture to prevent yield loss. Reduction of 
fungicide sprays is a major aim of modern grapevine breeding activities. To achieve this goal resistance 
loci need to be identified and introgressed into elite cultivars. Development of molecular markers flanking 
the genomic resistance regions allowed to identify more than 20 resistance loci against Plasmopara 
viticola. Newly bred resistant cultivars contain some preferentially used loci: Rpv1, Rpv3, Rpv10 and Rpv12. 
However, the causative resistance genes within these loci are known only in a few cases. For optimal 
combination of loci, it is important to understand the function of the loci and their resistance-mediating 
genes. Rpv12, seems a quite strong resistance locus, and was transferred into breeding material starting 
from the 1970s. It is derived from the Asian wild species Vitis amurensis that originates from eastern 
China and Russia, where cooler climates prevail. Rpv12 is located on chromosome 14 and has an additive 
effect to Rpv3. Microscopy on several different carriers of Rpv12 was undertaken to study its cellular 
characteristics. It revealed a strong reduction of mycelial growth in Rpv12-carrying genotypes. Pathogen 
challenge leads to production of H2O2 and a rapid hypersensitive response. This inhibition of mycelial 
development was enhanced in genotypes carrying Rpv12 in the homozygous state. Initially, comparison 
of two genotypes from an open pollination called Hozy01 (Rpv12/Rpv12) and Hozy10 (Rpv3.1/Rpv3.1 
and Rpv12/Rpv12) was performed. They both showed nearly no mycelial growth. To verify these results 
30 genotypes from a `Kunbarat´ (Rpv12) open pollination were investigated. Results indicate that the 
homozygosity of Rpv12 may influence the degree of resistance. Microscopy of genotypes homozygous 
for the Rpv12 locus showed a similar reduction of mycelial growth as a combination of Rpv3 and Rpv12 
in heterozygous state. This new observation offers new possibilities in grapevine breeding. Transmission 
of the locus is passed on to progeny if homozygous Rpv12 carriers are used, superseding the necessity 
of marker analysis in selection. In addition, the expression of the resistance trait can be reinforced by the 
generation of homozygous Rpv12 carriers of newly bred resistant grapevine cultivars.

Keywords: downy mildew, Plasmopara viticola, homozygosity, Rpv12, resistance
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P19
Contrasting hydromechanic adjustments of two grapevine cultivars to different levels of water 
supply and crop load

Felipe Suarez*a, Alonso Perez-Donosoa, Bastian Silvaa, Felipe Perez-Torresa, Jose Alcaldea

aDepartamento de Fruticultura y Enología, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile.

*Presenting author: fgsuarez@uc.cl

Crop plants cope with water stress through different strategies, such as the controversial isohydric or 
anisohydric classification proposes. However, the extent to which such behavior is modified by demand 
for photosynthetic carbon by crop load has not been fully addressed. Our previous results showed that 
high crop load reduces plant water status, suggesting that water and photosynthetic carbon pathways 
share regulation mechanisms. We aim to evaluate the interactive effect of water supply and crop load on 
the water-carbon dynamics of two contrasting grapevine genotypes. We designed a factorial experiment 
in a commercial vineyard located in central Chile during two seasons. Twenty-four Sauvignon blanc (more 
vigorous) and twenty-four Chardonnay (less vigorous) grapevines were assessed under two irrigation 
regimes (100% and 50% water reposition from Penman-Monteith evapotranspiration) either with full 
(100%) or no crop load (0%). Results indicate that Sauvignon blanc water-stressed plants maintain tissue 
hydration by reducing gas exchange (i.e., stomatal conductance decreased from 0,140 to 0,060 mol m¯² 
s¯¹) and maintaining liquid water fluxes; the latter associated with reduced leaf water potential (from 
-0.85 to -1.12 MPa) and leaf capacitance (from 1.1 to 0.8 mol m¯² MPa¯¹). On the other hand, Chardonnay 
stressed plants reduce their bulk elastic modulus (from 6.8 to 2.4 MPa) and increase leaf capacitance 
(from 1.0 to 1.5 mol m¯² MPa¯¹) to maintain similar gas exchange rates and water status levels to the 
observed in well-watered plants. Currently, we are studying how these strategies might change under 
high and low crop load, and how water and CO△ flux pathways interact under these contrasting conditions 
of photosynthetic carbon demand. These results will improve understanding physiological aspects on 
productivity context in a climate change scenery.

Keywords: water deficit, crop load, water relations, gas exchange, water use efficiency, isohydric, 
anisohydric
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P20
Studying the adaptability and resilience of grapevine cultivars and rootstocks to water constraints 
in a model, 'fit-for-purpose' vineyard

Reinhard Swart*a, Talitha Venterb, Anscha Zietsmanb, Evodia Setatib, Carlos Poblete-Echeverríab, Melané 
Vivierb

a214 Vergezicht, Mount Albert street, 7600 Stellenbosch, South Africa 
bSA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
South Africa 

*Presenting author: reinhard@sun.ac.za

In South Africa, consistent and more extreme droughts is one of the major climate change impacts 
predicted and grapevine production could be significantly affected, specifically since most vineyards 
are dependent on irrigation. There are excellent existing and emerging knowledge that confirm that 
grapevines intrinsically monitor and respond to stressful conditions, but it is also clear that those 
responses are influenced by a multitude of interconnected factors related to the specific scion and 
rootstock combination, the site, and the management practices. This is typically referred to as the 
Genotype X Environment X Management Interactions that underlie the appearance/performance (or the 
phenotype) of the plants. Exciting breakthroughs are emerging, showing that the plant material itself 
(the genotype) in these interactions can adapt (to a certain extent) to the environments (site specific 
and/or through management practices) over the course of the lifetime of the plants, using epigenetic 
changes that lead to phenotypic plasticity to the stresses experienced. Moreover, the modulating 
environment is also no longer described as only the physical environment of the plant, but also includes 
the microbial environment, since we now know that there is an active exchange between a plant and all 
its microorganisms (microbiomes) and that these microorganisms can contribute to stress resilience 
of the plants. These aspects will be included in an integrated study that aims to evaluate and compare 
the adaptability and resilience of current commercial scion/rootstock combinations, established, and 
maintained under both optimal and sub-optimal water conditions using a holistic approach and novel 
techniques. The study will make use of a model vineyard that has been established in 2020 and is 
currently being validated for the study objectives, particularly to test the effectiveness of the different 
irrigation treatments for their ability to effectively induce stress in the vines using a variety of climatic, 
phenological and physiological measurements.

Keywords: water stress, genotype, environment, microbiome, adaptability
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P21
Functional characterisation confirms that defensin peptides protect grapevine plants against pests 
and diseases in vivo

Helmien Barkhuizen*, Melané Vivier 

SA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
South Africa 

*Presenting author: helmien@sun.ac.za

Plant defensins are small, cationic, cysteine rich antimicrobial peptides. Plant defensins have been 
extensively analysed for their in vitro antifungal activity, but little is known about their in vivo functions, 
especially in Vitis vinifera. The goal of this study was to evaluate the in vivo functions of plant defensin 
peptides in grapevine in terms of growth, as well as biotic stress impacts. Four transgenic populations of 
two Vitis vinifera cultivars (Sultana and Red Globe), overexpressing two different plant defensin peptides 
(Rs-AFP2 and Hc-AFP1) were used as the plant resources in this study and subjected to functional 
characterisation studies that included analyses of potential growth impacts, as well as profiling analysis 
for potential antifungal, and anti-insect phenotypes. Our data shows that the overexpression of the 
peptides did not lead to prominent growth phenotypes, although slight changes to root formation were 
observed, with the genetic background (cultivar) demonstrated to be a major driver in the observed 
phenotypic diversity. Although the peptides were previously shown to strongly inhibit Botrytis cinerea in 
vitro, no enhanced protection against two strains of this necrotrophic pathogen was seen in the transgenic 
population. The plants overexpressing the peptides however showed strong enhanced resistance against 
the powdery mildew pathogen, Erysiphe necator, with increases in penetration resistance and a stronger 
localised hypersensitive response at the infection sites. Subsequent experiments, using synthetic Rs-
AFP2 peptides applied to control (non-transgenic) grapevines, confirmed that the peptides, when applied, 
also protect the plants against E. necator. Moreover, survival assays with Planococcus ficus (mealybugs) 
confirmed significantly reduced mealybug infestation on all the transgenic lines, with the mealybugs 
having the highest mortality rates on the Sultana Hc-AFP1 overexpressing lines. Our results confirm 
that defensins have multiple functions within grapevines and contribute to several stress protection 
strategies.

Keywords: Plant defensin peptides; Biotic stress; Rs-AFP2; Hc-AFP1; mealybug; powdery mildew fungus
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P22
Studying the adaptability and resilience of grapevine cultivars and rootstocks to water constraints 
in a model, 'fit-for-purpose' vineyard

Helmien Barkhuizen*, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría, Melané Vivier

SA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
South Africa 

*Presenting author: helmien@sun.ac.za

The cultivation of grapevine in semi-arid areas with seasonal drought poses a major threat, especially 
in areas identified as climate change hotspots. Therefore, it is vital to understand the responses of 
grapevine cultivars and rootstocks to drought stress and abiotic stress mitigation in general. Plant 
defensin peptides are known for their role in biotic stress mitigation but limited information is available 
for their roles in abiotic stress. No functional characterisation data is available for defensin peptides in 
grapevine and potential drought resistance phenotypes. Previous in silico analysis of transcriptomic data 
indicated the upregulation of Defensin-like (DEFL) genes in response to water deficit stress and several 
abiotic stress responsive genes were co-expressed with the grapevine plant defensin, Vvi-AMP1. In this 
study, seven transgenic Vitis vinifera populations, over-expressing three defensin peptides (Hc-AFP1, 
Rs-AFP2 and Vvi-AMP1) in two grapevine cultivars (Sultana and Red Globe) were analysed to evaluate 
the defensins’ potential role in drought stress. The transgenic lines were subjected to active drying 
experiments and evaluated in terms of their intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE). The results indicated 
that the genotype had a strong influence in the behaviour of the different transgenic lines as the Sultana 
and Red Globe populations did not show the same responses to the active drying treatment for the 
different constructs. However, the Sultana Hc-AFP1 and Rs-AFP2, as well as the Red Globe Hc-AFP1 
transgenic lines, all demonstrated increased iWUE under the induced drought stress conditions. The 
over-expression of the peptides seems to positively impact on grapevine stomatal behaviour under water 
stress conditions, resulting in improved hydration status and improvement of the iWUE of plant lines 
expressing the defensins. These promising results provide motivation to explore grapevine defensins for 
roles beyond the traditional biotic defence roles and point to more general stress responsive roles. 

Keywords: Plant defensin peptides; drought stress; abiotic stress; active drying; Intrinsic water use 
efficiency; Rs-AFP2; Hc-AFP1; Vvi-AMP1
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P23
Functional Study of Lipoxygenase-mediated Resistance against Erysiphe necator in Grapevine

Mikias Damtew Guche *a, Lorenza Dalla Costab, Francesco Trentic, Graziano Guellac, Mickael Malnoyb, 
Claudio Moserb, Stefania Pilatib

aCentro Agricoltura Alimenti Ambiente, Via Edmund Mach, 1 38010 , San Michele all'Adige , Italy 
bResearch and Innovation Centre, Fondazione Edmund Mach, Via E. Mach 1, 38010 San Michele all’Adige, 
Italy 
cDepartment of Physics, University of Trento, Via Sommarive-14, 38123 Povo, Italy 

*Presenting author: mikiasdamtew.guche@unitn.it

Grapevine powdery mildew, caused by the fungus Erysiphe necator, is a devastating disease with a 
worldwide occurrence. Commercial Vitis vinifera cultivars are highly susceptible to the pathogen, while 
several wild Vitis spp. demonstrate a high level of resistance. Understanding the resistance mechanism 
will contribute to breeding programs aiming at introducing resistance factors to commercial varieties. 
Lipoxygenase (LOX) genes play important role in plant defence through peroxidation of lipids leading 
to the production of many compounds, including volatiles, involved in signalling and response or with 
antifungal activities. In this work the role of LOX in host resistance against E. necator was investigated in 
silico and in planta. Phylogenetic analysis with a maximum likelihood estimation approach of grapevine 
and well-characterized Arabidopsis homologs showed the separation of 9-LOX and 13-LOX and several 
paralogous grapevine LOXs were found tandemly localized. Moreover, several putative chloroplast transit 
peptides were predicted. In addition, gene network analysis performed with OneGenE identified many 
defence-related genes as associated with LOX isoforms. A controlled E. necator infection experiment was 
carried out using V. vinifera cultivar Teroldego (S) and NY_39 (R) genotype and LOXs gene expression 
patterns were analysed. Microscopy observation of infected leaves showed successful penetration and 
hyphal growth of the pathogen in the (S) variety at 24 hours post inoculation (hpi) while extensive hyphal 
growth was observed at 72 hpi. Conversely, pathogen establishment and growth were hampered in the 
(R) genotype with an evident accumulation of reactive oxygen species at the pathogen penetration site. 
Grapevine VviLOX2 and VviLOX12 were significantly upregulated at 12hpi in the infected leaves of (R) 
genotype, while upregulation of VviLOX7 and VviLOX9 occurred at 48hpi; VviLOX13 was upregulated 
in infected leaves of the (S) genotype at 24 hpi. Efforts are underway to over-express and knock-out 
(CRISPR/Cas9) candidate LOXs in the (S) background for in-depth functional characterization.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera, resistance, lipoxygenase, Erysiphe necator, CRISPR/Cas9
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P24
Screening for powdery mildew resistance in germplasm from Spain 

Cristina M. Menéndez*a, Alejandra Arciniegaa, Carolina Castilloa, Rosa Arroyo-Garcíab, María M. Hernándeza

aICVV- Finca La Grajera, Crtra Burgos Km 6, 26007 Logroño, Spain 
bCBGP UPM-INIA, Campus Montegancedo, Crtara M-40 Km 38, 28223 Madrid, Spain 

*Presenting author: cristina.menendez@unirioja.es

Grape powdery mildew (PM) is an economically important disease worldwide, and the most damaging 
fungal disease in “Mediterranean” (dry and warm) viticulture. In addition, PM has the potential to spread to 
other areas as a consequence of climate change. It needs to be controlled by a high number of chemical 
sprays along grapevine growth cycle. Reducing chemical inputs to manage grapevine diseases is an 
essential requirement for the sustainability of future viticulture. The development and deployment of 
novel mildew resistant varieties is considered one of the most promising strategies towards a sustainable 
viticulture. In order to obtain durable resistance in the field, breeding cultivars bearing resistance from 
multiple backgrounds is needed. Screening for new sources of PM resistance in exotic germplasm is 
therefore a relevant approach. We have conducted a screening of a nuclear collection of Vitis vinifera 
sylvestris from Spain (64 accessions) in order to identify potential new sources of resistance to mildew 
diseases. In vitro assays were carried out on detached leaves with 4 replicates and the degree of 
infection was evaluated following a 1-5 scale at 7 and 14 days post inoculation. Results will be presented 
regarding the seven accessions presenting reduced mycelium growth and reproduction, and their genetic 
characterization..

Keywords: Erysiphe necator , Vitis vinifera sylvestris, host-pathogen interaction
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P25
Identification of the grapevine pectin methylesterases and characterization of their role in Botrytis 
bunch rot

Jorge Javier Lagreze Perez*a, David Navarrob, Vincenzo Lionettic, Daniela Bellincampic, José Tomás 
Matusb, Claudio Moserd, Giulia Malacarned

aCenter Agriculture Food Environment C3A, University of Trento-Fondazione Edmund Mach, Via Edmund 
Mach, 1, 38098 San Michelle all'Adige, Trento, Italy
b2SysBio, Institute for Integrative Systems, Carrer del Catedràtic A. E. Benlloch no.9, 46980 Paterna 
Valencia, Spain 
cDepartment of Biology and Biotechnology , Charles Darwin, Sapienza University of Rome, Piazzale Aldo 
Moro 5, 00185 Rome, Italy 
dFondazione Edmund Mach, Via Edmund Mach, 1, 38098 San Michelle all'Adige, Trento, Italy

*Presenting author: jorge.lagrezeperez@unitn.it

Plant Pectin Methylesterases (PMEs) are tissue-specific and developmentally regulated proteins, 
encoded by a large gene family. PMEs are involved in plant Cell Wall (CW) remodelling by modifying the 
degree of pectin methyl esterification and therefore affecting the properties of the CW matrix. Pectin 
methylesterification impacts on fruit susceptibility to pathogens as Botrytis cinerea (Bc), a necrotrophic 
fungus, which in grapevine causes Botrytis bunch rot. A sequence homology search using the recent 
revision of the Vitis vinifera genome assembly and the new annotation available allowed us to identify 
63 putative V. vinifera PME (VvPME) isoforms, 16 more than those previously reported. Co-expression 
analysis of the VvPME genes, performed using the in-house developed Vitis gene expression database 
VESPUCCI, identified six different co-expression modules. Interestingly, two of them showed very similar 
modulation upon pathogen infection and one of them included eight VvPME genes co-expressed and 
modulated in response to Bc infection. To assess the contribution of the basal expression of the selected 
VvPME genes on Bc susceptibility, we are firstly investigating their expression profiles in a panel of organs 
from grapevine genotypes with different levels of susceptibility to bunch rot. In a second step, berries 
of the same genotypes will be artificially inoculated with Bc and analysed both for the expression of the 
selected genes and for the CW biochemical composition over a time course of the infection.
The results obtained in this work will contribute to better understand the role of the VvPME gene family 
in the grapevine-Bc interaction and represent the basis for the functional characterization of selected 
VvPME genes in V. vinifera plants and for future breeding applications.

Keywords: Grapevine, Pectin Methylesterase, Cell wall, Botrytis cinerea, Bunch rot, Gene expression
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P26
Detection of host defensive proteins in vine roots under biotic stress 

Markus Eitle*a, James C. Carolanb, Astrid Fornecka

aUniversität für Bodenkultur, Institute of Viticulture and Pomology, Konrad Lorenz strasse 24, 3430 Tulln, 
Austria 
bMaynooth University, Department of Biology, Maynooth, Kildare, Ireland 

*Presenting author: markus.eitle@boku.ac.at

Biotic stresses may significantly affect plant growth. Root-feeding grape phylloxera (D. vitifoliae) 
manipulates the root tips of grapevines (Vitis spp.) to induce hook-shaped galls so called nodosities. 
Recent studies show that the compatible interaction (if limited to nodosities) may have positive and 
negative effects on the grapevine and that the resources allocated for host defence may play a major 
role.  Here we aim to investigate the accumulation of host defensive proteins during root gall (nodosity) 
formation on a tolerant rootstock cultivar.  Teleki 5C (V. berlandieri x V. riparia) cuttings were vegetatively 
propagated, infested with a single founder phylloxera lineage and cultivated in a climate chamber (25 °C, 
60% rH and 16 h pp). Root tips of non-infested plants (control), developing and matured root galls were 
sampled and analysed using proteomic mass spectrometry. The overall analysis showed an enrichment 
of proteins functionally associated to starch accumulation, phytohormone regulations and a decrease of 
proteins linked to cell wall degradation in root galls as compared to control tips. Regarding host defence 
proteins, our data showed a significant enrichment of biosynthetic enzymes of the flavonoid pathway 
(VviCHS, VviCHI, VvSTS, VviLAR, VviANR and VviUFGT) and an enrichment of pathogenesis related protein 
VviPR4 and four members of the VviPR10 family, known to exhibit antibacterial and antifungal activities. 
Interestingly the PR-protein VIT_218s0001g15650, an anti-apoptosis inhibitor (VIT_201s0010g01180), 
two disease resistance-responsive proteins (VIT_208s0007g07000, VIT_200s0317g00070) and a stress 
responsive barrel domain protein (VIT_211s0016g01340) were decreased in root galls compared to 
control root tips, indicating physiological hurdles for phylloxera’s gall formation. In conclusion, the results 
supports previous studies reporting physiological modifications root gall formation and give insights 
into the defence proteins involved in vine roots affected by biotic stresses such as the root-parasite 
interaction belowground.

Keywords: host-parasite interaction, root gall physiology, gall formation, nodosity mass spectrometry, 
PR proteins, host defence pathways
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P27
Evaluation of grapevine responses to variable water conditions using reference methods and proximal 
sensing tools 

Stenford Matsikidze*a, Philip Younga, Carlos Pobletea, Melane Viviera

aSA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
7602 Stellenbosch, South Africa 

*Presenting author: stenm@sun.ac.za

Most viticultural activities occur in Mediterranean and semi-arid areas that are characterised by hot 
and dry summers. As a result, vines are exposed to potential water stress conditions during their active 
growth stage. Reliable water status monitoring, sustainable irrigation practices and drought tolerant 
cultivars have become increasingly important, especially considering the increased drought incidences 
and higher demand for water resources. Most commercial grapevine cultivars are grafted, and the choice 
of rootstock significantly influences drought tolerance and water use efficiency. The interactions of 
scions and rootstocks and their respective influences on modulating the water responses are still not 
fully elucidated. This study forms part of a field pot trial where five scion cultivars and four rootstocks 
(on their own roots), as well as all possible grafting possibilities are being analysed for their water stress 
responses and the scion/rootstock interactions. The reference methods to determine plant water status 
are destructive and therefore one of the associated aims is to evaluate and validate non-destructive 
proximal sensing tools for their suitability to evaluate the water stress responses. Here we present the 
physiological responses of V.champinii ‘Ramsey’, V. berlandieri x V. rupestris ‘Richter 110’,V. riparia x V. 
rupestris ‘Mgt 101-14’and V. berlandieri x V. rupestris x Jacquez ‘US Vit 8 7’rootstocks as being assessed 
using conventional and proximal sensing techniques. The experimental layout included six replicate vines 
per cultivar that were arranged in a randomized design in a field pot trial. Measurements were recorded 
at non-stress water levels and after inducing water deficit through active drying. The midday stem water 
potential (Ψstem) and stomatal conductance (gs) measurements were taken on each replicate vine. 
Canopy temperature and canopy spectral reflectance values were recorded using ground-based imaging 
sensors. The relationship between the midday Ψstem and gs reference methods and information derived 
from proximal sensing data (vegetation and thermal indices) was used to evaluate the sensitivity of 
such tools to fluctuations in grapevine water status and the rootstock cultivars were compared for their 
responses undergoing active drying. 

Keywords: Water status monitoring, sensing tools, genotype x environment, rootstock, scion
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P28
Physiological and biochemical responses to biofungicides application in Vitis vinifera cv. Touriga 
Franca 

Eliana Monteiro*a, Sofia Correiaa, Radek Bragançab, Isaura Catroa, Isabel Corteza, Berta Gonçalvesa

aCITAB - UTAD, Vila Real, Portugal
bBangor University, United Kingdom 

*Presenting author: elianaribeiromonteiro@hotmail.com

Portugal viticulture has a huge impact on the country’s economy, especially in the Douro Demarcated 
Region (DDR, Northeast Portugal). This area has peculiar edaphoclimatic characteristics providing a 
suitable “terroir” for premium wine production, where cv. Touriga Franca is widely use. Climate change 
should influence grapevine pathogens development, survival, and host susceptibility, which may 
increase the use of fungicides and simultaneously affect the physiological and biochemical adaptation 
and response of grapevine. The fungicides available are diminishing continuously, mainly due to their 
toxicity and ecotoxicity effects, becoming necessary to find other solutions, namely the use of more 
friendly products. This study aimed to verify the effect of alternative products on physiological and 
biochemical parameters. A trial was installed in a vineyard located in DDR, Vila Real. Five different foliar 
treatments were tested: i) nettle extract (Urtica sp.); ii) Japanese knotweed extract (Reynoutria japonica); 
iii) homeopathic product; iv) conventional treatment and v) water. Ten applications were done between 
pea-size berries and ripening development stages. Biochemical and physiological analyses at harvest 
were performed, namely, photosynthetic pigments (chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, total chlorophyll and 
carotenoids), soluble sugars, starch, leaf gas exchange measurements (using IRGA) and yield. Statistical 
analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics. Significant differences (P≤0.05) were observed between 
treatments, with exception in some leaf gas exchange parameters and in photosynthetic pigments 
concentration. Japanese knotweed extract seems to improve the performance of grapevine, even in water 
stress. Nettle extracts and the homeopathic product application increased photosynthetic pigment 
contents. Conventional treatment was expected to be the most effective in all the parameters analysed, 
however it only revealed the best results in some of leaf gas exchange parameters and yield. In the next 
years these experiments will be repeated to confirm the influence of these alternative products in grape 
quality and yield.

Keywords: Grapevine, bioproducts, climate change, sustainable production
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P29
The grapevine LysM receptor-like kinase VvLYK5-1 mediates chitin-triggered immunity 

Thibault Roudaire*a, Birgit Loeffelhardtb, Pascale Winklerc, Jérémy Villettea, Daphnée Bruléa, Andrea Gustb, 
Fatma Lecourieuxd, Marie-Claire Héloira, Benoît Poinssota

aUMR1347 Agroécologie, Agrosup Dijon, CNRS, INRAE, Univ. Bourgogne, Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté, 
Dijon, France
bDepartment of Plant Biochemistry, University of Tübingen, Center for Plant Molecular Biology, Tübingen
cPlateforme DimaCell, PAM UMR A 02.102, Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté, AgroSup Dijon, Dijon, France
dUMR1287 EGFV, CNRS, Université de Bordeaux, INRAE, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, ISVV, Villenave d'Ornon, France

*Presenting author: thibault.roudaire@inrae.fr

The establishment of defence reactions to protect plants against invading pathogens first requires the 
recognition of Microbe-Associated Molecular Patterns (MAMPs), detected by plasma membrane-bound Pattern 
Recognition Receptors (PRRs). These MAMPs, also termed elicitors, are used in several biocontrol products that 
are gradually developing to reduce the use of chemical pesticides in agriculture. Chitin, the main component of 
fungal cell walls, as well as its deacetylated derivative, chitosan, are two chitooligosaccharides (COS) that can 
be found in some of these products. Unfortunately, the mechanism allowing the perception of these molecules 
is still poorly understood in Vitis vinifera, sometimes hampering the improvement and the generalization of 
these emerging crop protection tools. On the contrary, chitin perception in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana 
is well described and relies on a tripartite complex formed by three membrane-bound LysM Receptor-Like 
Kinases named AtLYK1/CERK1, AtLYK4 & AtLYK5, the latter having the strongest affinity for chitin. In grapevine, 
COS perception has for the moment only been demonstrated to rely on VvLYK1-1 & VvLYK1-2, two constitutively 
expressed genes that did not specifically respond to pathogens according to genes expression analysis. In 
this context, we performed experiments to complement the Arabidopsis lyk5 simple mutant and the lyk4/5 
double mutant, which showed altered response to COS, by overexpressing their grapevine orthologous genes 
(VvLYK5-1/2). Our results revealed that MAPK activation and defence gene expression were partially restored 
after chitin treatment by the complementation with VvLYK5-1 but not with VvLYK5-2. These preliminary results 
seem to indicate that VvLYK5-1 participates in the chitin recognition in grapevine, together with VvLYK1-1 
previously identified. Furthermore, as the perception of chitosan does not seem altered in the Atlyk5 mutant, it 
would also appear that the perception of chitin and chitosan does not involve the same receptors. FRET-FLIM 
experiments initiated with these co-receptors will soon provide additional information to better decipher the 
mechanism of COS perception in grapevine.

Keywords: Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs), Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs), induced 
immunity, chitooligosaccharides (COS), LysM receptor-like kinase (LYK)
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P30
Esca complex grapevine trunk disease leads to cell wall changes in asymptomatic grape berries

Helena Santos*a, Florent Weillerb,  Cecília Regoc,  Pedro Reisc, John Mooreb,  Ana Margarida Fortesa

aUMR1347 Agroécologie, Agrosup Dijon, CNRS, INRAE, Univ. Bourgogne, Univ. Bourgogne Franche-Comté, 
Dijon, France
bDepartment of Plant Biochemistry, University of Tübingen, Center for Plant Molecular Biology, Tübingen
cPlateforme DimaCell, PAM UMR A 02.102, Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté, AgroSup Dijon, Dijon, France
dUMR1287 EGFV, CNRS, Université de Bordeaux, INRAE, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, ISVV, Villenave d'Ornon, France
aFCUL, Lisbon, Portugal
bSAGWRI, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa
cISA, Lisbon, Portugal

*Presenting author: hfsantos@fc.ul.pt

Grapevine Trunk Diseases causes destructive wood rot that result in loss of vigour and productivity, as well as 
a shortened lifespan of the infected grapevines. No effective treatment and no resistant cultivars are available. 
The Esca complex is associated with pathogenic fungi that degrade the woody parts of grapevines. Symptoms 
include discoloured foliar “tiger stripe” patterns and dark wood streaking and infections leads to eventual plant 
death. Symptoms on berries are light/mild only visible as irregular dark spots occurring along the surface of the 
berry epidermis of white cultivars. The effects of Esca in berries are poorly understood. There is no data linking 
Esca disease to direct effects on grape berry development and the resulting wine.
The berry cell wall is an important defensive barrier against infection as it acts as both a physical barrier and an 
active defence matrix against necrotrophic and biotrophic invasive pathogens. However, considering that the 
Esca fungi spread through xylem vessels within the plant, we asked the question whether Esca triggers cell wall 
changes without a visible berry breach site. 
The cultivars Aragonez was used in this study and ripe berries from grapevines with Esca symptoms and 
from grapevines without symptoms were harvested and analysed using GC-MS and CoMPP. The analysis of 
monosaccharides that constitute the main cell wall polymers showed an increase of glucose upon symptomatic 
infection, and a decrease of arabinose, galacturonic acid, rhamnose, fucose, and mannose. These changes 
may be associated with de-pectination of the cell wall, a common outcome in fungal infections resulting from 
enzymes secreted by the pathogens. These results point to an alteration in the cell wall matrix that might have 
consequences on the quality of the berry fruit and resulting wine.

Keywords: cell wall, trunk disease, Esca, berry, GC-MS, CoMPP
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P31
Clonal selection in Vitis vinifera cv. Carignan Noir for improved powdery mildew tolerance

Carolina Royo Brun*a, Pablo Carbonell-Bejeranob, Yolanda Ferradása, Nuria Mauria, Rufino Aguirrezábala, 
José Miguel Martínez-Zapatera

aICVV Finca La Grajera, Ctra. de Burgos Km.6, 26007 Logroño, Spain
bMax-Planck Institute for DB, Max-Planck-Ring 5, 72076 Tübingen, Germany; ICVV Finca La Grajera, 
Ctra. de Burgos Km.6, 26007, Logroño, Spain

*Presenting author: carolina.royo@icvv.es

Vitis vinifera cv. Carignan Noir likely originated in Aragon region (Spain), close to the town of Cariñena. 
Its late budding and ripening, high acidity and high anthocyanin content are characteristics which 
make this cultivar suitable to grow under conditions of global warming. However, Carignan Noir is 
losing popularity because of its high susceptibility to Erysiphe necator (powdery mildew, PM). The main 
objective of this study was the selection of Carignan Noir clones with increased tolerance to PM as well 
as identifying the genetic variation underlying their tolerance. Carignan Noir prospection from vineyards 
at the Cariñena designation of origin (DO) area resulted in 1119 true-to-type virus-free accessions. 
We selected three individuals showing different susceptibility to PM in the field. We confirmed their 
differential susceptibility in in vitro inoculated leaves. The most extreme susceptible and tolerant lines 
were compared in an RNA-seq transcriptome analysis in healthy apices and PM-infected adult leaves. 
The tolerant line showed upregulation of wax and lipid synthesis genes and specific pathogen response 
genes in both healthy and infected samples. Wax synthesis and a polygalacturonase gene upregulation 
could provide a physical barrier to powdery mildew, as well as a pathogen-related protein precursor 
(PRP1). On the other hand, the sensitive line presented upregulation of phenylpropanoid and flavanol 
synthesis genes. These results provide candidate genes for which to study their possible involvement 
in conferring tolerance to PM.

Keywords: powdery mildew, pathogen tolerance, grapevine, clonal selection, RNA-seq, Carignan Noir
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P32
Botrytis cinerea infection of grape berries analysed from the cell wall point of view

Florent Weiller*a, Julia Schückelb, William Willatsc, Azeddine Driouichd, Melané Viviera, John Moorea

aSAGWRI, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa
bDKMS Life Science Lab, Dresden, Germany
cSchool of Agriculture, Newcastle University, Newcastle, United Kingdom
dGlyco-MEV, Université de ROUEN Normandie, Rouen, France

*Presenting author: florent.weiller@gmail.com 

Vitis vinifera grapevine cultivars are severely affected by the necrotrophic fungi Botrytis cinerea with 
damage to berries negatively impacting both the wine and table grape industries. To successfully infect 
plant organs, B. cinerea has to breach the plant cell wall – a complex matrix of polysaccharides and 
proteins. Despite its obvious importance in the infection strategy, knowledge of cell wall changes during 
grape berry infection with B. cinerea is still limited.
In this study, B. cinerea infection experiments were conducted on grapevine berries under controlled 
conditions and combined with detailed cell wall analysis using comprehensive microarray polymer 
profiling in combination with monosaccharide analysis. Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray 
computed tomography were used to follow the infection progression. The cell wall responses of grape 
berries at three ripening stages between véraison and harvest (ripe) from the wine grape cultivars 
Sauvignon Blanc and Cabernet Sauvignon, and the table grape cultivars Dauphine and Barlinka, were 
followed and compared.
At véraison, no visible infection could be observed, whereas at post-véraison and ripe stages, tissue 
degradation and maceration were prevalent with pectin epitope signals decrease, indicative of pectin 
polymer degradation. Hemicellulose and arabinogalactan proteins epitopes were mostly unaffected 
while glucan epitope accumulated with infection progression and extensin epitope seemed to be 
deposited in the table grapes at the site of infection. These results emphasise the role of the cell wall 
network composition during plant-pathogen interaction and particularly pectin degradation as well as 
extensin deposition.

Keywords: cell wall, Botrytis cinerea, pectin, extensin
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P33
Variability of Spanish minority varieties to Erysiphe necator infection

María del Mar Hernández*a, Carolina Castillo Riob, R Cristina M. Menéndezb

aUniversidad de La Rioja, Agriculture and Food department, 26006 La Rioja Logroño, Spain
bInstituto de la Vid y el Vino, Finca La Grajera, 26007 La Rioja Logroño, Spain

*Presenting author: mara.hernandez@unirioja.es 

Erysiphe necator is the causal agent of powdery mildew on grapevines, being the most damaging 
fungal disease in European vineyards since its appearance in the 19th century. Although most of Vitis 
vinifera varieties are very susceptible to this pathogen, reaching high or very high levels of disease, 
tolerant varieties have also been described. In the current climatic conditions, which are favouring the 
development of this disease, tolerant varieties may be an alternative to reduce the number of spray 
applications to control the fungus. The objective of this work was to evaluate the response to fungal 
infection of 32 Spanish minority varieties from different wine-growing areas. Young leaves, previously 
sterilized, were inoculated using a vacuum tower. Fungal development was evaluated on a scale from 
1 to 8, seven and 14 days after inoculation. Although mycelium growth was observed in all varieties at 
7 days, significant differences were found at 14 days. Five varieties showed infection levels lower than 
level 4 (development of the fungus with conidiophores in the first stages of development), 15 were in a 
medium degree (levels 4 to 6), the rest were highly susceptible, showing highly developed conidiophores 
and a high degree of leaf surface colonization. Minority varieties from the Catalonia region showed the 
lowest fungal development. Results reported differences in grapevine response to powdery mildew 
attack, and allowed the identification of germplasm useful in the analysis of the interactions between 
these species that can contribute to design sustainable strategies for viticulture.

Keywords: berry anatomy, vascular tissues, xylem, phloem, imaging
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P34
Grape berry acclimation to high and extreme high temperatures 

Julia Gouot*ab, Jason Smithb, Bruno Holzapfelb, Celia Barrilb

aNational Wine and Grape Industry Centre, Wagga Wagga, Australia 
bInstitut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, Villenave d'Ornon, France 

*Presenting author: : julia.gouot@u-bordeaux.fr

Understanding the adaptive response of grapevines and berries to abiotic stresses may be key to alleviate increasing climate 
variability. In Australia, a large proportion of the vineyard area is planted in already warm and hot regions, which, with more 
frequent heatwaves, could be exposed to abnormally high temperatures in the early stages of the growing season. The 
aim of this study was to test several parameters, such as frequency, timing of heatwaves and berry acclimation, as well as 
measuring berry flavonoid response to temperature.
Two potted-vine experiments, with well-irrigated Shiraz vines, were conducted inside a UV-transparent glasshouse during 
the 2016-17 and 2018-19 seasons, using fans blowing hot air onto individual vines or bunches, without affecting light 
exposure. These experiments examined short spells of high day temperature at two phenological stages at the vine level 
(E-L 31 and/or E-L 32/33) or at the bunch level (E-L 31 and/or E-L 34/35). Using a factorial design, a range of treatments 
was applied to test the effect of a single heat event (HE), and the additive effect of repeated HEs. Berries were sampled 
from fruit set until maturity at regular intervals and berry flavonoid composition was analysed by LC-MS/MS.
During Experiment 1, HEs were applied for three days and three nights (+6 °C) at a two-week interval, with maximum 
day temperature reaching 45 °C at the hottest of the experiment and the first HE being more intense than the second. 
Interactions between the two HEs were found for several parameters. Skin tannin composition was significantly impacted 
by the first HE, which was imposed during the main biosynthesis period, but not by the second. Seed physiology and 
tannins were also affected by both HEs. A small decrease in total soluble solids and total anthocyanins at the end of 
véraison suggested that ripening was slightly delayed when two HEs were applied. During Experiment 2, following a first HE 
(3 days, maximum of 40 °C), berry weight was significantly lower, but skin and total seed tannins were only slightly affected. 
Bunches solely exposed to the second HE (3 days, maximum of 45 °C) at the onset of véraison exhibited significant berry 
damage (desiccation) and a decrease in skin tannins, with changes in composition. Bunches exposed to both HEs did not 
show any sign of acclimation and were the most damaged. Finally, most impacts on physiology and composition observed 
at some sampling dates, for non-damaged berries, were no longer evident by harvest in both experiments.
Further research is required around the notion of cumulative effect and acclimation. In this study, the effect of more than 
one heatwave within the same growing season was assessed, which was, to our knowledge, studied for the first time in 
grapevines. Additional assessment of seeds from heat-stressed berries could also bring to light new adaptive strategies as 
seeds could ‘memorise’ heat exposure from one season to the next.

Keywords: Berry composition, Berry development, Cumulative events, Frequency, High temperature, Phenolics, Phenological 
stage, Tannins
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P35
Understanding stilbene accumulation at the graft interface of grapevine and their potential use for 
predicting graft incompatibility

Grégoire Loupit*a, Josep Valls Fonayetb, Sylvain Prigentc, Duyen Prodhommed, Anne-Sophie Spilmonte, 
Ghislaine Hilbertd, Céline Francb, Gilles de Revelb, Tristan Richardb, Nathalie Ollatd, Sarah Cooksond

aUMR EGFV, ISVV, 210 chemin de Leysotte, CS 50008, 33882, Villenave d'Ornon, France
bISVV, Bordeaux, France
cINRAE, Bordeaux, France
dEGFV, Bordeaux, France
eIFV, Le Grau-du-Roi, France

*Presenting author: gregoire.loupit@u-bordeaux.fr

Grapevine plants are, most of the time, formed from two genotypes (scion and rootstock) to improve 
tolerance to Phylloxera, but also to combine different shoot and root traits together in one plant. The 
mechanisms underlying graft union formation are complex and remain poorly understood despite at least 
a hundred years of scientific study. In grapevine, some scion/rootstock combinations are considered as 
incompatible, i.e. they are unable to form and maintain a functioning graft union, and subsequently die, 
which implies an economic loss for the wine nursery sector. The early identification of incompatibility in 
grapevine would allow the selection of non-viable plants before planting, would improve the quality of 
produced plants, and would have a beneficial impact on the wine nursery sector.
The aim of this study was 1.) to identify early metabolite markers (from 24 primary and 49 secondary 
metabolites) quantified at the graft interface and in both scion and rootstock tissues that could be used 
to predict grafting success in grapevine, and 2.) to characterise the spatial and temporal changes in 
metabolites occurring during graft union formation.
Correlations between secondary metabolite concentration, especially stilbenes, and grafting success were 
identified and could be used as indicators of grafting success in different scion/rootstock combinations.  
Also, knowledge of the spatial and temporal changes in metabolite concentration furthers our understanding 
of the events preceding the accumulation of these marker metabolites and identifies genotype-specific 
differences.
In viticulture there is much interest in using new rootstocks to adapt grapevine to climate change, but graft 
compatibility is an essential prerequisite but laborious to assess. The identification of early metabolite 
markers of grafting success could be used to phenotype plants for genetic research and in breeding 
programs.

Keywords: grafting, polyphenol, compatibility
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P36
Footprint of rootstock on Vitis vinifera response to drought

Estefanía Uberegui*a, Ana Fortunatoa, Vitantonio Pantaleob, Clara A. Pintoc, Rubén Vicentea, Teresa S. Davidc, Isabel A. 
Abreua

aInstituto de Tecnologia Química e Biológica, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa, ITQB NOVA. Av. da República, 2780-157 
Oeiras, Portugal
bInstitute for Sustainable Plant Protection, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Research Unit of Bari, 70126 Bari, 
Italy
cInstituto Nacional de Investigação Agrária, e Veterinária, I. P., Av. da República, Quinta do Marquês, 2780-157 Oei-
ras, Portugal

*Presenting author: uberegui@itqb.unl.pt

Drought stress affects yield and berry quality in grapevine. Different vine species and varieties are capable to cope 
with water stress to different degrees, from extremely sensitive to more tolerant. The use of interspecific hybrids as 
rootstocks of valuable varieties can significantly determine the response to water stress. Particularly, the rootstock 
“Paulsen 1103” has been widely used to confer drought tolerance. In contrast, the rootstock “SO4” has been described 
to be moderately susceptible to water stress deficit.
We aim to characterise the mechanisms underlying water deficit response, thus we preliminary focused to determine 
the impact of rootstocks in grapevine response to drought stress. Castelão (Vitis vinifera) was used as the scion 
for both grafts, and Paulsen 1103 (Vitis berlandieri x Vitis rupestris) and SO4 (Vitis berlandieri x Vitis riparia) as the 
rootstocks. Plants were grown in the greenhouse in well-watered conditions and, after two months, plants were 
subjected to drought treatment by withholding water for 23 days. Leaves and roots samples were collected at four 
different leaf water potential points: well-watered (-0.15 to -0.20 MPa), mild (-0.35 to -0.50), moderate (-0.55 to -0.60 
MPa), and severe (-0.75 to -0.85 MPa) drought stress conditions. Here, we present the biochemical, molecular, and 
physiological responses to water deficit conditions in leaves and roots of the two grafted grapevines. RNA-based 
regulatory mechanisms that could explain such effects are under study.

Keywords: grapevine, grafting, plant tolerance, water deficit, molecular mechanisms
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P38
Grapevine drought tolerant ideotypes to adapt viticulture to climate change

Silvina Dayer*a, Laurent Lamarqueb, Regis Burlettc, Sylvain Delzonc, Giovanni Bortolamid, Jose Carlos Herrerae, Hervé 
Cochardf, Gregory Gambettag

aEGFV, INRAE ISVV, 210 Chemin de Leysotte, 33882, Villenave d’Ornon, France
bDépartement des Sciences de l’Environnement, Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, Trois-Rivières, QC G9A 5H7, 
Canada
cBiodiversité Gènes et Communautés INRAE, Université Bordeaux, 33610 Cestas, France
dSAVE, INRAE, BSA, ISVV, 33882 Villenave dOrnon, France
eInstitute of Viticulture and Pomology, University of Natural Resources and Life Sc, 3430 Tulln BOKU, Austria
fUniversité Clermont-Auvergne, INRAE, PIAF, 63000 Clermont-Ferrand, France
gEGFV, Bordeaux-Sciences Agro, INRAE, Université de Bordeaux, ISVV, 210 Chemin de Leysotte, 33882 Nouvelle 
Aquitaine Villenave d’Ornon, France

*Presenting author: silvinadayer@gmail.com

Water scarcity is a main environmental limitation that threatens grape production in dry growing regions, especially 
in most traditional non-irrigated viticultural areas. Changing climatic conditions could exacerbate this situation as 
more intense and prolonged drought events are predicted for many regions. Adapting viticulture to these challenges 
will require an improved understanding of how grapevines behave under drought to enable sustainable management 
strategies and develop new varieties and rootstocks. In this study, we use a multi-trait phenotyping approach and 
model-assisted analyses to identify grapevine drought tolerant ideotypes. We first characterized a wide range of 
hydraulic traits in nine Vitis genotypes, across and within species. We then create in silico new trait recombinants (“or 
trait cocktails”) by varying and rearranging these quantified traits randomly. Finally, by modelling the performance of 
existing cultivars along with these novel trait cocktails we identified elite ideotypes with increased drought tolerance. 
The results of our study demonstrated that elite ideotypes have the potential to outperform existing varieties across 
important wine regions and under future climate scenarios. Furthermore, our study reveals the traits and trait 
combinations that can be leveraged to guide breeding programs aimed at increasing grapevine drought tolerance.

Keywords: stomata, drought tolerance, genotype, Vitis, loss of hydraulic conductance, traits, climate change
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P39
How grapevine grafting for hybrids can affect wine under cold climatic conditions of Quebec, Canada?

Caroline Provost*, Alexander Campbell

9850 Belle-Rivière, Mirabel J7N2X8, Canada

*Presenting author: cprovost@cram-mirabel.com

Grapevine production is relatively recent in Quebec, Canada, and several challenges restrict quality grape production. 
Quebec’s rigorous climate and short growing season are just a couple of limiting factors in grape production and varietal 
selection. Rootstocks adapted to growing conditions allow producers to plant varieties that are better adapted and 
more efficient in specific soil and climatic conditions. Selected scion/rootstock combinations could be better suited to 
growing conditions found in Quebec vineyards, thereby homogenizing vegetative growth for all vines, reducing costs 
associated with management and help to reach maturity and optimum berry quality. The main objective of this project 
was to evaluate the use of grafting as a technique to adapt hybrid vines to cold climate growing conditions found in 
Quebec, Canada. Several combinations were produced using Frontenac, Frontenac blanc and Marquette cultivars 
along with 4 rootstocks (101-14 MGT, 3309 R, Riparia Gloire de Montpellier, SO4), as well as own-rooted vines. The 
experimental plot was implanted in 2013 in gravelly-loam soil. Several parameters were observed, such as yield, berry 
chemistry and wine sensory analysis. Rootstock effect showed little impact on yield, but a significant impact on berry 
chemistry, mainly on total soluble solids and on titratable acidity. Moreover, a significant effect on wine appreciation 
was noticed, where the use of rootstocks generally increased wine quality. In Quebec, grafting hybrid cultivars is not 
a common practice, but it could be profitable to the producer to select rootstocks adapted to their soil and climate 
conditions in order to improve profitability.

Keywords: rootstock, cold-hardy hybrids, cold climate
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P40
Amino nitrogen content in grapes: the impact of crop load

Thibaut Verdenal*a, Agnes Dienes-Nagyb, Vivian Zuffereya, Jean-Laurent Springa, Jorge Spangenbergc, Olivier Viretd, 
Cornelis van Leeuwene

a Groupe Viticulture, Agroscope, avenue Rochettaz 21, 1009 Pully, Switzerland
bGroupe Wine Analysis, Agroscope, route de Duillier 50, 1260 Nyon, Switzerland
cInstitute of earth surface dynamics, University of Lausanne, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
dDe la viticulture, et des affaires vétérinaires, 1110 Morges, Switzerland
eUniversity of Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 33882 Villenave d’Ornon, France

*Presenting author: thibaut.verdenal@agroscope.admin.ch

As an essential element for grapevine development and yield, nitrogen is also involved in the winemaking process and 
largely affects wine composition. Grape must amino nitrogen deficiency affects the alcoholic fermentation kinetics 
and alters the development of wine aroma precursors. It is therefore essential to improve nitrogen use efficiency by 
the plant to guarantee a sufficient grape nitrogen content at harvest. Understanding the impact of environmental 
conditions and cultural practices on nitrogen use efficiency in plants would allow us to better orientate our technical 
choices with the objective of quality and sustainability.
This trial focuses on the impact of a common viticultural practice in Europe – i.e., crop limitation – on nitrogen 
distribution in the plant and on grape nitrogen composition. A wide gradient of crop load was set up in a homogeneous 
plot of Chasselas (Vitis vinifera) in the experimental vineyard of Agroscope, Switzerland. Dry weight and nitrogen 
dynamics were monitored in the roots, trunk, canopy and grapes, during two consecutive years. Grape amino nitrogen 
content was assessed in both years, at veraison and at harvest.
The close relationship between fruits and roots in the maintenance of plant nitrogen balance was highlighted. Grape 
nitrogen concentration remained unchanged regardless of crop load to the detriment of the growth and the nitrogen 
content of the roots. Meanwhile, the size and the nitrogen concentration of the canopy were not affected. Leaf gas 
exchange rates were reduced in response to lower yield conditions, reducing carbon and nitrogen assimilation and 
increasing intrinsic water use efficiency. The must amino nitrogen profiles could be discriminated as a function of both 
the year and the crop load. These findings demonstrate the impact of plant balance on grape nitrogen composition 
and contribute to the improvement of predictive models and sustainable cultural practices in perennial crops.

Keywords: crop thinning, nitrogen use efficiency, yeast assimilable nitrogen, amino acids, partitioning, reserve 
mobilization
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P41
Amino nitrogen content in grapes: the impact of crop load

Thibaut Verdenal*a, Agnes Dienes-Nagyb, Vivian Zuffereya, Jean-Laurent Springa, Jorge Spangenbergc, Olivier Viretd, 
Cornelis van Leeuwene

a Groupe Viticulture, Agroscope, avenue Rochettaz 21, 1009 Pully, Switzerland
bGroupe Wine Analysis, Agroscope, route de Duillier 50, 1260 Nyon, Switzerland
cInstitute of earth surface dynamics, University of Lausanne, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
dDe la viticulture, et des affaires vétérinaires, 1110 Morges, Switzerland
eUniversity of Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, 33882 Villenave d’Ornon, France

*Presenting author: thibaut.verdenal@agroscope.admin.ch

As an essential element for grapevine development and yield, nitrogen is also involved in the winemaking process and 
largely affects wine composition. Grape must amino nitrogen deficiency affects the alcoholic fermentation kinetics 
and alters the development of wine aroma precursors. It is therefore essential to improve nitrogen use efficiency by 
the plant to guarantee a sufficient grape nitrogen content at harvest. Understanding the impact of environmental 
conditions and cultural practices on nitrogen use efficiency in plants would allow us to better orientate our technical 
choices with the objective of quality and sustainability.
This trial focuses on the impact of a common viticultural practice in Europe – i.e., crop limitation – on nitrogen 
distribution in the plant and on grape nitrogen composition. A wide gradient of crop load was set up in a homogeneous 
plot of Chasselas (Vitis vinifera) in the experimental vineyard of Agroscope, Switzerland. Dry weight and nitrogen 
dynamics were monitored in the roots, trunk, canopy and grapes, during two consecutive years. Grape amino nitrogen 
content was assessed in both years, at veraison and at harvest.
The close relationship between fruits and roots in the maintenance of plant nitrogen balance was highlighted. Grape 
nitrogen concentration remained unchanged regardless of crop load to the detriment of the growth and the nitrogen 
content of the roots. Meanwhile, the size and the nitrogen concentration of the canopy were not affected. Leaf gas 
exchange rates were reduced in response to lower yield conditions, reducing carbon and nitrogen assimilation and 
increasing intrinsic water use efficiency. The must amino nitrogen profiles could be discriminated as a function of both 
the year and the crop load. These findings demonstrate the impact of plant balance on grape nitrogen composition 
and contribute to the improvement of predictive models and sustainable cultural practices in perennial crops.

Keywords: crop thinning, nitrogen use efficiency, yeast assimilable nitrogen, amino acids, partitioning, reserve 
mobilization
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P42
Understanding growth and developmental genetic variations of Concord (Vitis labruscana) and 
wine grapes (Vitis vinifera) for differences in yield, fruit quality, and productivity

Bhaskar Bondada*a, Markus Kellerb

a2710 Crimson way, Richland WA 99354, United States of America
b Washington State University, IAREC, 24106 N Bunn Road, Prosser WA 99350, United States of 
America

*Presenting author: bbondada@wsu.edu

The interspecific cultivated variety, Concord (Vitis labruscana) is a cross between Vitis vinifera and Vitis 
labrusca. Consequently, its growth and developmental characteristics resemble that of both species. 
However, these features are yet to be fully characterized in these closely related species. To fill this 
knowledge gap, we compared vegetative and reproductive structures and fruit quality attributes, 
including seed morphology of Merlot and Concord grapes. The vegetative growth entailing shoot 
growth, development, morphology and canopy development, and the reproductive structures entailing 
inflorescence architecture, flower development, pollination and fertilization, and berry growth and 
development, and fruit composition are compared between the two species to characterize the 
genetic diversity, and how environmental conditions impact them.

Keywords: Acids, grapevines, leaves, morphology, seeds, sugars
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P43
Evaluation of rootstock characteristics on graft performance

Ana Villa Llop*a, Sara Crespo-Martíneza, María Ancína, Diana Marína, Gonzaga Santestebana, Sarah 
Jane Cooksonb, Gregoire Loupitb, Pierre-Olivier Bonhommeb, Duyen Prodhommeb, David Gramajec, Re-
beca Bujandac, Javier Erasod

aCampus Arrosadia, Pamplona, Spain
bEGFV, Univ. Bordeaux, Bordeaux Sciences Agro, INRAE, ISVV, F-33882, Villenave d’Ornon, France
cICVV, Universidad de la Rioja, Ctra. LO-20 Salida 13, Finca La Grajera, Logroño, Spain
dViveros Vitis Navarra, Ctra. NA-132 km 18, Larraga, Spain

*Presenting author: ana.villa@unavarra.es

Grafting success in grapevine nurseries varies considerably from year to year and between different 
batches of wood, yet we have little understanding of the causes of this variation. In order to identify 
factors explaining this variation in grafting success, rootstock wood batches (Vitis berlandieri x V. 
rupestris cv. 110 Richter) of different origins and growing conditions were characterised and these 
batches were used to determine grafting success rate. Ten different batches from different mother 
vineyards were analysed: six batches from Spain and 4 batches from France. To characterise 
the wood, the presence of viruses (GFkV, GFLV, GLRaV1 and GLRaV3) and pathogens associated 
with fungal trunk diseases (Petri disease, Black foot and Botryosphaeria dieback) was tested; the 
only pathogen detected was  Cadophora luteo-olivacea  in two batches. Furthermore, wood was 
histologically characterized by measuring tissue size (pith, xylem and phloem), the number of xylem 
vessels and xylem conductivity. Main differences between batches were the presence of large vessels, 
which ranged in size between 240 and 320 µm diameter, what resulted in a significantly higher 
xylem specific conductivity. Also, the content of metabolites (starch, sucrose, glucose, fructose and 
proteins), macronutrients (N, Na, K, Ca, S, Mg and P), micronutrients (Bo, Zn, Mn, Fe, Cu and Al) and 
isotopes (δ13C and δ15N) was determined. All these factors show some significant differences in 
individual batches. Finally, grafting success rate was recorded after up-rooting and was studied in 
relation to all the parameters analysed in the wood used for grafting. A positive correlation of grafting 
success with the parameters of water stress (δ13C), nitrogen assimilation (δ15N), the percentage of 
large vessels (200-280 µm) and starch content was observed.

Keywords: Graft, rootstock, success rate, conductivity, xylem, water stress
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P44
Vine response to spur and cane pruning criteria differing in their respect of sap flow paths is 
affected by plant material and growth conditions

Nazareth Torres*a, Gonzaga Santestebana, Ana Villa-Llopa, Oihane Onekaa, Nahiara Juanenaa, Julián 
Palaciosb, Daniel Vergnesc, Anne Janoueixd, Coralie Dewasned,  Jean-Phillipe Robyd

aABA, UPNA, Pamplona, Spain
bViticultura Viva S.L, Olite, Spain
cChambre d’Agriculture des Pyrénées Atlantiq, Pau, France
dISVV, UMR EGFV, Villenave dOrnon, France

*Presenting author: nazareth.torres@unavarra.es

The longevity of vineyards, and consequently, the sustainability of the sector, is challenged by the 
trunk diseases whose incidence might be increased by an inappropriate pruning management. 
Vineyards are pruned in order to decrease the number and length of shoots, reducing the amount of 
clusters and increasing their quality. However, good pruning practices are being forgotten leading to 
more aggressive pruning techniques that increase the damage over the plants, causing a detrimental 
economic impact on the winegrowing sector. Although the study of vineyard longevity is difficult to 
address, we aimed to characterize the response of the grapevine to different pruning managements 
for obtaining long-term healthy vineyards. During the experiments, four adult vineyards were 
monitored. Two planted in Tempranillo trained in a double cordon Royat in North Spain (SP) and two 
in Cabernet franc trained in simple Guyot system in South France (FR). Three alternative pruning 
systems to compare with the winegrower´s were applied: i) PW (with protection wood); ii) PW + 
SF (with protection wood and respecting the sap flow); and iii) AGGR (aggressive pruning, without 
protection wood or respecting the sap flow). In Tempranillo trained in a double cordon Royat system, 
AGGR increased the pruning weight and the shoot weight, and tended to decrease the green pruning. 
In Cabernet franc trained in simple Guyot, SF decreased the shoot number and pruning weight 
compared to AGGR and PW. However, green pruning was affected differently in the two monitored 
FR vineyards. Results showed that pruning effects on grapevine growth are highly dependent on 
the vegetal material, growth conditions, and trellis system. Therefore, we observed a lower effect of 
AGGR pruning on FR vineyards comparing to SP, where AGGR presumably decreased the bud number, 
diminishing the shoot competition and consequently, enhancing growth compared to PW and PW+SF 
pruning systems.

Keywords: Alternative pruning, sap flow, sustainability, vineyard longevity
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P45
Vine response to spur and cane pruning criteria differing in their respect of sap flow paths is 
affected by plant material and growth conditions

Nazareth Torres*a, Gonzaga Santestebana, Ana Villa-Llopa, Oihane Onekaa, Nahiara Juanenaa, Julián 
Palaciosb, Daniel Vergnesc, Anne Janoueixd, Coralie Dewasned,  Jean-Phillipe Robyd

aABA, UPNA, Pamplona, Spain
bViticultura Viva S.L, Olite, Spain
cChambre d’Agriculture des Pyrénées Atlantiq, Pau, France
dISVV, UMR EGFV, Villenave dOrnon, France

*Presenting author: nazareth.torres@unavarra.es

The longevity of vineyards, and consequently, the sustainability of the sector, is challenged by the 
trunk diseases whose incidence might be increased by an inappropriate pruning management. 
Vineyards are pruned in order to decrease the number and length of shoots, reducing the amount of 
clusters and increasing their quality. However, good pruning practices are being forgotten leading to 
more aggressive pruning techniques that increase the damage over the plants, causing a detrimental 
economic impact on the winegrowing sector. Although the study of vineyard longevity is difficult to 
address, we aimed to characterize the response of the grapevine to different pruning managements 
for obtaining long-term healthy vineyards. During the experiments, four adult vineyards were 
monitored. Two planted in Tempranillo trained in a double cordon Royat in North Spain (SP) and two 
in Cabernet franc trained in simple Guyot system in South France (FR). Three alternative pruning 
systems to compare with the winegrower´s were applied: i) PW (with protection wood); ii) PW + 
SF (with protection wood and respecting the sap flow); and iii) AGGR (aggressive pruning, without 
protection wood or respecting the sap flow). In Tempranillo trained in a double cordon Royat system, 
AGGR increased the pruning weight and the shoot weight, and tended to decrease the green pruning. 
In Cabernet franc trained in simple Guyot, SF decreased the shoot number and pruning weight 
compared to AGGR and PW. However, green pruning was affected differently in the two monitored 
FR vineyards. Results showed that pruning effects on grapevine growth are highly dependent on 
the vegetal material, growth conditions, and trellis system. Therefore, we observed a lower effect of 
AGGR pruning on FR vineyards comparing to SP, where AGGR presumably decreased the bud number, 
diminishing the shoot competition and consequently, enhancing growth compared to PW and PW+SF 
pruning systems.

Keywords: Alternative pruning, sap flow, sustainability, vineyard longevity
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P46
Using plant biostimulants as an alternative to hydrogen cyanamide treatment for dormancy 
release in table grapes Vitis vinifera Crimson Seedless

Nicole Venter*a, Eunice Avenanta, Paul N. Hillsa, John P. Moorea

aSAGWRI, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa

*Presenting author: ncventer@sun.ac.za

Vitis vinifera grapevine is a perennial crop which is globally cultivated, surviving cold winters in 
temperate zones by entering a state of dormancy. In spring, bud dormancy is released by increasing 
day lengths and warmer temperatures. Rapid, even bud break is vital to ensure optimal crop yield 
and carry out effective management practices. High and uniform bud break is dependent on the 
accumulation of sufficient chill units during winter. Regions with warm climates with mild winters, 
such as in South African table grape growing regions, rarely reach required chilling accumulation. 
In such regions, hydrogen cyanamide (HC) is commonly applied to ensure optimal and uniform bud 
break. Due to the toxicity of HC, alternative environmentally-friendly treatments are sought by the 
industry. The molecular mode of action of HC has been well studied over the last 20 years. Several 
models detailing mode-of-action exist in the literature. HC inhibits catalase and induces hypoxia, 
activating a complex molecular cascade within bud tissues. The levels of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) increase significantly, carbon flux is modulated, and phytohormone levels change. These events 
lead to the activation of transcription factors associated with growth resumption and cell expansion. 
This project aims to combine candidate biochemical agents (e.g., nitric oxide donor molecules with 
plant biostimulants to enhance bud break in eco-dormant buds. Plant biostimulants are defined as 
natural substances (excluding nutrients & pesticides) which have the capacity to modify physiological 
processes of plants. Two plant biostimulants, BC204 (citrus-based plant extract) and Lumichrome 
(riboflavin derivative), are the focus of this study. These products are being evaluated in a similar 
approach in the table grape Crimson Seedless V. vinifera, buds, combining phenotypic and molecular 
data. Glasshouse & field trials are being executed over two growth seasons.

Keywords: bud break, hypoxia, Dormex®, grapevine, antioxidant response, molecular cascade, 
insufficient chill units
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P47
Early molecular response of cold-deacclimated grapevine buds to late frost occurrences

Valeria De Rosa*a, Rachele Falchia, Giannina Vizzottoa

aVia delle Scienze, 206, 33100 Udine, Italy

*Presenting author: derosa.valeria@spes.uniud.it
Despite the observed increase of average global surface temperatures, spring frosts are expected 
to remain a threat to grapevine production in several areas of the world. Due to higher vulnerability 
in proximity to budbreak, late freezing events can greatly damage bud vegetative and reproductive 
tissues alike thus affecting multiple years of development. Therefore, improving our understanding 
of the mechanisms underlying tolerance to unpredictable freezing events during cold deacclimation 
is of paramount importance to enhance grapevine’s resilience in a changing climate.  A spring frost 
was registered, on April 7th 2021,  in the Italian region Friuli Venezia Giulia, allowing the field study 
of the early molecular responses of cold-deacclimated buds in the hybrid  Sauvignon Nepis (Sauvi-
gnon Blanc × Bianca), showing a good tolerance to this event. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) 
was adopted to monitor bud cold hardiness levels at 15-days intervals throughout the 2020/2021 
winter season and gene expression analyses were performed to investigate bud reactivity to the 
spring frost event. Selected genes linked to winter freezing resistance and abiotic stress perception 
were examined. Results highlighted differential responses to late frost exposure depending on bud 
developmental stage, with the BBCH 00 stage (winter bud) being the most reactive. In particular, 
freezing tolerance-related genes (VvCBF3, VvDHN1/2) and raffinose synthase encoding gene (VvRS) 
were upregulated in response to freezing shock. VvNCED1, involved in abscisic acid biosynthesis, and 
ethylene receptor VvEIN3 also appeared involved in this process. This work outlines several molecu-
lar pathways activated in cold-deacclimating buds in response to sudden frost occurrence and draws 
attention to the varying adaptation capabilities in relation to bud phenological stage. These results 
can be a starting point for future investigations concerning grapevine’s adaptive potential in coping 
with late frost events.

Keywords: bud break, hypoxia, Dormex®, grapevine, antioxidant response, molecular cascade, 
insufficient chill units
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P48
Early molecular response of cold-deacclimated grapevine buds to late frost occurrences

Valeria De Rosa*a, Rachele Falchia, Giannina Vizzottoa

aVia delle Scienze, 206, 33100 Udine, Italy

*Presenting author: derosa.valeria@spes.uniud.it

Despite the observed increase of average global surface temperatures, spring frosts are expected 
to remain a threat to grapevine production in several areas of the world. Due to higher vulnerability 
in proximity to budbreak, late freezing events can greatly damage bud vegetative and reproductive 
tissues alike thus affecting multiple years of development. Therefore, improving our understanding 
of the mechanisms underlying tolerance to unpredictable freezing events during cold deacclimation 
is of paramount importance to enhance grapevine’s resilience in a changing climate.  A spring frost 
was registered, on April 7th 2021,  in the Italian region Friuli Venezia Giulia, allowing the field study of 
the early molecular responses of cold-deacclimated buds in the hybrid  Sauvignon Nepis (Sauvignon 
Blanc × Bianca), showing a good tolerance to this event. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was 
adopted to monitor bud cold hardiness levels at 15-days intervals throughout the 2020/2021 winter 
season and gene expression analyses were performed to investigate bud reactivity to the spring 
frost event. Selected genes linked to winter freezing resistance and abiotic stress perception were 
examined. Results highlighted differential responses to late frost exposure depending on bud 
developmental stage, with the BBCH 00 stage (winter bud) being the most reactive. In particular, 
freezing tolerance-related genes (VvCBF3, VvDHN1/2) and raffinose synthase encoding gene (VvRS) 
were upregulated in response to freezing shock. VvNCED1, involved in abscisic acid biosynthesis, and 
ethylene receptor VvEIN3 also appeared involved in this process. This work outlines several molecular 
pathways activated in cold-deacclimating buds in response to sudden frost occurrence and draws 
attention to the varying adaptation capabilities in relation to bud phenological stage. These results 
can be a starting point for future investigations concerning grapevine’s adaptive potential in coping 
with late frost events.

Keywords: bud break, hypoxia, Dormex®, grapevine, antioxidant response, molecular cascade, 
insufficient chill units
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P49
Pre-flowering leaf removal affects gamete viability and reduces cluster compactness in Vitis vinifera 
L. Grüner Veltliner

Bozidar Krunicab, Astrid Forneckb, José Carlos Herrerab, Javier Tellobc

aDevelopment Department, 13. Jul Plantaze AD, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
bInstitute of Viticulture and Pomology, Universität für Bodenkultur Wien, 3430 Tulln an der Donau, Austria
cDepartamento de Viticultura, Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, 26007 Logroño, Spain 

*Presenting author: javier.tello@icvv.es

Pre-flowering leaf removal (PFLR) is a management practice that involves the removal of basal leaves 
from selected nodes of the vine before the onset of flowering. Numerous works indicate the beneficial 
effect of this practice to mitigate yield loss derived from cluster rot diseases (such as gray and sour 
rots), particularly in grapevine cultivars with highly compact clusters. However, few of them indicate 
the effect of PFLR on the reproductive performance of the vine. Here, we tested the effect of two PFLR 
treatments applied at two different moments (one or two weeks before flowering time) on the cluster 
yield parameters of Grüner Veltliner, one of the most important cultivars for the Austrian wine industry. 
Our results indicate that PFLR treatments affect male gamete development and viability, probably due 
to the detrimental effect of pre-flowering carbohydrate source limitation on gametogenesis processes. 
This limitation affected fruit set processes, which in turn decreased the number of berries per cluster of 
defoliated vines. As it did not generate changes in rachis architecture or berry dimensions, the reduction 
in berry number had a loosening effect on Grüner Veltliner clusters. Interestingly, no effects on female 
gamete development were observed, as defoliated and no-defoliated plants showed a similar number of 
seeds per berry, suggesting some asynchrony between male and female gametes development and/or 
different degree of susceptibility to PFLR treatments. The lower number of berries per cluster observed 
in defoliated plants led to lower cluster weight compared to the undefoliated ones. However, this lower 
yield could be considered as an acceptable trade-off for the wine industry, as the significantly lower clus-
ter compactness might contribute to a better sanitary status of Grüner Veltliner grapes for high-quality 
winemaking.

Keywords: Cluster weight; Early defoliation; Grapevine yield; Pollen viability; Reproductive performance
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P50
Characterization of a cv. Tempranillo Tinto variant exhibiting a male-like flower phenotype

Noelia Alañóna*, Pablo Carbonell-Bejeranob, Nuria Mauric, Yolanda Ferradása, Diego Lijavetzkyd, José Miguel Martínez-
Zapatera, Javier Ibáñeza

aInstituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, ICVV, Finca La Grajera, Ctra. de Burgos Km. 6 LO-20 - salida 13, 26007 
Logroño, La Rioja, Spain
bDepartment of Molecular Biology, Max Planck, Institute for Developmental Biology, 72076 Tübingen, Germany
cCentre for Research in Agricultural Genomic, Consortium CSIC-IRTA-UAB-UB, Cerdanyola del Vallès, 08193 
Barcelona, Spain
dFacultad de Ciencias Agrarias, IBAM, Instituto de Biología Agrícola de Mendoza, UNCuyo, CONICET, Almirante 
Brown 500, M5528AHB Chacras de Coria, Mendoza, Argentina

*Presenting author: noelia.alanon@icvv.es

Domesticated grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is used for wine, fresh fruit, raisins and juice production. Two subspecies 
can be identified within this species: V. vinifera ssp. vinifera, the cultivated form comprising mostly hermaphrodite and 
some female cultivars and V. vinifera ssp. sylvestris, the suggested wild dioecious ancestor. Studies dealing with this 
trait identified a major QTL on chromosome 2 as the grapevine Sex Determining Region (SDR), which harbours several 
proposed candidate genes. The aim of this work is the genetic and molecular characterization of a Tempranillo Tinto 
somatic variant that shows an androgenized flower phenotype. Whilst flowers in this somatic variant develop normal 
stamens, they present a reduced gynoecium that, unlike canonical male flowers of V. vinifera ssp. sylvestris, still enable 
fruit setting and ripening. Phenotyping results of a self-cross progeny of this variant line (more than 100 offspring) 
indicated that the mutant flower phenotype is inheritable. Furthermore, genotyping results of the microsatellite 
marker VVIB23, linked to the SDR, showed that the putative mutation co-localizes with this locus. One of the proposed 
female development inhibitor genes underlying the SDR locus is VviAPT3, which encodes an adenine phosphoribosyl 
transferase that may inactivate cytokinins by using them as substrate. The inactivation of these hormones, which 
promote gynoecium development in wild male vines if applied exogenously, could explain the mutant phenotype. RT-
qPCR and RNA-seq expression analyses during flower development demonstrated the overexpression of VviAPT3 in 
the mutant line compared to a normal flower Tempranillo Tinto line used as control. Several experiments are ongoing 
to identify the genetic variation that causes this male-like phenotype, such as the comparison of the whole genome 
sequences of the variant and a control Tempranillo line, or the genotyping of VviAPT3 and other candidate genes 
through Sanger sequencing.

Keywords: Grapevine, flower mutant, sex determination
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P51
Grape Berry Shrivel Disorder ‘ Transcriptional Changes in Rachis Tissue

Heinrich Hildebrand*a, Michaela Griessera, Astrid Fornecka

a Inst. Viticulture, Univ. Vienna, Vienna, Austria

*Presenting author: heinrich.hildebrand@students.boku.ac.at

Berry shrivel (BS) is a physiological ripening disorder with significant economic impact in viticulture with ‘Zweigelt’ 
being the most-afflicted cultivar in Austria. The symptoms are well characterized and comprise deficient sugar 
accumulation and high acidity in berries, low anthocyanin biosynthesis in skins, and shriveled berries. The actual 
causes and triggers of BS are unknown. In this study we followed the hypothesis that BS could be the consequence of 
a disturbed assimilate transport in the rachis’ vascular system. Previous microarray analyses based on pooled healthy 
and BS-affected rachis samples were utilized to identify relevant pathways and important genes which were further 
analysed by qPCR. In rachis samples collected from 30 through 72 days after anthesis, twelve candidate transcripts 
were identified and analysed by qPCR. They originated from the GO pathways ‘carbohydrate metabolism’, ‘amino acid 
metabolism’, ‘RNA biosynthesis and transcription’, ‘cell wall organisation’, and ‘solute transport’. The interpretation of 
qPCR results revealed that the time course of expression of the analysed transcripts followed three distinct expression 
patterns. The first pattern showed at veraison a peak of expression of cell wall organisation- and transcription-related 
genes which was followed by a phase of down-regulation. The second pattern displayed a peak of expression during 
the ripening phase around 65 days after anthesis and comprised cell wall organisation- and solute   transport-related 
genes. The third pattern showed a peak of expression around 65 days after anthesis which was sustained until the 
end of the ripening period. Relevant genes were carbohydrate metabolism- and amino acid metabolism-related genes. 
From these results we conclude that cell wall modification pathways and solute transport pathways are affected in 
the pedicel of BS-affected Zweigelt clusters. Critical for future studies will be to elucidate the timescale of events in 
different tissue like rachis, pedicels, and berries in order to distinguish causes from consequences.

Keywords: Grapevine; Berry Shrivel; Rachis; qPCR; Cell Wall
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P52
Somatic embryogenesis as tool to generate improved white-berried grapevine lines from red-berried periclinal 
chimeras in Tempranillo cultivar

Yolanda Ferradás*a, Carolina Royoa, Pablo Carbonell-Bejeranob, Elisa Barojaa, Lucie Fernandezc , Enrique García-Escu-
deroa, Manuel Reyd, José Miguel Martínez-Zapatera

aDepartamento de Viticultura, Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, ICVV Finca La Grajera, 26005 La Rioja 
Logroño, Spain.
bDepartment of Molecular Biology, Max Planck Inst for Developmental Biology, Tuebingen, Germany.
cBiologie du Fruit et Pathologie, UMR 1332, INRAE, Villenave d’Ornon cedex, France.
d Dep de Biología Vegetal y Ciencias del Suel, Facultad de Biología, Universidad de Vigo, Vigo, Spain.

*Presenting author: yolanda.ferradas@icvv.es

The grapevine meristem contains at least two distinct cell layers, L1 and L2, which can bear different genotypes and 
give rise to chimeric tissues and organs. Grape skin epidermal and internal tissues derive from L1 and L2 cell layers, 
respectively. Tempranillo Gris, a periclinal chimera of Tempranillo Tinto, display berries with grey colour: This colour 
is due to the hemizygous deletion in the L2 meristem cell layer of VviMybA genes responsible for the regulation of 
anthocyanin biosynthesis and pigmentation of the berry. We carried out direct somatic embryogenesis methods to 
obtain embryos of unicellular origin from Tempranillo Gris. In this way, embryos from L1 layer would give rise to plants 
generating black berries (functional VviMybA locus), while embryos from L2 layer would develop into plants producing 
white berries (null VviMybA locus). Somatic embryogenesis was induced from stamen filaments using different 
combinations of growth regulators, thidiazuron (TDZ) and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), in a basal medium 
containing Nitsch and Nitsch salts and Murashige and Skoog vitamins. A total of 52 somatic embryo-derived plantlets 
were obtained and genotyped through an assay based on single nucleotide variant (SNV), which discriminates for 
functionality of the VviMybA locus. All somaclones came from single cell-originated somatic embryos with genotype 
only attributable to L1 origin meristem cells. These results indicate that L2-derived cells do not have competence to 
regenerate somatic embryos. As the most frequent source of somaclonal variation through in vitro culture techniques 
is change in ploidy levels, these were determined by flow cytometry in the regenerated plants. The results showed 
absence of somaclonal variation, having all tested plantlets a nuclear diploid level. We show that direct somatic 
embryogenesis could be considered as a powerful tool for grapevine biotechnological improvement by rescuing 
genotypes of interest present in L1 meristem cells.

Keywords: Somatic embryogenesis, Tempranillo, grape color, somaclonal variation
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P53
Adapting perennial crops for climate change: Graft transmissible effects of rootstocks on grapevine shoots

Jason Londo*a, Allison Millerb, Sagar Patelc, Laura Kleind, Matt Maimaitiyimingc, Joel Swiftc, Zach Harrisc, Anne Fen-
nelle, Prakriti Sharmae, Dilmini Alahakoone, Roberto Villegas-Diaze, Laszlo Kovacsf, Courtney Colemanf, Gaurab Bhat-
taraig, Misha Kwasniewskih, Mani Awaleh, Daniel Chitwoodi, Zoe Migicovskyj, Qin Mak, Cankun Wangk, Peter Cousinsl
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bDanforth Plant Science Center, St. Louis, MO, United States of America
cSt. Louis University, St. Louis MO, United States of America
dLEAFworks Inc, Sebastopol CA, United States of America
eSouth Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, United States of America;
fMissouri State University, Springfield MO, United States of America
gUniversity of Georgia, Athens GA, United States of America;
hPennsylvania State University, State College PA, United States of America
iMichigan State University, Lansing MI, United States of America
jDalhousie University, Halifax NS, Canada
kThe Ohio State University, Columbus OH, United States of America
lThe E. J. Gallo Winery, Modesto CA, United States of America;

*Presenting author: jason.londo@ars.usda.gov

A fundamental goal in plant biology is an understanding of the genomic and environmental basis of phenotypic 
variation.   Typically, adaptation and plasticity are concepts describing the ecological fit of plants to varied climate 
conditions.   Few crops allow for the specific partitioning of the above- and below-ground organ systems of plant 
plasticity.   Grafted grapevines are such constructs, in that they represent the physical chimerization of the shoot 
(scion) and root (rootstock) genotypes from different species.  For the last 5 years, we have been pursuing a number 
of large-scale experiments in the United States, examining the impact of rootstocks and climate on shoot phenotypes.  
Multi-year studies in research vineyards in Missouri (Aim 1), and commercial production vineyards in California (Aim 
2) have concluded, shedding light on the ionomic, transcriptomic, and phenomic variation in grapevine.   Ongoing 
research in a 200-genotype rootstock mapping family population (Aim 3) replicated in New York, Missouri, and South 
Dakota demonstrate the potential for expanded scion phenotypic optimization in the varied climates of Eastern North 
America.  Through pursuing these aims, the project has successfully developed cross-disciplinary student training and 
collaboration with our industry partner, E. & J. Gallo Winery (Aim 4).    

Keywords: Graft, Rootstock, Climate, Genetic Mapping, Ionomics, Transcriptomics
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P54
Functional characterisation of cuticle-related grapevine genes

Jenna Jolliffe*a, Justin Lashbrookea, Lorenzo Vittanib,c, Lorenza Dalla Costab, Mickael Malnoyb, Stefania Pilatib, Claudio 
Moserb 
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c3C3A - Centro Agricoltura Alimenti Ambiente, Via Edmund Mach, 1 - 38010 San Michele all’Adige (IT)

*Presenting author:  jjolliffe@sun.ac.za

The epidermal layer of aerial plant tissues is covered by a hydrophobic structure known as the cuticle. This cuticular 
layer plays a major role in protecting the plant against abiotic and biotic stress factors, namely water loss and 
pathogen infection, as well as contributing towards postharvest fruit quality traits such as colour, texture, firmness, 
and shelf-life. Despite its economic significance, there are still considerable knowledge gaps concerning cuticle 
biosynthesis and its regulation in grapevine. The aim of this study is to identify and functionally characterise cuticle-
related grapevine genes. To this end, putative cuticle regulators were selected from RNAseq data generated from an 
in vitro VviERF045 overexpressing grapevine line displaying impaired cuticle development. The selected genes were 
cloned and then overexpressed in grapevine (VviERF045) and tomato (VviSOC1a, VviAG1, VviMYB141 and VviSHN3), 
as well as knocked out in grapevine (VviMYB141). Preliminary analysis of the T0 tomato populations showed potential 
involvement of these genes in cuticle accumulation, trichome development, conical cell formation, floral organ identity 
and fruit ripening. In addition, evaluation of the acclimated overexpressing and knockout grapevine lines exhibited 
observable alterations to the stomatal and trichome densities of leaves. Promoter transactivation assessment, using 
a dual luciferase assay, confirmed the association of all selected genes within the greater regulatory pathway of 
VviERF045. 

Keywords: VviERF045, cuticle, trichome, floral identity, ripening, conical cell, transcriptional regulation
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P55
Vascular connections into the grape berry

Zeyu Xiao*a, Sabrina Chinb, Rosemary Whitec, Aude Gourierouxa, Vinay Pagayd, Stephen Tyermand, Leigh Schmidtkea, 
Suzy Rogierse
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bNoble Research Institute LLC, Ardmore OK, United States of America
cCSIRO Agriculture and Food, Acton ACT, Australia
dThe University of Adelaide, Glen Osmond SA, Australia
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*Presenting author:  zxiao@csu.edu.au

Grapevine vascular bundles transport water, nutrients and photo-assimilates and therefore play a critical role in berry 
growth and composition. The receptacle/berry junction is a critical branching point for vascular tissues that supply 
either the peripheral network under the berry skin or the central bundles traversing the core of the berry. Differential 
staining of transverse sections of berries and receptacles followed by fluorescent microscopy was carried out for 
examining the vascular connection between berries and pedicles. Morphometric and vascular characteristic analyses 
incorporated with plant hydraulic modelling, within the brush zone of four commercial cultivars including seeded 
(i.e., Shiraz and Sauvignon Blanc) and seedless (i.e., Ruby Seedless and Flame Seedless) cultivars, were carried out. 
This study revealed variation in vascular growth between grape pedicels and berries was independent of seededness 
but differences in receptacle xylem vessel size and the distribution of vessels with various sizes could contribute to 
cultivar-dependent xylem backflow constraint.

Keywords: berry anatomy, vascular tissues, xylem, phloem, imaging
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P56
Understanding the genetic basis of grapevine phenological traits through QTL mapping in a segregating population 
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*Presenting author: tahir.mujtaba@univr.it

Long-term studies on grapevine phenology have clearly demonstrated that global warming is affecting phenological 
events, leading to an anticipation in their timing and increasing the impacts of temperature on grape quality. Adaptation 
of local varieties to changing climatic conditions is thus a major breeding target, which includes the selection of 
late ripening varieties/clones, whose bunches may escape the warmer summer condition by postponing the ripening 
period. However, assessment of the genetic basis of phenology and quality related traits is a prerequisite to develop 
breeding programs for grapevine varieties adapted for the cultivation in specific viticultural areas and to identify the 
candidate genes for the new breeding technology approaches. For this purpose, we have evaluated a population from 
the cross between the locally (Verona province – Italy) grown grapevine variety “Corvina” and the variety “Solaris”, 
highly divergent for their phenology and fruit ripening traits. Seedlings were developed, propagated and grown in field 
conditions to be evaluated for mapping of genetic traits. High throughput SNP genotyping of the cross population 
was applied through hybridization to an Illumina Vitis18KSNP chip. Field phenotyping, based on data collected over 
two seasons included the determination of the main phenological stages (budbreak, flowering, veraison) together with 
the assessment of some morphological and quality traits at harvest on all progenies with the final purpose of QTL 
mapping. Preliminary results about genotypic and phenotypic characterization are presented. These data will be used 
for QTL mapping to allow the identification of genetic determinants for these traits.  New markers derived through 
the described characterization of the Corvina x Solaris cross are expected to assist future selections. Altogether, the 
described approaches will finally allow to improve our current understanding of the genetic control of phenology and 
berry quality traits in grape, thus helping and assisting breeding.

Keywords: Grapevine, Phenology, diverse climates, QTL mapping
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P57
Is late winter pruning an agronomic management to encourage the adaptation of viticulture to climate change in 
Chile?

Carolina Salazar*a, Marisol Reyesb, Cecilia Peppia

AINIA, Santa Rosa 11610, Santiago, Chile
bAvda. Esperanza sn Estación Villa Alegre., Villa Alegre, Chile

*Presenting author: carolina.salazar@inia.cl

The quality and production of the vine depends on the climate and climate change can therefore affect the sustain-
ability of the grapevine. In Chile, a temperature increases of at least 1°C has been projected for the central zone. 
The temperature increase can affect development and growth of the vine, and this is noticeable as changes in the 
budbreak and harvest dates, shortening of the phenological periods as well as changes in quality. Considering this, 
it is relevant to seek agronomic management adaptations to achieve sustainability of viticulture in the face of a 
climate change scenario. A suggestion is to modify the pruning dates, allowing better conditions to development 
the maturity of the grapes. This can be done by performing late pruning (after budbreak), rather than a delay in the 
development of the grapevine, due to the elimination of the reserves already mobilized in the plant.
During the 2020-2021 season, three pruning dates (traditional, budbreak and 2-4 cm shoot length) were evaluated in 
the Central Valley of Chile, in cv. Cabernet Sauvignon, under conditions of increased temperature.
Preliminary results showed that the increase in temperature decreased the acidity and the anthocyanin concentra-
tion and shows an imbalance between sugars and phenolic compounds in the control treatments. In high tempera-
ture conditions, pruning during sprouting delays the flowering date by 9 days, the fruit setting by 7 days and the 
harvest by 6 days. This phenological delay had no effects at the photosynthetic level (efficiency of the photosystem 
and photosynthetic pigments), or on the number of inflorescences. Furthermore, pruning in sprouting showed great-
er numbers of inflorescences than in the other two evaluated treatments. Technological maturity did not present 
changes in pH or acidity (considering a differentiated harvest at the same amount of total soluble solids). In relation 
to phenolic maturity, pruning in bearing increases total anthocyanins, and partially the easily extractable anthocya-
nins.

Keywords: late pruning, grapevine, climate change, budbreak
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P58
Effects of temperature increase on photosynthesis and grape quality in cv. Syrah in Central Valley of Chile using 
Open Top Chambers

Carolina Salazar*a, Marisol Reyesb, Alexis Vergaraa, Camila Montanoa

AINIA, Santa Rosa 11610, Santiago, Chile
bAvda. Esperanza sn Estación Villa Alegre., Villa Alegre, Chile

*Presenting author: carolina.salazar@inia.cl
Climate change involves modifications in the annual average temperature and precipitation scheme. The tempera-
ture increase is especially alarming because it affects several mechanisms in the grape physiology, which deter-
mines yield and quality.
To evaluate the effects of temperature increase on the physiology and quality of a cv. Syrah in Central Valley of Chile 
under commercial conditions in the field, open-top chambers (OTC) were used. Two temperature treatments (high 
temperature and ambient temperature) were evaluated. The experiments were carried out over three seasons. The 
effects of OTC were evaluated by measuring microclimate and physiological parameters at key phenological stag-
es. At harvest time, yield and quality were determined and measurement included anthocyanin contents and total 
soluble sugars (TSS).
OTC increased the temperature of the grapevine leaves. Under these conditions, plants decreased their photosynthe-
sis and stomatal conductance. Although the increase in leaf temperature in the OTC could cause this phenomenon, 
it is relevant to emphasize that these temperatures did not exceed 30°C. This drop in photosynthesis may be related 
to the interaction between temperature and reduced water availability. Effects on gas exchange were not the only 
changes observed as the interaction between the increase in temperature produced by the OTC and the water deficit 
was found to decrease quality and production. Finally, the TSS values at harvest were higher and the concentration 
of anthocyanins lower under the OTC conditions compared to ambient conditions. Therefore, we could suggest that 
the interaction between the increase in temperature and the water deficit would produce a decoupling in the ripening 
of the berries.  This may cause a change in the ripening conditions which could influence the harvest date and novel 
and improved agronomic managements.

mailto:carolina.salazar@inia.cl
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P59
Molecular control of grapevine bud fruitfulness and its interaction with environmental factors

Ms. Xiaoyi Wang*a, Cassandra Collinsa, Dabing Zhanga, Matthew Gillihama

aPlant Research Centre, Waite Campus, The University of Adelaide, Urrbrae, South Australia 5064, 
Australia

*Presenting author: xiaoyi.wang02@adelaide.edu.au

Bud fruitfulness is a key component of reproductive performance of grapevine and it plays a significant role in annu-
al production of vineyards. Environmental factors such as light and temperature are important parts of terroir and 
can have a strong impact on the formation of inflorescence primordia in latent buds, which determines the potential 
yield for the coming season. This study aims to investigate the effects of different levels of temperature and light 
intensity on grapevine vegetative growth and bud fruitfulness, and the interactions of the temperature and light with 
the transcription on the bud level. Semillon vines were propagated in growth rooms under six controlled environ-
ments, including two temperature regimes and three levels of light intensities within each temperature regime. Veg-
etative growth, including leaf area, shoot weight and length, number of nodes, and internode length were recorded 
at E-L Stage 16. Bud fruitfulness was assessed by bud dissection analysis at three stages according to the develop-
ment of shoots. Results demonstrated that vegetative development was accelerated by higher temperature but was 
negatively correlated with light intensity. Moreover, shoot leaf area, the weight and length of shoots and internode 
length were higher under the lower temperatures and lower light intensities. There is a positive linear relationship 
between bud fruitfulness and both temperature and light, with more and larger inflorescence primordia under higher 
temperature and higher light intensity. RNA-seq of buds from different treatments was conducted at the same three 
stages with bud dissection. Results showed that the transcription was significantly distinct among the groups, with 
substantial gene expression differences due to growth stage, temperature and light.  This study clarifies the mecha-
nism underlying the bud development response to temperature and light and provides a better understanding of the 
regulatory mechanisms for IP initiation and differentiation.

Keywords: Bud fertility, vegetative growth, inflorescence primordia, grapevine bud transcription
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P59a
How effective are plant biostimulants to alleviate drought stress in grapevine?

Fadwa Benyahia*, Francesco Giovanelli, Carina Veronica Gonzalez, Carlo Andreotti

Faculty of Science and Technology, Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Bolzano, Italy

*Presenting author: Fadwa.Benyahia@natec.unibz.it
There is currently an increasing demand for innovative agronomic tools able to enhance crop resilience against 
environmental stresses caused by climate change. Even though plant biostimulants (PBs) have been found able to 
increase water stress tolerance of several crops under different growing conditions, research on the use of these natural 
compounds in viticulture is still incomplete and results are often inconsistent. The aim of this study was therefore to 
assess the ability of different commercial PBs to mitigate the adverse effects of water limitation in grapevine. PBs, 
including arbuscular-mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), protein-hydrolysate (PH), seaweed extracts (SEA) and silicon (SI) were 
tested on potted cv. Sauvignon Blanc grown in controlled conditions under two water regimes: well-watered (WW) and 
water-stress (WS). Vine growth performances, during and after the drought period, as affected by the different PBs 
applications were monitored every other day by measuring several physiological and biometric parameters. During 
WS, midday stem water potential of AMF and SEA-treated plants showed a slower decrease (-0.2 MPa, corresponding 
to 36% less) than the untreated-WS vines. Moreover, the PBs pre-stress application accelerated the leaf gas exchange 
recovery to WW values. Upon rewatering, SI-WS-treated plants showed increments of leaf gas exchange rates that 
were around 30% higher than those of the control-WS vines. As for the seasonal biomass accumulation, it resulted 
lower in WS-vines, independently of the PBs. Overall, the application of selected PBs before the water stress allowed to 
slow down the build-up of the drought stress in grapevine, therefore enhancing the possibility for the crop to overcome 
the negative physiological consequences of periods of water scarcity. Further evidence of PBs effectiveness is 
nevertheless needed especially under vineyard (open field) conditions.

Keywords: drought tolerance, seaweed extracts, protein hydrolysates, AMF, silicon, vine physiology
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P60
Towards the identification of the genetic determinants of harvest date in table grapes

Sofía Reyes-Impellizzeria, Marco Menesesa, Esteban Sotoa, Juan Pablo Iribarrab, Éric Duchênec, Carolina Salazarb, Erika 
Salazarb, Paola Barbab, Claudia Muñoz-Espinoza*a

aRepública 330, 3rd floor, Santiago, 8320000, Chile 
bAv. Santa Rosa 11,610, La Pintana, Santiago 8820000, Chile 
c28, rue de Herrlisheim, Colmar 68000, France

*Presenting author: camunoz2009@gmail.com

Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is one of the most economically important fruit crops in the world, and its development is 
highly dependent on environmental conditions. Moreover, climate change has a direct implication in grapevine phenol-
ogy, affecting growth and fruit maturation. Therefore, the characterization of the genetic architecture of harvest date 
trait, and based on that, to identify genetic markers that could be used as selection tools in table grape breeding are 
key points for the development of new cultivars better adapted to new climatic conditions. To approach this issue, a 
genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) experiment was performed considering 120 grapes genotypes exhibiting contrasting 
phenotypes for harvest date, resulting in a diverse pool containing table, wine and mixed-use grapes, as well as segre-
gant lines that belong to INIA’s breeding program. Subsequently, biallelic polymorphisms were selected and filtered by 
MAF ( > 5%) and missing data ( < 5%) using a VCF pipeline, identifying 255,313 high-quality SNPs which were annotat-
ed using SnpEff. In parallel, the phenotypic diversity for harvest date in table grape genotypes was determined, as well 
as other relevant phenological stages such as budbreak, flowering, fruit set and véraison time. In addition, phenotypic 
evaluations were performed at harvest including effective leaf area index (LAIe), chlorophyll fluorescence, internode 
number, cluster weight, among others. Subsequently, phenotypical and phenological data from two seasons were 
analyzed, and considered for genome-wide association studies (GWAS) using TASSEL software and GLM model. Our 
preliminary results allowed the identification of chromosomic regions associated to harvest date at chromosomes 3, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 18. Further studies applied to harvest date-related traits are currently under analysis. Our 
ultimate goal is the selection of a set of markers with association to harvest date which will be validated using ampli-
con sequencing in order to evaluate their informativeness.

Keywords: Harvest date, SNPs, GWAS, molecular markers, table grapes, plant breeding.
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P61
Temperature affects organic acid, terpene and stilbene metabolisms in wine grapes during post-harvest 
dehydration 

Ron Shmuleviz *, Erica D’Inca, Giovanni Luzzini, Maurizio Ugliano, Sara Zenoni, Giovanni B. Tornielli

Department of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, Italy 

*Presenting author: rronsh01@gmail.com 

The partial dehydration of grapes after harvesting (also called withering) is a traditional practice in several wine 
producing regions to obtain high quality wines. Postharvest dehydration has a significant impact on general berry 
metabolism and physiology, yielding a final product that is richer in sugars, solutes, and aroma compounds. These 
changes are controlled at least in part at the transcriptional level and are highly dependent on grape water loss kinetic 
and the environmental parameters, especially temperature, inside the facility where grapes are stored. However, it is 
difficult to separate the effects driven by each single environmental factor from the ones associated to the dehydration 
rate, being the latter also affected by the environment. To define the temperature effect on wine grape physiology 
and composition during postharvest dehydration, bunches of the red-skin cv. Corvina and Corvinone (Vitis vinifera) 
were withered at two distinct temperatures, 8 ± 0.5 °C and 11.6 ± 0.6 °C, while maintaining the same water loss 
rate by adjusting the relative humidity to 59.5 ± 1.6 % and 70.4 ± 2.7 %, respectively. Following 84 days of withering, 
significantly higher levels of organic acid were found in berries dehydrated at the cooler temperature. Instead, the 
content of sugars, total polyphenols and anthocyanins were similar under both conditions. A GC-MS aromatic profile 
analysis showed higher concentrations of terpenes such as glycosidically-bound linalool and geraniol in grapes 
dehydrated at cooler temperature. Moreover, targeted gene expression analysis revealed a lower expression of malate 
dehydrogenase (VvMDH) and a higher expression of terpene synthase (VvTPS) and stilbene synthase (VvSTS) in 
Corvina grapes dehydrated at cooler temperature. In conclusion, the temperature during post-harvest withering can 
be confirmed as an important factor affecting the metabolism of wine grape, with potential impact on the quality of 
the produced wine.

Keywords: Wine grapes, post-harvest dehydration, withering temperature, GC-MS aromatic profile analysis, gene 
expression analysis, Amarone
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P62
Searching for the Drivers that Regulate Fruit Acidity

Esther Hernández Montes*a, Dr. Yun Zhangb, Hipólito Medranoc, Markus Kellerd

aCarretera Valldemossa Km 7.5, Dpto. Biología Fisiología Vegetal, 07122 bPalma, Spain, Ste.Michelle Wine Estates 
660 Frontier Road, Prosser WA 99350, United States of America
cCarretera Valldemossa km 7,5, 07122 Palma, Spain; hipolito.medrano@uib.es (co-author)
dIAREC WSU 24106 N. Bunn Road, Prosser WA 99350, United States of America

*Presenting author: e.hernandez@uib.es

Acidity plays an important role in the production of quality wines. The accumulated malate in grapes is consumed 
by respiration and gluconeogenesis processes throughout the fruit maturation phase. Respiration losses in malate 
can be compensated in part by CO2 fixation in the fruit. The adequate exposure of the fruit to sunlight will be crucial 
in the current scenario of climate change with high temperatures causing a general reduction of malate in grapes 
during ripening and potentially negative consequences for wine quality. However, many physiological changes occur 
at different times and rates in different berries on the same cluster or vine, as exemplified by the phenological stage of 
veraison. The main objective of this work was to study the variability of titratable acidity (TA), organic acids, respiration 
and photosynthesis in sun exposed and non-exposed berries at veraison, and to investigate the relationship between 
these parameters in this short period of time. An experiment was carried out in 2016 using field-grown Merlot vines. 
The changes in soluble solids, TA, organic acids, respiration and photosynthesis were measured in berries at seven 
stages: hard green, soft green, pink, red, blue, ripe and overripe. Temperature and light intensity were recorded in sun-
exposed and non-exposed clusters. The results showed the massive and rapid changes that occur in grape berries 
at the beginning of ripening. Sun-exposed berries had higher TA than the non-exposed berries at the stages of pink 
and red. At pink stage, malic acid per berry was higher in the sun-exposed clusters than in the non-exposed clusters. 
The variability of the measured parameters and the relationship between them in two sun exposure levels showed the 
importance of understanding “veraison” considering each one of the stages that compose it.

Keywords: light exposure, temperature, malic acid, tartaric acid, titratable acidity, fruit gas exchange
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P63
Towards grape vineyards rich in bioactive compounds

Pablo Crespoa, Lorena Martinezb, Francisco Artesb, Manuel Tornel*a

aIMIDA, C Mayor, sn La Alberca, 30150 Murcia, Spain
bUPCT, Cartagena, Murcia, Spain

*Presenting author: tornel@itumgrapes.com 

Phenolic compounds of grapes are mainly found in the skin and seeds while in the pulp only a low amount is reported. 
However, teinturier wine grapes with coloured pulp and potential for intense colour, have high levels of polyphenols 
not only in the skin and seeds but also in the pulp. The aim of this work was to study the Total Phenolic Compounds 
(TPC) and Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC) of several grape cultivars (Vitis vinifera L.) in their edible parts (skin and 
pulp) in order to screen for new varieties. We have compared grape samples from teinturier grapevines Morrastell 
Bouschet (MB), Petit Bouschet (PB) and Alicante Bouschet (AB), with grape samples that came from a cross between 
these cultivars and the table grape cultivars, Itumone and Sugraone. Grape samples of PF1008 (Alicante Bouschet x 
Itumone) showed higher values of TPC, with 12.0 g GAE kg-1 dw, and TAC from 17.4 to 24.8 g TE kg-1 dw. PF1008 were 
41-82% higher in TPC and 38-113% higher in TAC than the teinturier varieties. High values of bioactive compounds 
suggest an interesting usage as non-alcoholic, vitivinicultural products for human consumption such as musts and 
juices, table grapes and dried grapes.

Keywords: coloured pulp, teinturier grapes, phenolic profile, antioxidant activity, Vitis vinifera L.
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P64
Adaptation of an in vitro grape berry growth culture system to study the development and ripening of Pinot noir 
berries

Jeff Bennett*a, Sathiyamoorthy Meiyalaghanb, Philippa Barrellb, Richard Espleyc

aThe New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited, 55 Old Mill Road, RD3, Motueka 7198, New Zealand
bThe New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited, Private Bag 4704, 8140 Canterbury Christchurch, 
New Zealand
cThe New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited, Private Bag 92169, 1142 Auckland, New Zealand

*Presenting author: jeff.bennett@plantandfood.co.nz

Pinot noir grape production now ranks second only to Sauvignon blanc as the most widely grown grape varietal by area 
in New Zealand, and now makes an important contribution to the reputation of the New Zealand wine industry. Part of 
the success of Pinot noir can be attributed to expression of regionality within New Zealand, resulting in premium and 
ultra-premium wine. However, this regional expression and the variety’s relative sensitivity means Pinot noir is subject 
to a commercially significant amount of variation in production and fruit quality impacting both the consistency of 
product and winery revenue. As part of the Bragato Research Institute Pinot noir programme, we are engaged in 
research to understand the fundamental mechanisms underpinning the influences of region and yield on quality. 
Grape berry development is a highly complex process influenced by an array of biotic and abiotic factors. To study any 
one of these factors in situ is challenging because of the interactive and/or confounding effect of multiple influences 
in a vineyard environment. An experimental system to test factors in a controlled environment would advance our 
understanding of the direct effects on berry development and quality. Here we report on the adaptation of an in vitro 
berry culture system for Pinot noir. Although other wine grape cultivars have been reported to be amenable to in vitro 
culture, there are no examples in the literature on the performance of Pinot noir berry in a culture system. Following 
three seasons of trials we demonstrate, through the optimisation of culture conditions, successful in vitro culture of 
Pinot noir berries for up to 60 days over the pre-post véraison period. We also illustrate that increasing the supply of 
sugar in culture media increases berry sugar concentration and is strongly associated with the production of berry 
anthocyanins.

Keywords: Pinot noir, in vitro culture, berry ripening, sugar, anthocyanins
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P65
Influence of production level on the characteristics of the grape and wine of the cv. Tempranillo

José Antonio Rubio Cano*a, Sergio Véleza, Enrique Barajasa, David Ruano, Marta Buenoa 

aCtra. Burgos, km 119. Finca Zamadueñas, 47071 Valladolid Valladolid, Spain 

*Presenting author: rubcanjo@itacyl.es

Recently, vineyard yields have shown an increasing trend, mainly due to the greater technification in crop management, 
leading to a loss of grape quality in many cases. In Spain, many vineyards are located within an Appellation of Origin, 
limiting the maximum productive level of the vineyards. This limit is variable, is not usually defined using agronomic 
criteria, and, for a fixed maximum quality level, each vineyard’s maximum yield can differ from the one defined by 
the Appellation of Origin. This work aims to study the influence of three theoretical yield levels on grape and wine 
quality. For this purpose, a method of early yield estimation (fruit set) and subsequent production adjustment at 
the beginning of the veraison phenological stage at 5000 kg.ha-1, 7000 kg.ha-1 and 9000 kg.ha-1 was used in a 
Tempranillo vineyard within the Ribera del Duero Appellation of Origin. The results showed very similar values for the 
grape quality parameters between yield levels. However, some differences were detected in the phenolic composition 
and colour of the wines regarding wine quality. Similarly, the organoleptic analysis has shown different wine profiles.

Keywords: polyphenols, yield, production, crop load, organoleptic analysis, sensory analysis
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P66
Genomic analysis of QTLs associated with monoterpene biosynthesis in grapevine

Robin Bosman*, Justin Lashbrooke

South African Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
7600 Stellenbosch, South Africa

*Presenting author: robb@sun.ac.za 

Monoterpenes are a class of specialized metabolites in grapevine (Vitis vinifera) that play a vital role in plant-environment 
interactions such as pollinator attraction and pathogen/herbivore defence. In the case of agricultural cultivation their 
significant contributions to both the flavour and aroma profiles of table grapes and wine are particularly important. 
The monoterpene synthase (mTPS) gene family is extensive in grapevine and recent progress in TPS characterization 
studies and whole-genome sequencing of several grapevine cultivars indicate the existence of unique cultivar-specific 
mTPSs. Due to the high variability of mTPSs between cultivars, there exists great potential to identify and characterise 
novel TPSs in grapevine. In this study two genomic regions identified via prior QTL analysis were investigated for their 
contribution to monoterpene content in a grapevine mapping population. One region on linkage group 12 associated 
with geraniol accumulation while the other region on linkage group 13 associated with the accumulation of cyclic 
monoterpene. Genomic screening identified several putative monoterpene synthase genes in each region. These were 
then further investigated via a range of molecular techniques and in silico approaches, including gene expression 
analysis, molecular cloning, gene sequencing, molecular phylogenic analysis, and gene copy number determination. 
Results highlight the role extensive gene duplication events have played in the diversity mTPS gene function in 
grapevine.

Keywords: Grapevine, terpene synthase, monoterpenes, Vitis vinifera
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P67
Meta-QTL analysis of fruit and bunch quality traits in grapevine

Varoostha Govender *, Justin Lashbrooke

South African Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, 
7600 Stellenbosch, South Africa

*Presenting author: vgovender@sun.ac.za 

Fruit and bunch quality traits are key targets for improvement in grapevine breeding programs.  Bunch compactness 
is an important grapevine disease resistance and fruit quality trait that affects both wine and table grapes as compact 
bunches are more susceptible to fungal infections and uneven berry ripening. Compactness is a complex polygenic 
trait that is associated with multiple cluster architecture traits. Understanding the underlying genetics of cluster 
architecture is important for identifying DNA markers for marker-assisted selection, increasing the selection efficiency 
in breeding programs, and potentially leading to faster novel cultivar development. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) studies 
have been used previously to determine the genetic control of fruit quality traits; however, QTL effects are strongly 
influenced by genetic backgrounds and environments, and detected QTLs need to be validated before associated 
markers can be considered for marker-assisted selection. To validate and refine QTL positions, a meta-QTL analysis 
was performed for 15 grapevine fruit and bunch quality traits by integrating 203 QTLs from previously published 
mapping studies. Meta-QTL regions were identified for bunch, rachis, and berry morphology traits. Genomic analysis 
of these regions may lead to the identification of genes functionally linked to these traits. While markers significantly 
associated with these meta-QTLs can be used as possible candidates for marker-assisted selection in future work, 
addressing the lack of markers available for bunch traits.

Keywords: Fruit quality, QTLs, meta-QTLs, bunch compactness, cluster architecture traits
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P68
Gene Expression Validation in Berry Shrivel Affected Berries of cultivar Blauer Zweigelt

Michaela Griesser*a, Katrin Frankb, Astrid Forneckb

a BOKU Vienna, Department of Crop Sciences, Institute of Viticulture and Pomology, Konrad Lorenz Strrae 24, 3430 
Tulln, Austria.
b BOKU Vienna, Department of Crop Sciences, 3430 Tulln, Austria.

*Presenting author: michaela.griesser@boku.ac.at 

A number of physiological disorders can disrupt the ripening process of Vitis vinifera berries. The berry shrivel (BS) 
ripening disorder in the Austrian grapevine cultivar Blauer Zweigelt causes low sugar content, low anthocyanin content 
and high acidity levels in berries. No proposed trigger or cause could be affirmed to this date. This study aims to 
provide additional information of the expression of selected candidate genes during the process of BS symptom 
development determined with a qPCR approach. The samples were collected on five dates between 44DAA and 67DAA 
in a Zweigelt vineyard in Herrnbaumgarten, Lower Austria. The intents of this trial are (1) to find differences in the 
genetic expressions of BS affected berries, (2) to validate the only other available dataset of the development of 
the genetic expressions in BS berries and (3) to show that a new approach of repeatedly sampling of BS clusters is 
possible. The findings display the disturbed anthocyanin metabolism on a genetic level as well as a disturbed ethylene 
and ABA metabolism. Although in the latter case it can be expected that the expression of significant different genes 
is rather a symptom than a cause of the disorder, since the differences appear only after veraison. Also, cell wall 
modifying genes like xyloglucan endotransglucosylase/hydrolase and expansin were observed to be downregulated 
in berry shrivel affected clusters. A not further identified cupin gene displayed the highest difference. To compare the 
expression development of the performed qPCR (relative expression) and the dataset of the RNAseq (counts) both 
datasets were combined in the same graphics. The trends in both studies showed parallels. Further it was possible to 
show that a repeated sampling of one cluster, did not disturb the development of the disorder.

Keywords: qPCr, ripening disorder, anthocyanin
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P69
Albariño cv. (Vitis vinifera L.) berry composition is influenced by topo climate in Uruguay oceanic conditions

Mercedes Fourment*a, Ramiro Tachinib, Milka Ferrerb

a Camino Folle km 35.500, Centro Regional Sur, Facultad de Agronomía, Universidad de la República, Uruguay 
b Camino Folle km 35.500, Centro Regional Su, Progreso, Uruguay

*Presenting author: mfourment@fagro.edu.uy

Albariño is a cultivar recently planted in Uruguay because its agronomy behaviour that promise a well acclimatation in 
Uruguay. Nevertheless, local knowledge of their behaviour is needed for our conditions to provide cultural techniques 
for their adaptation. The aim of this work is to assess final berry composition of Albariño in relation to topo climate. 
For this purpose, ten plots in a commercial vineyard in Eastern Uruguay were selected according to their topography 
(slope, altitude, and exposition). Temperature sensors were installed in their trellis system and temperature database 
of three growing seasons (2019, 2020 and 2021) was analyzed through bioclimatic indices adapted to viticulture. 
Berries metabolites were determined (sugars, total acidity, and pH) through weekly samples during the ripening period 
for each studied plot. Univariate (ANAVA) and multivariate (CPA) statistical analyses were carried out to assess the 
relationships between temperature, topography, and Albariño berry primary composition. The three studied growing 
seasons showed differences in climate, where 2020 was the hotter season and 2021 the wettest during the ripening. 
The region showed a high spatial variability of temperature explained by the topographic plots’ conditions. During the 
growing season, plots situated at higher altitude showed less thermal amplitude compared to those in lower positions. 
In terms of berry composition, only final sugar content reached in each plot was statistical different between years 
(mean 210.8 g/l). However, total acidity showed the highest spatial variability, associated with plots’ slope (2.6 g/l the 
highest difference between plots in 2021). No differences were reached through the relation between malic or tartaric 
acid composition at harvest (Mean value=0.43). Those results are of interest of our conditions, because demonstrate 
differences of berry final composition of a new white cultivar associated with topography. This information could be 
useful to differentiate potential wine styles at a plot scale.

Keywords: Grapevine, Albariño, Primary metabolites, Climate variability, South America
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P70
Effect of vineyard fertilisation on Vitis vinifera cv. Ugni blanc berry skin characteristics, must and wine composition

Julia Gouot*, Amandine Bernier, Xavier Poitou

Hennessy, rue de la Richonne - B.P. 20, 16101 Cognac, France

*Presenting author: jgouot@moethennessy.com

Yeast Assimilable Nitrogen (YAN) is one of the key parameters for alcoholic fermentation. It is occasionally measured 
during grape maturation and more commonly in the must just before yeast addition and fermentation. Base wine used 
for distillation are usually harvested between 13 & 21 °Brix, which is lower than for classical wine. YAN in Ugni blanc, 
the most planted variety in the Cognac appellation, averaged 94 mg/L over the last decade, which is too low for ideal 
fermentations. YAN of 120 mg/L is the minimum advised level for Cognac base wine, and it is mostly adjusted by 
adding inorganic nitrogen during winemaking. This practice is simpler and cheaper than improving must YAN using 
viticultural manipulation, which is challenging to achieve without increasing the vigour and therefore also the risk of 
Botrytis cinerea infection. However, anecdotal evidence suggested that the minimal YAN level is still required in the 
must since adjustments in the winery could not completely correct very low YAN, and excessive levels can lead to 
unbalanced aromatic profiles. 
The experiment was conducted during the 2020 and 2021 seasons in the Protected Designation of Origin of the 
Cognac region. The parcel was split into two halves leading to a simple experimental design for a commercial vineyard 
with two plots: one control (C) and one treated (N). Nitrogen solution (ammonitrate) was applied at the beginning of 
flowering to the N plot. YAN was measured via an enzymatic method for both the control and treatment. This was 
conducted from the onset of véraison until harvest as well as in the resulting musts. Leaf area, yield and grey mould 
infection rate were estimated in both seasons. Additional measurements of leaf nitrogen and berry sensitivity to 
Botrytis were performed in 2021. Finally, C and N wines were made under controlled conditions with YAN adjustment 
to the same level using diammonium phosphate and the wine aroma compounds analysed by GC-FID.
In 2020, the N application was successful to significantly improve YAN (+54%) without impacting any other parameters, 
including yield. Vintage conditions were not favourable to Botrytis development. However, in 2021, which was cold and 
wet, YAN was only slightly increased (+20%) and N berries seemed to be more sensitive to Botrytis just after véraison. 
Berry skin characteristics (thickness and porosity) were also evaluated but did not show any differences between the 
control and treatment. Lower natural YAN slightly slowed down fermentation and led to lower concentrations of esters 
in C while in N isoamyl acetate was increased right at the end of the fermentation in 2020.

Keywords: berry, Botrytis, fertilisation, fermentation, esters, Yeast Assimilable Nitrogen
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P71
A COMPASS for VESPUCCI: a FAIR way to explore the grapevine transcriptomic landscape

Marco Moretto*a, Paolo Sonegoa, Giulia Malacarnea,  Stefania Pilatia, Laura Costantinia, José Tomás Matusb, Kristof 
Engelena

a

Via Edmund Mach, 1, 38010 San Michele all’Adige TN, Italy
bISysBio, Campus BurjassotPaterna, José Beltrán, 2, 46980 València Paterna, Spain

*Presenting author: marco.moretto@fmach.it 

Successfully integrating transcriptomic experiments is a challenging task with the ultimate goal of analysing gene 
expression data in the broader context of all available measurements, all from a single point of access. In its second 
major release VESPUCCI, the integrated database of gene expression data for grapevine, has been updated to be 
FAIR-compliant, employing standards and created with open-source technologies. It includes all public grapevine 
gene expression experiments from both microarray and RNA-seq platforms. Transcriptomic data can be accessed in 
multiple ways through the newly developed COMPASS GraphQL interface, while the expression values are normalized 
using different methodologies to flexibly satisfy different analysis requirements. Sample annotations are manually 
curated and use standard formats and ontologies. The updated version of VESPUCCI provides easy querying and 
analysing of integrated grapevine gene expression (meta)data and can be seamlessly embedded in any analysis 
workflow or tools. VESPUCCI complete documentation can be found at https://vespucci.readthedocs.io/.

Keywords: grapevine, gene expression, data integration, transcriptomics, fair, database, compendium, manual 
curation, standard, ontologies
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P72
The construction of a high-density consensus map based on three mapping populations using the Vitis18K SNP 
chip and a reference genome sequence

Jessica Vervallea*, Laura Costantinib, Maria Stella Grandoc, Silvia Lorenzib, Riccardo Morad, Marina Marinid, Justin 
Graham Lashbrookee, Phyllis Burgerf, Melané Viviere, Rouvay Roodt-Wildinga, Diana Bellind

aDepartment of Genetics, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa 
bResearch and Innovation Centre, Fondazione Edmund Mach, San Michele all’Adige, Italy
cCenter Agriculture Food and Environment C3A, University of Trento, San Michele all’Adige, Italy
dDepartment of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, Italy
eSouth African Grape and Wine, Research Institute, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa
fARC Infruitec-Nietvoorbij, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa

*Presenting author: jvervalle@gmail.com 

The improvement of grapevine through biotechnology requires the understanding and identification of molecular 
bases of traits of interest. These determinants can be identified through studying the association between molecular 
markers, such as SNPs, and target traits. The Vitis18K SNP chip provides an inexpensive genotyping tool that allows for 
genome-wide scale marker analysis across populations. The majority of linkage maps are based on a single mapping 
population, but a consensus map obtained from multiple mapping populations can increase marker density and provide 
insight into marker order conservation. Here we present a consensus map based on three mapping populations. The 
genetic parents consist of well-known wine cultivars such as ‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, ‘Corvina’ and ‘Riesling’ often used 
for constructing linkage maps, but also include lesser known varieties like ‘Deckrot’ and a table grape selection, G1-
7720. Data analysis in linkage map construction for large datasets can be time consuming or requires extensive coding 
skills. Different algorithms can allow for faster analyses, but quite often at the cost of number of markers mapped, or 
accuracy. In this study, we used a workflow which combines the genetic data of a mapping population with a reference 
genome sequence to construct three high-density population maps with an average inter-locus gap distance ranging 
between 0.74 and 0.99 cM.  These maps show high correlation (0.9797 – 0.9997) with the ‘PN40024 12X.2’ reference 
assembly, whilst still allowing to report on approximately 100 markers with large order discrepancies, of which a third 
is consistent across multiple populations. Finally, we present a consensus map containing 6 895 molecular markers 
with an inter-locus gap distance of 0.53 cM, which shows even higher collinearity to the reference assembly compared 
to the single population maps. The presented workflow helps to construct linkage maps faster and more accurately, 
whilst the consensus map provides a promising tool for the identification of molecular determinants associated with 
traits of interest. This information is useful for researchers who want to use the Vitis18K SNP chip, but also showcase 
the integration of data which allows us to further our understanding of the grapevine genome.

Keywords: Vitis18K SNP chip, high-density consensus map, collinearity, reference assembly, data integration
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P73
Identification of grapevine varieties using Deep Learning (CNN) and Keras

Sergio Vélez*a, José Antonio Rubioa, Enrique Barajasa

aFinca Zamadueñas. Ctra. Burgos Km. 119, ITACyL, 47071 Valladolid, Spain

*Presenting author: sevelma@gmail.com
Ampelography is the science that studies the identification and classification of grapevines (Vitis spp.). Today, 
although much has evolved on the DNA and laboratory side, it is a laborious science and ampelography is carried 
out manually through visual surveys usually performed by agronomists, which requires an enormous amount of time. 
Image processing and computer vision based on machine learning methods can enable agronomists to minimise 
the time spent on variety identification. This work aims to classify grapevine varieties using Deep Learning. A CNN 
(Convolutional Neural Network) to classify grapevine varieties was built and trained using a deep learning framework 
Keras/TensorFlow written in R and a dataset of 1200 leaf images of cv. Tinta del País (Tempranillo) and cv. Verdejo, 
divided into 90% of images for training and 10% of images for testing. CNNs can efficiently learn increasingly complex 
visual concepts by identifying spatial hierarchies of patterns and reprocessing the results of convolution layers.  The 
CNN architecture consists of 3 components. A convolution, consisting of a filter to extract features from the input; 
pooling, to reduce dimensionality; and fully connected layers with neurons full connected to all activations in the 
previous layer. The goal of the trained CNN was to extract important features from the input leaf images in order to 
classify new leaf images. The detection model achieved a particularly good accuracy rate of 94.68%.

Keywords: deep learning, Keras, CNN, Convolutional neural network, Tensorflow, leaf recognition, variety recognition
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P74
Genomics characterization of Carmenère clonal selections cultivated in Chile at Concha y Toro Vineyards 

Daniela Araya*a, Felipe Gainzaa, Gonzalo Riadib

aCentro de Investigación e Innovación, Viña Concha y Toro S.A., Fundo Pocoa s/n, Km 10, Ruta K-650, Pencahue, 
Chile 
bCBSM, Universidad de Talca, Av. Lircay sn, Talca, Chile 

*Presenting author: daniela.araya@conchaytoro.cl
The domestication process in Vitis vinifera has originated new cultivars and the vegetative propagation of cultivars has 
originated a variety of clonal selections, which are currently cultivated for wine production at Concha y Toro Vineyards, 
in Chile. Vegetative propagation trigger mutations which accrue in the genome of somatic cells. Most of them are 
deleterious, however, also recessive in heterozygous alleles. Hence, they do not affect the fitness of the plant.
In order to do a genomics characterization of Carmenère clonal selections, we sequenced 6 samples, discovered 
the Structural Variants (SVs), Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs), and short InDels in them, and performed 
a preliminary analysis of the effects of these mutations. Then, we associated the mutated genes with metabolic 
pathways.
We found 1.8 million SNPs and 308,610 short InDels; 97% of the effects produced by these mutations are modifiers, 
affecting non-coding regions; 0.096% are high impact, affecting coding regions, mainly being frameshift variants; 2,513 
genes have at least one high impact variation. On the other hand, 740 SVs were found. 62% of the effects predicted are 
high impact impacting 711 genes. These effects are mainly deletions of sequences that include a transcript segment. 
Using KEGG Pathway Database, we associated 594 genes with 99 pathways. The top pathways are Starch and sucrose 
metabolism, Glutathione metabolism and, Amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism participating respectively 
11, 9, and 8 genes.
Altogether, these results suggest that clonal selections have few deleterious mutations but the majority of which are 
related with metabolic pathways relevant in grapes. Despite this, the characteristics of the plant, apparently, are not 
affected.
As future work, we propose to study the zygosity of the mutations to see if occur mainly in heterozygous alleles, and 
for this reason, they do not affect the plant’s characteristic

Keywords: Structural variants, Carmenère, whole-genome sequencing, genomics analysis
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P75
Technological advances for resistant grapevine varieties in a French private company

Camille Mietton*a, Mr. Pierre Videaua

aLe champ des Noels, 85770 LE GUE DE VELLUIRE, France

*Presenting author: camille.mietton@mercier-groupe.com

Since some years, the French wine sector faces strategical challenges, all linked to climate changes. Multiple issues 
have been observed like disease development, early frost, hailstorms, drought, change in the precocity and maturity 
of grapes, each one resulting in loss of productivity and yield. In France, the varieties proposed today by nurseries 
are historical varieties that are not well adapted to those changes. Therefore, Mercier Frères, the first French and 
second world leader grapevine nursery, have decided to start its own research programs, with the help of its laboratory 
Novatech, to answer the growing demand for new grapevine varieties. Two different approaches will be presented, one 
creating new varieties and one improving cultivated varieties.
The NATHY program consists in traditional breeding improvement. In partnership with breeders around the world, the 
aim is to develop and propose resistant varieties first to the most harmful fungi: downy and powdery mildew, and black 
rot. Traditional breeding of perennial species as grapevine can take 25 to 30 years. The challenge for the company is to 
reach a breeding cycle of 8 to 10 years from the seed to the registration of the variety. Advances in production method, 
genotyping and phenotyping could be the way to reach this goal.
The NEXT program consists in bringing new resistance traits through genetic engineering. The aim is to find target 
genes for various biotics and abiotics stresses to improve elite cultivated varieties. The laboratory Novatech have 
started a massive production of transformable material of wine’s varieties, the embryogenic callus. From the 
embryogenic callus to the transformed plant, Novatech try to open technical barriers and optimize protocols to obtain 
rapidly edited plants. The collaboration with research teams around the world makes it possible to work with known 
genes to incorporate efficiently many resistance traits.

Keywords: climate change, diseases, resistant varieties, breeding, genetic engineering
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P76
Pan Genome Resources for Grapevine

Kapeel Chougule*a, Marcela K Tello-Ruiza, Sharon Weia, Andrew Olsona, Zhenyuan Lua, Sunita Kumaria, Vivek Kumara, 
Parul Guptab, Sushma Naithanib, Peter DEustachc, Irene Papatheodd, Nancy Georged, Bruno Contrerasd, Guy Naamatid, 
Sarah Dyerd, Pankaj Jaiswale, Doreen Waref 

aCold Spring Harbor Laboratory , 1 Bungtown Rd , Cold Spring Harbor, NY, 11724, United States of America
bDept Botany Plant Pathology, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, United States of America
cDepartment of Biochemistry and Molecular , Pharmacology, NYU School of Medicine, 455 First Avenue, Public 
Heal, New York NY 10016, United States of America
dEMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, CB10 1SD Hinxton, United Kingdom
eDept Botany Plant Pathology, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, United States of America
 fUSDA ARS NEA Plant, Soil Nutrition Laboratory Research Unit, Ithaca NY 14853, United States of America

*Presenting author: kchougul@cshl.edu

Capturing and characterizing the gene space within a species and linking to agronomic traits will be critical to improving 
agricultural practices and accelerating crop improvement.  Recent advances in genome sequencing and assembly 
technologies are now making it possible to generate many accurate high quality reference genome assemblies for 
each species. The Grapevine community is no longer limited to the single PN20004 reference assembly, but has access 
to many high-quality reference assemblies for wine and table grapes. With this increase in the number of genomes, 
there is a need to integrate the information to support the transition from single reference to pan-genome research 
approaches. More recent work at Gramene has focused on the development of species pan-genome sites providing 
access to reference assemblies for multiple accessions, facilitating the identification and characterization of common 
and variable regions. Our first horticultural species features grapevine (https://vitis.gramene.org) and includes 11 
grape reference genomes, including two versions of the partially inbred Pinot Noir reference (clone PN40024) and 
six outgroup species, Japonica rice, maize, Arabidopsis thaliana, a vascular plant, a single-celled green algae, and 
Drosophila melanogaster. These genomes were used to build a powerful phylogenetic framework, constructed with 
594,645 input proteins from 553,999 individual genes, resulting in 24,050 protein-coding gene family trees of which 
8,881 are grapevine specific. Complementing the protein comparisons are whole genome pairwise DNA alignments 
to Arabidopsis. These resources allow exploration of gene gain and loss between different accessions of grapevine 
reference assemblies. We have also included the newest reference assembly and annotations of Pinot noir PN40024 
V4 and continue to host V3, used as reference for gene expression and orthology-based pathway projections. We 
gratefully acknowledge funding from USDA-ARS (1907-21000-030-00D).

Keywords: pangenome
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P77
Automatic image filtering for determining representative canopy temperatures with thermography in vineyards

Jaco Luus*a, Danie Elsa, Carlos Poblete- Echeverríab

aDepartment of Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, 7600 Stellenbosch, South Africa
bDepartment of Viticulture and Enology, SA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, 
South Africa

*Presenting author: jluus1997@gmail.com

Thermography has been proven to be an accurate indicator of plant water stress in vineyards by using the crop water 
stress index (CWSI). The process of calculating representative canopy temperatures from thermal images is important 
as there are several other elements in the images such as soil, sky, and other non-leaf materials. In this study, six 
automatic methods of determining a representative canopy temperature were evaluated.  The methods include simple 
and weighted averages, temperature histogram analyses, colour thresholding with the RGB images and reference 
temperature thresholding with CWSI Twet and Tdry measurements. Thermal images taken in a commercial vineyard 
on seven days, with varying climatic conditions, were used to evaluate the methods. The automatic methods were 
evaluated against accurate manually analysed thermal images in which only leaf material was carefully selected. 
The simple average method does not provide accurate temperatures and the weighted average method performs 
slightly better. Colour thresholding does not perform as well as expected. The results indicate that the reference 
temperature thresholding technique and histogram analyses can calculate canopy temperatures within 1°C of the 
manually analysed images. The reference temperature thresholding technique does require accurate measurements 
of CWWSI Twet and Tdry.

Keywords: Thermography; Crop water stress index; Temperature thresholding; Image analysis
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P78
Genetic variability of grapevine pruning wood parameters as described with LiDAR data and associated quantitative 
trait loci 

Elsa Chedid *a, Komlan Aviaa, Vincent Dumasa, Lionel Leya, Nicolas Reibela, Gisèle Butterlina, Maxime Somab, Raul Lopez-
Lozanob, Frédéric Baretb, Didier Merdinoglua

a INRAE, 28, rue de Herrlisheim, 68000 Colmar, France
b INRAE, 228, route de lAérodrome, 84914 Avignon, France

*Presenting author: elsa.chedid@inrae.fr 

Estimating growth traits of grapevine plants is common practice to describe the effects of cultural practices, training 
systems, environmental conditions, or genotypic effects, both for rootstock and scion varieties. Among these traits, 
the simple pruning weight is one of the most popular, while being time-consuming when hundreds of genotypes are to 
be characterized. To face the challenge of adaptation to climate change and the global demand for grapevine varieties 
resistant to disease, there is an increasing need for high throughput phenotyping methods. We studied in the vineyard 
the variability of plant vigor in the progeny of the cross between two genotypes carrying resistance genes for powdery 
and downy mildew. The pruning weight was measured for more than 200 genotypes and, in parallel, we used a newly 
developed high throughput LiDAR acquisition system to characterize the plants in winter. We will present the LiDAR 
system and the comparison between LiDAR data and pruning weights. Using “genotyping by sequencing” technology 
to describe the genetic heritage of the offspring, we performed quantitative trait loci (QTL) detection and identified 
several genomic regions associated with the genetic variability both for pruning weights and LiDAR data.

Keywords: grapevine, pruning wood, LiDAR, QTL
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P79
The vines -they are a-changin’: QTL in grapevine acclimation across environments

Andrej Svyantek*a, Bülent Köseb, Zhuoyu Wanga, John Stengerc, Collin Auwartera, Harlene Hatterman-Valentid*

aPO Box 6050 Dept 7670, Plant Sciences, North Dakota State University, Fargo 58108-6050, United States of 
America
 bDepartment of Horticulture, Ondokuz May305s University, 55280 Samsun, Turkey
cPO Box 6050, Dept. 7620, Dept. Agric. Biosystems Engineering, Fargo ND 58108-6050, United States of America
dNorth Dakota State Univ., Dept 7670, PO Box 605, Fargo ND 58106-6050, United States of America

*Presenting author: h.hatterman.valenti@ndsu.edu
Grapevine (Vitis spp.) dormancy acclimation is defined by a suite of critical traits essential for winter preparation, 
survival through extreme climatic events, and continued productivity in challenging environments. An association 
panel composed of ten sub-populations was created to examine dormancy acclimation in the context of applied 
grapevine breeding. Five distinct parents (E.S. 10-18-58, ‘Frontenac’, ‘King of the North’, ‘Marquette’, and ‘Sabrevois’) 
were intercrossed to form a half-diallel without selfing or reciprocal crossing. Seedlings were maintained in a growth 
chamber simulating the progression from the active growing season to the end of the year via a fluctuating temperature 
regime in conjunction with a photoperiod reduced by 0.5 hr each week. Visual phenotyping was conducted for five 
traits, and from these traits multiple metrics were calculated including a new trait, area under acclimation progress 
curve, based upon the commonly used metric, area under disease progress curve. Additionally, low temperature 
exotherms (LTEs) for buds were examined at the conclusion of growth chamber phenotyping. From these cumulative 
phenotypic responses, a total of 284 distinct QTL were identified across all linkage groups at a LOD threshold of 3.0; 
this number was refined to 113 QTL after adjusting the LOD threshold to 4.59 to account for marker density. Significant 
QTL occurred on 13 linkage groups. The influence of parentage was observed for LTE values, yet no significant QTL 
were identified for LTE traits. The breadth of QTL identified across multiple phenotyping environments emphasize 
the quantitative nature of grapevine environmental responses. These populations were subsequently field planted to 
allow for continued field- and growth chamber-based phenotyping of dormancy acclimation responses in conjunction 
with future planned work towards understanding fruit and wine composition in the context of cold-hardy grapevine 
breeding populations for the purposes of GWAS and refining methods for future genomic selection.

Keywords: dormancy acclimation, low temperature exotherms, cold hardy grape cultivars
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P80
Developing a Spray-Induced Gene Silencing (SIGS) methodology for the control of Grape Powdery Mildew 
(Erysiphe necator)

Britt Eubanks*a, Bahiya Zahlb, Chance Lemonb, Madesyn Samplesb, Satyanarayana Gouthua Laurent Deluca

a Oregon State University, Department of Horticulture, Corvallis 97331, United States of America.
b Oregon State University, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Corvallis, United States of America.

*Presenting author: eubankbr@oregonstate.edu
The emergence of fungicide resistance for Grape Powdery Mildew (Erysiphe necator) suggests the need to develop new 
strategies for control. Recent research demonstrates that agricultural pests can be controlled through the exogenous 
application of RNA molecules to trigger RNA interference (RNAi). The primary goal of this project is to develop a Spray-
Induced Gene Silencing (SIGS) program to induce RNA interference mechanisms targeting both the grapevine and the 
fungus. The plant genes targeted for RNAi belong to a susceptibility-gene family to Erysiphe necator (Mildew Locus 
O: MLO genes). Additionally, we will target three pathogen-regulated genes critical to the life cycle of the fungus. One 
objective of the project is to identify stretches of RNA molecules with the maximum interference activity to repress 
several members of clade V MLO genes (VitviMLO 3,4,6,9,13,17). In addition, three fungal genes (Dicer-like protein 1 
and 2 and CYP51) involved in the fungal life cycle will be tested. In silico analyses of the MLO amplified regions showed 
these regions will likely be processed to generate small interfering RNAs. Initially, we aim to develop an in vitro model 
to test the silencing effect of the dsRNA species employed. Previous works on other models have shown the ability 
for uptake of dsRNA via root soaking. We developed an experiment using in vitro microvine plantlets growing in a solid 
medium as plant material. They were supplemented with a solution of dsRNA at 20 ng/mL for VitviMLO 13 and 17. 
Leaf and root samples were collected at 0-, 3-, 7- and 14-days post-treatment. Real-Time PCR experiments are being 
conducted. Additionally, we prepared a Cy3-labelled dsRNA solution for both targeted genes to examine the systemic 
movements of the dsRNA species using confocal microscopy on cross sections of roots and petioles. We aim to 
demonstrate the ability for silencing and movement of dsRNA molecules. 

Keywords: MLO, Erysiphe necator, double-stranded RNA, Spray
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P81
Establishments of an efficient platform for genome editing in grapevine

Samaneh Najafi*a, Edoardo Bertinia, Mario Pezzottia, Giovanni Battista Torniellia, Sara Zenonia

aDepartment of Biotechnology, University of Verona, Verona, 37134, Italy. 

*Presenting author: samaneh.najafi@univr.it

Grapevine is an important agricultural fruit crop plant consumed worldwide and with a key role in the global economy. 
Grapevine is strongly affected by both biotic and abiotic stresses, which impact grape growth at different stages during 
plant and berry development and pre-and post-harvest, consequently causing significant economic losses. Recently 
global warming has propelled the anticipation of the onset of berry ripening determining the reduction of a grape color and 
increased volatilization of aroma compounds. Climate change could negatively alter the physiological characteristics 
of the grape and affect the berry and wine quality. Modern plant breeding can provide tools such as genome editing 
for improving grape resilience traits while maintaining intact the viticultural and oenological quality characteristics of 
the genotype. This study aims at developing a platform for genome editing application in grapevine plants with the 
final goal to improve berry quality, biotic and abiotic resilience traits. We chose to directly deliver ribonucleoproteins 
(RNP, preassembled Cas protein, and guide RNA) into plant protoplasts, and, from these cell structures, regenerate 
grapevine plants edited in specifically selected genes controlling traits of interest. Edited plants regenerated by 
somatic embryogenesis from protoplasts will then be sequenced and molecularly characterized.  Embryogenic calli 
of Sultana and Shiraz cultivars were initiated from unopened leaves of in-vitro shoot tip cultures and from stamens, 
respectively. Leaves were placed on NB2 medium while stamens on PIV was medium and incubated in the dark at 28 
°C for three months. Viable protoplasts, tested by FDA staining, isolated from embryogenic calli were cultured by disc 
method at 1*105 protoplasts/ml. Mature well-shaped somatic embryos developed directly in the protoplast culture 
medium two months later and were transferred in the light into to shooting medium for further growth.  Regenerated 
plants were then transferred to the greenhouse, no phenotypic alterations were observed when compared to non-
in-vitro cultured plants.  The performed experiments allowed to establish, an efficient protocol of embryogenic calli 
production, protoplast isolation, and regeneration of the whole plant through somatic embryogenesis, in both Sultana 
and Shiraz. Regenerated plants, through direct somatic embryogenesis deriving from a single cell, avoid the risk of 
chimerism during the regeneration process, therefore, improving the genome editing process.  As a pre-requisite of 
genome editing an efficient method for transfection of protoplast by YFP marker genes was also established and 
experiments of the direct delivery of CRISPR–Cas9 ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) in protoplasts to achieve efficient DNA-
free targeted mutations are in progress.

Keywords: Vitis vinifera, CRISPR-Cas9, Protoplast isolation, Plant Regeneration
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P82
CRISPR-based genome editing tools for virus resistance in grapevine

Katarina Spencer*, Manuela Campa, Johan Burger

Department of Genetics, Stellenbosch University, Private Bag X1, Matieland, 7602, South Africa

*Presenting author: 19967691@sun.ac.za)

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR), along with its CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins, 
is a system which has been harnessed from the prokaryotic immune system and adapted for genome editing 
technologies. A recent extension to the CRISPR toolbox is the Cas13 endonuclease, which exclusively targets single-
strand RNA. Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is an important global fruit crop that is susceptible to over 70 different viruses. 
Grapevine viruses impact both the yield and quality of the fruit crop, and therefore a sustainable method to control 
these viruses is of importance . The majority of plant viruses have RNA genomes, and thus the CRISPR-Cas13 system 
can be a helpful tool in implementing virus resistance in plants, by directly cleaving the RNA virus genome. This study 
aimed to develop an efficient genome editing system for virus resistance in grapevine using two Cas13 systems in 
Nicotiana benthamiana, namely LwaCas13a and CasRx. Grapevine virus A (GVA) infects V. vinifera, but can infect 
the model plant N. benthamiana, making it a helpful model to study virus infection in grapevine. Vectors containing 
either LwaCas13a or CasRx genes were assembled, and used to transiently and stably-transform N. benthamiana. 
Multiple gRNAs were designed which targeted the GVA genome, and were delivered to transgenic N. benthamiana 
plants overexpressing LwaCas13a or CasRx, using a tobacco rattle virus (TRV) vector. The TRV vector delivery system 
allowed for transient and systemic expression of the gRNAs, and along with the transfection of a GVA infectious clone, 
the virus interference of both CRISPR-Cas13 systems was evaluated by comparing and analysing the virus titre using 
real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). By evaluating the CRISPR/Cas13-mediated RNA targeting of both systems, a 
robust and efficient virus interference system may be developed for applications in N. benthamiana and ultimately V. 
vinifera.

Keywords: CRISPR Grapevine CRISPR/Cas13 RNA-interference Virus-resistance GVA
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P83
Evaluation of cell penetrating peptide-mediated delivery of CRISPR Ribonucleoproteins in microvine embryogenic 
cells

Satyanarayana Gouthu*, Laurent Deluc

Department of Horticulture, 4121 ALS Building, Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, United States of America

*Presenting author: satyanarayana.gouthu@oregonstate.edu

Techniques to obtain transgene-free plants from genome edited plants either through direct DNA-free genome editing 
or through elimination of transgenes following conventional transformation methods are not established in many 
clonally propagated perineal crop models including grapevine. Direct DNA-free genome editing approach by delivering 
CRISPR components as RiboNucleoProteins (RNP) uses protoplast material, regeneration of which is not easily 
achieved in grapevine. The objective of this study is to establish a CRISPR delivery system into intact embryogenic 
cells, after which the edited cells can be regenerated into plants. For visual detection, we expressed the GFP reporter 
gene, via Agro-mediated transformation method, in the microvine,  which is a fast-growing mutant bred for rapid 
genetic studies in grapevine. To facilitate the entry of the Cas9/RNP through cell and plasma membrane, we used Cell 
Penetrating Peptide (CPP). The cellular internalization of this arginine rich CPP (4G9R4L) in the embryogenic cells and 
the callus stage for optimum internalization was evaluated using a TAMRA-tagged 4G9R4L peptide. The TAMRA dye 
internalization in the cells was confirmed. The conjugated CPP-Cas9-sgRNA designed to disrupt the expression of GFP 
gene in the transgenic microvine was delivered through co-incubation of the embryogenic callus. Gene editing rate 
was assessed through High-Resolution Melting analysis (HRM) by comparing the differences in melting temperature 
profiles of the amplified target GFP gene region between non-treated and the embryogenic calli treated with the CPP-
conjugated RNP.

Keywords: transgene-free, genome editing, Ribonucleoproteins, Cell Penetrating Peptide
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P84
High-density linkage mapping and QTL identification of black rot resistance towards marker-assisted breeding 
in grapevine

Paola Bettinelli*a, Daniela Nicolinib, Marco Stefaninib, Ludger Hausmannc, Silvia Vezzullib

aCenter Agriculture Food Environment, University of Trento, Via Edmund Mach 1, San Michele all’Adige, Italy
bFondazione Edmund Mach, Research and Innovation Centre, Via Edmund Mach 1, San Michele all’Adige, Italy
cJulius Kühn-Institut, Geilweilerhof, Germany

*Presenting author: paola.bettinelli@fmach.it

Today sustainability is a pivotal objective for viticulture, but it also presents us with new challenges. The decrease in 
treatments has in fact changed grapevine-pathogen interactions and dynamics causing the reaffirmation of diseases 
previously considered secondary. This is the case of black rot (BR, caused by Phyllosticta ampelicida), which is spreading 
with increasing pressure in warm-humid regions causing the loss of entire crops. The interinstitutional DAMAGE 
project between Edmund Mach Foundation (FEM) and the Institute for Grapevine Breeding (JKI-Geilweilerhof) aims to 
characterize BR resistance and to develop a toolkit of molecular markers (MM) to be routinely used in marker-assisted 
breeding for the introgression of this trait into mildew resistant backgrounds. The first fungal strain was isolated from 
infected leaves collected in Trentino-Italy and mixed with a second strain isolated in southwestern Germany. This 
inoculum has been used to screen a segregating population derived from ‘Merzling’ (V. rupestris × V. lincecumii, mid-
resistant) × ‘Teroldego’ (V. vinifera, susceptible). BR resistance phenotyping consisted of a newly developed inoculation 
protocol on potted plants. The F1 individuals were genotyped with the Vitis18KSNP chip and a high-density genetic 
map has been constructed, following the integration of 190 informative SSRs. Moreover, explorative QTL analyzes have 
been conducted on phenotypic data of 2020 and 2021 seasons. Finally, upon the genomic interval characterization, 
new MM will be designed, tested and validated on various segregating populations with different genetic backgrounds.

Keywords: Vitis spp., Guignardia bidwellii, marker-assisted selection, disease resistance, plant phenotyping
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P85
Real-time PCR, droplet digital PCR and Next Generation Sequencing: comparison of techniques for quantitative 
assessments in the development of transgenic grapevine lines

Lorenza Dalla Costa*a, Daniela Vinciguerrab, Lisa Giacomellia, Umberto Salvagnina, Stefano Piazzaa, Katia Spinellab, 
Mickael Malnoya, Claudio Mosera, Ugo Marchesib

aFondazione Edmund Mach, via E. Mach, 1, 38010 San Michele All’Adige, Italy
bIZS-LT, Roma, Italy

*Presenting author: lorenza.dallacosta@fmach.it

Functional genomics studies in plants are crucial to prove the function of a candidate gene. The main strategies adopted 
to this aim are gene over-expression and gene inactivation in a homologous transgenic plant system.  Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens  transformation, actually the most used method to engineer plants, leads to T-DNA integration copy 
numbers (CN) ranging from one to multiple copies as well as to chimeric tissues with modified cells mixed to wt cells 
which resulted in not integer CN or in values lower than 1. Both multiple copies and chimerism should be avoided in 
vegetatively propagated plants, thus, an accurate and precise CN measurement is critical for lines selection, being 
single or low CN generally desired. Nowadays, several techniques are available to quantify CN. In this study, we 
compared and evaluated three methods based on (i) Real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR), (ii) droplet digital 
PCR (ddPCR) and (iii) next generation sequencing (NGS), to carry out a molecular characterization of grapevine edited 
lines obtained with CRISPR/Cas9 technology, which contain inserted T-DNA cassette carrying the  Cas9  gene, the 
sgRNA and the marker gene nptII. According to our results, as for accuracy, qPCR and ddPCR outputs are largely 
in agreement, especially for low CN values. Regarding precision, ddPCR resulted more precise than qPCR. On the 
contrary, CN detected with the NGS method were often not consistent with those calculated by qPCR and ddPCR 
and NGS was not able to discriminate the integration points in 3 out of 10 lines. On the other hand, NGS method can 
positively identify T-DNA truncations or the presence of tandem/inverted repeats, providing extensive information 
about the transgene integration asset. Our work, by reporting a case-study on grapevine edited lines, may offer useful 
information about the most advanced diagnostic techniques available in order to precociously select the proper 
transgenic material for research studies or commercial purposes.

Keywords: transgenic plants, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, T-DNA integration, copy number quantification
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P86
Genome-wide epigenetic changes during and following grapevine somatic embryogenesis

Darrell Lizamore*a, Chris Winefieldb, Ross Bicknellc

aBragato Resaerch Institute, Blenheim, New Zealand
bLincoln University, Lincoln, New Zealand
cPlant and Food Research, Lincoln, New Zealand

*Presenting author: darrell.lizamore@bri.co.nz

For winegrowers for whom varietal identity is an important market signal, novel clones are an attractive route for 
grapevine improvement. Somaclonal variation is a proven source of genetic diversity, and we are using sequencing 
approaches to enhance this approach by enabling the rapid characterisation mutations in large populations of vines 
regenerated from tissue culture. However, the stress of tissue culture has been shown to alter the epigenetic state 
of plant cells in a way that may persist in regenerated plants. To study the epigenetic changes induced by grapevine 
somatic embryogenesis, we performed bisulphite sequencing on embryogenic callus (EC) and plants regenerated from 
EC. Compared with leaf material, we found that EC had increased cytosine methylation, particularly in the asymmetrical 
CHH context, which is indicative of de novo methylation. However, genes and transposable elements (TEs) within 
genes showed reduced TE-specific CHG methylation. Plants regenerated from EC showed hypermethylation across 
all cytosine contexts three years after tissue culture. Interestingly, when EC were treated with the demethylating 
compound 5-Aza-cytidine, regenerated plants showed higher methylation than those from untreated callus. These 
data suggest that demethylation of TEs during somatic embryogenesis triggers  de novo hypermethylation that is 
stabilised across symmetric cytosine contexts, and which persists years into the future. As a result, future nanopore-
based genotyping efforts are being adapted to include methylation calling, so that we may assess the functional 
impact of these epigenetic changes in our somaclonal population.

Keywords: grapevine, somaclonal mutation, epigenetics, transposable element
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P87
Heat transfer method (HTM): New automatic method for calculating crop water stress index (CWSI) reference 
temperatures in grapevines

Jaco Luus*a, Danie Elsa, Carlos Poblete-Echeverríab

aDepartment of Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa
bDepartment of Viticulture and Oenology, SA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Stellenbosch University, Stellen-
bosch, 7600, South Africa

*Presenting author: jluus1997@gmail.com

The use of temperature as an indicator of water stress is gaining attention. However, the need for reference 
temperature measurements in the field for the calculation of the crop water stress index (CWSI) impedes the practical 
implementation of this plant water stress measurement technique. Therefore, in this study a new comprehensive 
model, the Heat transfer method (HTM), based on physical heat transfer principles, is presented and compared with 
the standard method of natural references. The HTM does not require field measurements and uses only input data 
obtained from a conventional weather station to determine reference temperatures. To develop and evaluate the 
new model, physical measurements of the reference temperatures were taken in a commercial vineyard cv. Cabernet 
Sauvignon under different levels of water stress at two times on seven days. These physical measurements were used 
to optimize unknown parameters in the new method by using the Particle Swarm Optimization procedure. Input data 
for the model was collected by a conventional weather station located nearby the experimental vineyard block. In the 
validation process, it was found that the HTM can accurately predict the reference temperatures to within 0.5°C and 
1°C for Twet and Tdry respectively, reacting to environmental conditions as expected. The new method can provide 
reference temperatures that do not require physical measurements which can make the use of CWSI more practical 
and easier to implement for determining plant water stress in vineyards.

Keywords: Water management; Climatic data; Crop water stress index; Particle swarm optimization
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P88
Selection of grapevine hybrids resistant to fungal diseases

Manuel Tornel*a, María Isabel Serrano-Sánchezb

aIMIDA, C Mayor, sn, 30150 Murcia, Spain
bITUM, Paraje Lomas de Marin, sn, Blanca, 30540 Murcia, Spain

*Presenting author: tornel@itumgrapes.com

Powdery and downy mildew are two fungal grapevine diseases caused by the pathogens Erysiphe necator (syn. Uncinula 
necator) and Plasmopora viticola, respectively. The control of these diseases entails a high economic cost and a great 
environmental impact. The identification of wild species of Vitis spp with different degrees of natural resistance to 
these diseases allows the introduction of these genes into new varieties of grapevine. The use of molecular markers 
facilitates the selection of those hybrids that carry alleles of resistance at an early stage, speeding up the breeding 
process. It is highly desirable to combine as many resistance genes as possible into one enhanced line, because the 
presence of one resistance locus may not be sufficient for robust resistance. Our study consisted of marker-assisted 
selection of a progeny obtained by a cross between Regent (a variety obtained in Germany) and a hybrid, It 12-3-73 (a 
hybrid obtained in our breeding program), carrying the Ren3 and Rpv3 genes that confer resistance to powdery and 
downy mildew respectively. In total, 184 hybrids with different molecular markers linked to the Ren3 and Rpv3 genes 
have been analysed. Of the 184 hybrids analysed, 60 (33%) have inherited the alleles of resistance to powdery and 
downy mildew, 72 (39%) only to powdery mildew and 42 (23%) to downy mildew.

Keywords: Powdery and downy mildew, resistance genes, molecular markers, plant breeding, Vitis.
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P89
Relationship between vegetation indices calculated from Sentinel-2 imagery and ground-truth data measured in 
the vineyard

Sergio Vélez*a, José Antonio Rubioa, Enrique Barajasa

aFinca Zamadueñas. Ctra. Burgos Km. 119, ITACyL, 47071 Valladolid, Spain

*Presenting author: sevelma@gmail.com

Remote sensing is a tool that has been increasingly used to obtain important information about crops. This information 
is captured by sensors mounted on different platforms, which can be land based or air vehicles or even satellites, 
among others. Each platform has its advantages and disadvantages and the use of satellites has several advantages, 
such as their free use in the specific case of the Sentinel-2 satellites, managed by the European Space Agency. In 
addition, the use of images obtained from Sentinel-2 satellites has proven to be useful in viticulture, including several 
applications such as sub-unit management, classification of vineyards according to vigour, evaluation of the water 
status of the vineyard or monitoring the quality of table grapes. A practical way to use the information obtained from 
satellites is the calculation of vegetation indices, which are algebraic combinations designed to highlight the contrast 
of certain properties or plant characteristics. The most commonly used index is the NDVI (Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index), although there are other indices that may be used in vineyards with good results, such as SAVI, 
CTVI or CLG.
The aim of this paper was to analyze the relationship between the most commonly used vegetation indices, calculated 
from Sentinel-2 images, and the ground-truth data measured in the field; in order to check which indices have the 
greatest relationship with the ground-truth data and at what time of year it would be most interesting to use the 
spectral information.

Keywords: vegetation indices, precision viticulture, NDVI, Sentinel
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P90
Thermoregulation capacity of the leaf canopy according to vine variety

José Antonio Rubio Cano*a, Sergio Vélez a, Enrique Barajasa, Rubén Vacasa

aCtra. Burgos, km 119. Finca Zamadueñas, 47071 Valladolid Valladolid, Spain

*Presenting author: rubcanjo@itacyl.es

The thermal regulation capacity of plants is directly related to their transpiration capacity, which depends, among 
other factors, on the amount of vegetation on the plant, its capacity for stomatal regulation, the ambient humidity and 
the water available in the soil. In addition, for certain levels of ambient temperature, this capacity is conditioned by a 
good physiological state of the plant. Knowledge of the relationship between the plant’s thermal regulation capacity 
and its vegetative development is key to improving vineyard management.
In this experiment, a drone flight was carried out over a trellised vineyard plot planted with 46 different minority 
grape varieties, with the aim of analysing the relationship between the vegetative development of the plant and its 
thermal regulation capacity, for the same level of irrigation and without altering the natural phenological cycle of each 
variety. A Micasense ALTUM camera with a multispectral sensor and a thermal sensor was used to obtain the spectral 
information. The results show that there can be differences in the plant canopy of the same plant of up to 10˚C 
between the side that receives solar radiation and the shaded side and that the greater the vegetative development, 
the greater the plant’s capacity for thermal regulation, with a high correlation between the vegetative development of 
the plant and the average temperature values of the plant canopy.

Keywords: LWIR, minority varieties, Vitis vinifera, UAS, chlorophyll, remote sensing, phenology.
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P91
Spatio-Temporal Analysis using Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 satellite imagery to identify vineyard yeast differences 
according to biogeographic origin

Sergio Vélez*a, David Castrillob, Pilar Blancob, Enrique Barajasa, José Antonioa Rubio

aFinca Zamadueñas. Ctra. Burgos Km. 119, ITACyL, 47071 Valladolid, Spain
b INGACAL, Leiro, Spain

*Presenting author: sevelma@gmail.com
Biogeography is a key concept which characterizes the wines and associates them with microbial terroir responsible 
for the differentiation and uniqueness of the wines. One of the factors influencing this microbial terroir is the vegetation, 
which in turn is influenced by other factors such as climate, soil or cultural practices. Remote Sensing instruments 
can detect variations in vegetation; therefore, it can be interesting to use remote sensing tools to identify and provide 
useful information about vegetation and then, about microbial terroir and the interrelationships between these. In this 
study, a spatio-temporal analysis during 2015 was developed using NDVI calculated from high-resolution satellite 
imagery, among several vineyards belonging to four different AOPs (Appellations of Origin) in organic and conventional 
grapes and musts from Galicia (Spain). The satellite imagery included Sentinel2 (10m pixel) and Landsat8 (30m pixel) 
images. The results of this study are in line with previous studies, confirming the higher the NDVI, the higher the 
yeast species richness in musts and grapes, but also showing that a higher NDVI was associated with the yeast 
biogeographical patterns of the AOPs with higher species richness consisting of weakly fermenting yeasts such as 
Hanseniaspora uvarum, Starmerella bacillaris, Pichia spp. and Zygosaccharomyces spp. Moreover, this study shows 
that Sentinel 2 images can establish differences in microbial terroir even better than Landsat8.

Keywords: Denomination of Origin; Appellation of Origin; NDVI; Vegetation Index; precision viticulture; yeast; 
biogeography; terroir; Vitis vinifera L.; Remote Sensing
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P92
Phenotyping of virus-infected grapevine leaves through hyperspectral imaging and machine learning

Erica Sawyera, Marc Fuchsb, Monica Cooperc, Benjamin Corralesa, Khushwinder Singha, Takuy Frnzyana, Kaylah 
Vasqueza, Eve Laroche-Pinela, Luca Brillantea*

aCalifornia State University Fresno, Department of Viticulture Enology, 2360 E Barstow Avenue, Fresno CA 93740, 
United States of America
bCornell University, Plant Pathology and Plant-Microbe Biology, Geneva, NY 14456, United States of America
cUniversity of California, Agriculture Natural Resources, 1710 Soscol Ave, Suite 4, Napa CA 94559, United States of 
America

*Presenting author: lucabrillante@csufresno.edu

This research explores the use of hyperspectral imaging and machine learning techniques for the detection and 
classification of grapevine viruses, namely grapevine leafroll-associated viruses(GLRaVs) and grapevine red blotch 
virus (GRBV). Due to the incurable nature of viral diseases of grapevine, accurate detection and subsequent removal 
of infected plants is vital to maintaining a healthy vineyard. Because many current methods of virus detection may 
be costly, time-consuming, and unable to scale, this work seeks to develop machine learning methods to detect 
infection and classify the causal virus from hyperspectral images within the near-visible light spectrum (500-700nm). 
Hyperspectral imaging was used to capture about 440 leaf images from both healthy and infected black grapevine 
cultivars. Leaves were sampled four times, one month apart in two different vineyards during fruit ripening. Leaves 
were separated from the petioles and imaged in a dark environment under controlled led lightning that did not emit in 
the infrared region. Viral infection was assessed by PCR-based assays using petioles. Images were preprocessed by 
accessing raw image radiance data, segmented from the background, and converted to reflectance values through the 
use of a Spectralon standard included within each frame. Reflectance data were used as input in two machine learning 
methods, random forests and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and were applied to image data for prediction of 
grapevine infection status. As assessed with a 5-fold cross-validation scheme, the highest performing random forest 
model produces an accuracy of 68% while the CNN model achieved an accuracy of 70% (averaged across both healthy 
and infected classes). While differentiation between plants infected with GLRaVs and GRBV proved to be relatively 
challenging, both models showed promising accuracies across classes and further investigation is needed to improve 
virus prediction of infected vines in the vineyard.

Keywords: spectroscopy, high-throughput phenotyping, deep-learning, convolutional neural networks, random forest
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P93
Comparing the yield and viability of protoplasts isolated from three grapevine tissues with regenerative capacity

Shannon Derman*, Melané Vivier

SAGWRI, Stellenbosch University, 7602, Stellenbosch, South Africa

*Presenting author: shannon@cengen.co.za

The recent technique of delivering genome editing technologies directly into protoplasts for the purpose of CRISPR-
Cas9 ribonucleoprotein-based genome editing has re-drawn the attention of the grapevine biotechnology community 
to the use of protoplast.  Irrespective of the plant species in question, the process of regenerating plant tissue 
from protoplasts is universally considered recalcitrant. Protoplasting efforts in grapevine have been reported from 
1985 onwards, and somatic embryogenic callus (SEC) is currently the explant of choice for this purpose. Given the 
technical expertise required, the long time-frames and non-routine nature of grapevine SEC generation, there is value 
in evaluating alternative explants for grapevine protoplast isolation and regeneration. The aim of this study was 
therefore to compare grapevine meristems, zygotic embryos and anthers-derived SEC cultures as potential sources 
of regenerative protoplasts. Alongside the isolation of protoplasts from Chardonnay and Pinotage anther-derived SEC 
cultures, we tested two alternative explants for potential use as efficient and viable protoplast sources, namely zygotic 
embryos, obtained from using embryo rescue techniques, and meristematic bulks, formed from shoot growth tips 
manipulated to form meristematic bulks in culture. Our results show that meristematic bulks serve as a promising 
explant for high yielding, viable protoplasts, whereas zygotic embryos are a labour-intensive source of low-yielding 
protoplasts. Explant-specific optimisations would still be required on the alternative explants, because the yields from 
SEC were still 5 times and 3.7 times higher than from zygotic embryos and meristematic bulks respectively. The yield 
and viability of the protoplasts isolated using the respective methods are compared, as well as a detailed description 
of the cellulose fraction that remains in solution after isolation is discussed. Preliminary analyses of protoplasts from 
somatic embryogenic cultures and meristematic bulks, subjected to culturing, confirmed that cell divisions occurred 
and the appearance of microcalli was evident, but embryos regeneration has not yet been achieved.  Lastly, we also 
showcase the successful isolation of protoplasts from the SEC of a commercially important South African cultivar, 
Pinotage.

Keywords: protoplasts, Vitis vinifera, meristematic bulks, zygotic embryos, Pinotage
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P93
Comparing the yield and viability of protoplasts isolated from three grapevine tissues with regenerative capacity

Shannon Derman*, Melané Vivier

SAGWRI, Stellenbosch University, 7602, Stellenbosch, South Africa

*Presenting author: shannon@cengen.co.za

The recent technique of delivering genome editing technologies directly into protoplasts for the purpose of CRISPR-
Cas9 ribonucleoprotein-based genome editing has re-drawn the attention of the grapevine biotechnology community 
to the use of protoplast.  Irrespective of the plant species in question, the process of regenerating plant tissue 
from protoplasts is universally considered recalcitrant. Protoplasting efforts in grapevine have been reported from 
1985 onwards, and somatic embryogenic callus (SEC) is currently the explant of choice for this purpose. Given the 
technical expertise required, the long time-frames and non-routine nature of grapevine SEC generation, there is value 
in evaluating alternative explants for grapevine protoplast isolation and regeneration. The aim of this study was 
therefore to compare grapevine meristems, zygotic embryos and anthers-derived SEC cultures as potential sources 
of regenerative protoplasts. Alongside the isolation of protoplasts from Chardonnay and Pinotage anther-derived SEC 
cultures, we tested two alternative explants for potential use as efficient and viable protoplast sources, namely zygotic 
embryos, obtained from using embryo rescue techniques, and meristematic bulks, formed from shoot growth tips 
manipulated to form meristematic bulks in culture. Our results show that meristematic bulks serve as a promising 
explant for high yielding, viable protoplasts, whereas zygotic embryos are a labour-intensive source of low-yielding 
protoplasts. Explant-specific optimisations would still be required on the alternative explants, because the yields from 
SEC were still 5 times and 3.7 times higher than from zygotic embryos and meristematic bulks respectively. The yield 
and viability of the protoplasts isolated using the respective methods are compared, as well as a detailed description 
of the cellulose fraction that remains in solution after isolation is discussed. Preliminary analyses of protoplasts from 
somatic embryogenic cultures and meristematic bulks, subjected to culturing, confirmed that cell divisions occurred 
and the appearance of microcalli was evident, but embryos regeneration has not yet been achieved.  Lastly, we also 
showcase the successful isolation of protoplasts from the SEC of a commercially important South African cultivar, 
Pinotage.

Keywords: protoplasts, Vitis vinifera, meristematic bulks, zygotic embryos, Pinotage
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P94
Increasing the clonal diversity of the South African bred cultivar Pinotage through gamma irradiance

Monje Pohl*a, Melané Viviera, Phyllis Burgerb

a SAGWRI, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, South Africa.                   
b Agricultural Research Council, Stellenbosch, South Africa.

*Presenting author: monjep@sun.ac.za

Pinotage is a cross between Pinot Noir and Cinsault Noir and was first commercially released in 1959, but now ranks 
amongst the top 100 most planted grape varieties. Given the relatively young age of the cultivar, the clonal diversity is 
severely limited, and the three most widely planted Pinotage clones display very similar characteristics. In this project, 
these three clones were targeted for induced somatic mutagenesis through gamma irradiance in an effort to increase 
the clonal diversity of this flagship South African cultivar. The clones were propagated in vitro and subjected to gamma 
irradiance at 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 Gy, after which nodal segments were excised and grown to establish a population 
of plantlets that were hardened off for the subsequent analysis. Irradiance levels at and above 30 Gy led to low 
survival rates and all subsequent irradiance doses were limited to 0 (controls)-20 Gy.  A population of 1416 plants were 
subjected to first rounds of characterisation under controlled growth conditions, with scoring for attributes such as 
growth habit, ampelographic markers and distinct phenotypes. Based on these analyses, a core group of plants where 
selected for further analyses under field-grown conditions. The field-trial, comprising 500 own rooted plants, planted 
in a randomised block design and are being analysed over the next 2-3 years. The first season will focus on vegetative 
characteristics using both quantitative as well as qualitative methods. Higher-throughput analyses methods will also 
be used for example the use of LiDAR remote sensing technology to determine the leaf area index of each vine as well 
as the use of morphometric analysis to compare leaf size and shape. The initial vegetative description of the population 
will be followed by reproductive trait analyses as well as potential genetic screening, particularly for potentially useful 
mutations in the colour locus.

Keywords: Somatic mutation, artificial mutagenesis, grapevine
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P95
Utilisation of phased diploid genomes to study the grapevine terpene synthase (VviTPS) family

Samuel Smit*a, Melané Vivierb, Philip Youngb

a University of York, York, United Kingdom.
b SAGWRI, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, South Africa.                   

*Presenting author: cobus.smit@york.ac.uk

The PN40024 reference genome has been the lone workhorse for genomic studies for more than a decade. However, 
recent advances in sequencing technologies have resulted in the release of numerous new Vitis spp. genomes that 
utilise long read sequencing to generate very long scaffolds. These additional genomes allow for the study of complex 
gene families where expansions are prevalent, for example, the grapevine terpene synthase family (VviTPS). Extensive 
duplications within the VviTPS family resulted in fragmented scaffolds for the reference genome and therefore a 
number of these genes are not assigned to a chromosome. Available phased-diploid genomes allowed us to study 
haplotype variations and the cultivar-specific landscape of the VviTPS family. The PN40024 reference genome was 
found to inadequately represent the variation and size of the VviTPS family when compared to three phased diploid 
genomes. For example, we putatively annotated >28 VviTPS genes to chr. 10, which was previously annotated with 
a single VviTPS gene on the reference genome. Furthermore, comparative genomics was combined with functional 
predictions and phylogenomics around the VviTPS active site to generate a novel resource for studying the VviTPS 
family. This resource is easily accessible and allows for the identification of putative VviTPS duplications, allelic 
variants and genotype specific VviTPS genes. The data is available in the form of Cytoscape networks that can be 
queried through BLAST, allowing for mining of this resource. Our analysis provides a novel and valuable resource to 
the grapevine community that could serve as a blueprint for studying expanded gene families and their genotypic 
variations.

Keywords: terpene synthase, genomics, bioinformatics
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P96
Organelle engineering to modulate grapevine terpene production: validation of a hairy root culturing system

Tumelo Moyo *, Philip Young, Melané Vivier

SA Grape and Wine Research Institute, Department of Viticulture and Oenology, Stellenbosch University, South 
Africa 

*Presenting author: tmoyo@sun.ac.za

Terpenes are plant secondary metabolites that are produced in response to developmental cues or stimulation by 
the environment. Terpenes play a crucial role in plant defense, have high nutritional value and unique characteristics 
that have led to their exploitation in several industries. In viticulture and oenology, terpenes contribute to grape 
flavor and wine bouquet. The robust industrial applications of terpenes in cosmetics, the food industry, agriculture, 
and pharmaceuticals has propelled research on ways in which its biosynthesis and accumulation in planta can be 
improved. This study forms part of a collaborative project that will use elicitation of grapevine hairy root cultures using 
novel chemical compounds that target the endoplasmic reticulum, a key organelle in the terpene biosynthetic pathway 
to increase its size as well as its metabolic activity to improve the grapevine terpene production. Proof of principle 
that endoplasmic reticulum enhancement favors terpene production has been shown in yeast (Arendt et al, 2017). 
Here we outline the planned activities to create hairy root cultures of several grapevine scion and rootstock cultivars 
by transformation using Agrobacterium rhizogenes and their validation as a suitable experimental system to study 
terpene production and endoplasmic reticulum stimulation.

Keywords: Grapevine hairy roots, Agrobacterium rhizogenes, Organelle engineering, ER, terpenes
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P97
The effect of variety on the conversion of grape pixels into yield at grapevine level

Carlos M.A. Lopes*, Gonçalo Victorino

Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa, Tapada da Ajuda, 1349-017 Lisboa, Portugal 

*Presenting author:  carlosmlopes@isa.ulisboa.pt

Vineyard yield estimation is a challenge that has been subject to research for several years. Common practices are 
invasive, labor intensive and often inaccurate, as vineyard yield varies both spatially and temporally. Non-invasive 
image-based grapevine yield estimation methods focus on automatically identifying yield components in digital images 
which are then converted into yield. Such methodologies are dependent on the accuracy of yield components detection 
in the images and corresponding conversion into mass. Several works mention the potential of bunch pixels (projected 
area; BA) as estimator of bunch weight. However, most relationships have been studied in laboratory conditions and/
or on single bunches. At plant level, from a 2D perspective, such relationships depend on occlusions by leaves and 
by other bunches, as well as bunch morphology. The present work aims at comparing the relationships between 
actual grapevine total bunch weight and corresponding BA, in order to estimate grapevine yield from 2D images 
taken in field conditions. The study included four varieties (Arinto, Encruzado, Castelão, Syrah) from two commercial 
vineyards, trained on a vertical shoot positioning system, located at two sites within the Lisbon winegrowing region, 
Portugal. Images were collected from 100 vines defoliated at bunch zone and BA was segmented manually from each 
image. The regression analysis between BA and actual yield presented high and significant R2 for all cases ( > 0.90). 
However, despite the statistically similar slope of the regression lines for pooled data of the two sites, some significant 
differences were detected among the slopes of the fitted lines of the four cultivars, indicating cultivar dependency. Our 
work corroborates recent research regarding the use of BA as a good estimator of bunch weight, however in a multi-
cultivar scenario, this relationship should be considered with caution. Further research is ongoing aiming at creating 
a generalized model using other image-based complementary variables.

Keywords: Image analysis, yield estimation, proximal sensing, bunch projected area, Vitis vinifera L.
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P98
3D visualisation of voids in grapevine flowers and berries using X-ray micro computed tomography

Zeyu Xiao *a, Timothy Stait-Gardner b, Scott Willis b, William Price b, Francesca Moroni a, Vinay Pagay c, Stephen Tyer-
man c, Leigh Schmidtke a, Suzy Rogiers d

a NWGIC Mambarra Drive, Wagga Wagga New South Wales 2650, Australia
b Western Sydney University, Penrith NSW, Australia 
c The University of Adelaide, Glen Osmond SA, Australia 
d NSW Department of Primary Industries, Wollongbar NSW, Australia 

*Presenting author: zxiao@csu.edu.au

X-ray micro computed tomography (micro-CT) is a non-destructive 3D imaging technique particularly useful for imaging 
voids in the delicate flowers and soft berries of Vitis vinifera. The characterisation of gas spaces and connections can 
offer insights into the process of tissue aeration and this may have implications on cell function and vitality. In this 
study, the internal structures of flowers and berries were captured through rapid micro-CT scanning and subsequently 
were recreated in 3D using image processing. Low density regions and porous tissue were visualized within the pedicel 
and the berry. Voids were present in the proximal mesocarp of berries forming a ‘detachment zone’ in both seeded 
and seedless cultivars. Voids permeated the mesocarp of mature seedless grape cultivars, but not seeded grapes. 
Micro-CT offers new insights regarding the distribution of voids on the morphology and compositional heterogeneity 
of organs that are difficult to dissect and/or view with light microscopy.

Keywords: 3D visualisation, flower, grape morphology, micro-CT
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P99
The design of a model vineyard established for long-term water research using an integrated approach and 
advanced technologies

Talitha Venter*, Reinhard Swart, Anscha Zietsman, Evodia Setati, Melané Vivier, Carlos Poblete-Echeverría

South African Grape and Wine Research Institute, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa

*Presenting author: tventer@sun.ac.za

Here we describe the design of a model vineyard in support of an integrated study that aims to evaluate and compare 
the adaptability and resilience of current commercial rootstock-scion combinations to scenarios of (severe) water 
limitation over the lifespan of the plants. Novel techniques will be used to monitor water availability and water stress, 
as well as plant physical characteristics such as leaf area index. The model vineyard (0.41ha) site is located on 
the Welgevallen experimental farm, Stellenbosch, and was selected considering soil conditions (homogeneity) and 
topography.
Since cultivars and rootstocks differ in their sensitivity and response to dryer conditions, this vineyard was planted with 
six different rootstock-scion combinations in order to determine their future value for the South African wine industry 
under increasingly water scarce conditions. To simulate various water availability scenarios, the irrigation system in 
the block has been adapted to allow for three different irrigation regimes to be applied to specific plots throughout the 
vineyard. The trellis system has been modified slightly to facilitate the extraction of data from aerial images of specific 
target areas without the interference of adjacent vines from other treatments or control areas.
Several advanced technologies such as thermal cameras, high-definition cameras, multispectral cameras and 
sensors, among others, were validated for the use in determining plant water stress in an established commercial 
vineyard in the Stellenbosch region. These technologies will be applied in the model vineyard. In this poster, we present 
the characteristics of the model vineyard and some preliminary results related to vine growth obtained during the 
establishment period.

Keywords: water stress, rootstock-scion, precision viticulture, sensor technology
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INTEGRAPE WORKSHOP 
(COST ACTION CA17111)

DATA INTEGRATION, THE POWER OF OMICS 
AND GRAPE IMPROVEMENT 
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INTEGRAPE Workshop (COST ACTION CA17111)
Data integration, the power of omics and grape improvement 

Matus JT, Grimplet J, Rustenholz C, Holtgräwe D, Duchêne E, Mattivi F, Fortes AM, Navarro D, Savoi S, 
Frommer B, Rodríguez-Izquierdo A, Margaryan K, Royo-Brun C, Adam-Blondon AF, Pezzotti M.

The European network INTEGRAPE (“data integration to maximize the power of omics for grapevine 
improvement”; https://integrape.eu/) seeks to integrate all information regarding one of the world’s oldest 
crops, the grapevine. Omics and large-scale phenotyping techniques allow the study of thousands of 
grape characteristics at once, generating huge datasets manageable only with the support of dedicated 
informatic tools. However, these datasets are often generated in different and non-standardized formats 
across research laboratories and many times stored only locally, which makes them poorly accessible 
for further use. INTEGRAPE is developing and promoting tools that are dedicated to harnessing and 
exploiting all available datasets collected by grapevine scientists in the fields of physiology, molecular 
biology, genetics, biochemistry and systems biology. Since officially starting in September 2018, we 
have established an open, international, and representative network that integrates data from existing 
resources in a cost-effective manner, as well as generating interoperable grapevine datasets and tools 
available in a secure and standardized format. Our main goal is to offer and make this data available and 
usable beyond the original experiments, interoperable in a secure and standardized format, and made 
available to public and private research communities. We are actively collaborating with world-wide 
research teams, promoting networking and collaboration and offering training schools and short-term 
scientific missions (STSMs) for students and researchers. Among the most recent achievements of our 
network, those that will be showcased in this workshop, we present:

i. Guideline ‘cookbooks’ and Dictionary of unified grape-sample ontologies: We are providing 
recommendations for genomic and metabolomic data submission, extraction and use, compliant to 
FAIR principles, together with recommended repositories and standard formats for organ naming. 

ii. PN40024 fourth genome assembly: we have served as a platform for researchers to discuss and 
promote the release of the fourth grape genome reference assembly, allowing group meetings to 
manually curate the v4 annotation.

iii. Gene Reference Catalogue: We have built a centralized repository for the standard annotation of 
grapevine genes and their functions, based on past and current gene/gene-family characterizations. 
Recommendations for gene identifiers and standardization of functional validation levels are also 
given in this context.

iv. Hub of repositories and tools: We have recently released a new website, enlisting all available 
resources for the community, in terms of data exploration and visualization, including several omics 
and systems biology approaches.

https://integrape.eu/
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In full visibility of our network deliverables, we present this workshop to provide an update of the general 
objectives of INTEGRAPE, to disseminate to the entire grapevine community and formally invite all 
researchers to form part of this network, and to introduce and advertise ongoing and future opportunities 
in terms of collaborative networks, grants, training and meetings. In particular, we expect that in future 
years we can all contribute to make INTEGRAPE the largest network hub for the community. The world’s 
grape and wine industries will have full access to up-to-date information to meet their major challenges: 
to improve grape berry quality and produce better wines.
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diana.bellin@univr.it 
ITALY

BENDEL/NELE MISS 
Julius Kühn-Institute 
nele.bendel@julius-kuehn.de 
GERMANY

BENNETT/JEFF DR 
The New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Limited 
jeff.bennett@plantandfood.co.nz 
NEW ZEALAND

BENYAHIA/FADWA MISS 
Free University of Bolzano 
fadwa.benyahia@natec.unibz.it 
ITALY

BERDEJA/MARIAM DR 
Cornell University 
mb2599@cornell.edu 
UNITED STATES

BERRY/ANKE MRS 
Stellenbosch University 
avm@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

BETTINELLI/PAOLA MISS 
University of Trento 
Paola.bettinelli@fmach.it 
SOUTH AFRICA

BLANCQUAERT/ERNA DR 
Stellenbosch University 
ewitbooi@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

BOETTCHER/CHRISTINE DR 
CSIRO Agriculture and Food 
christine.bottcher@csiro.au 
AUSTRALIA

BOHLMANN/JOERG PROF 
University of British Columbia 
bohlmann@msl.ubc.ca 
CANADA

BONDADA/BHASKAR PROF 
Washington State University Tri-Cities 
bbdondada@wsu.edu 
UNITED STATES

BOSMAN/ROBIN MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
Robb@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

BRAIDOTTI/RICCARDO MR 
University of Udine 
braidotti.riccardo@spes.uniud.it 
ITALY

BRILLANTE/LUCA PROF 
California State University Fresno, Department of Viticulture & 
Enology 
lucabrillante@csufresno.edu 
UNITED STATES
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BUESA/IGNACIO DR 
University of Balearic Islands 
i.buesa@uib.es 
SPAIN

BURGER/JOHAN PROF 
Stellenbosch University 
jtb@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

CALDERAN/ALBERTO MR 
Università degli Studi di Udine,dipartimento di Scienze 
agroalimentari, ambientali e animali 
alberto.calderan@uniud.it 
ITALY

CAMPA/MANUELA DR 
Stellenbosch University 
mcampa@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

CANO/JOSÉ ANTONIO DR 
ITACyL 
rubcanjo@itacyl.es 
SPAIN

CANTÙ/DARIO PROF 
University of California Davis 
dacantu@ucdavis.edu 
UNITED STATES

CARBONELL-BEJERANO/PABLO DR 
Max-Planck_institute for Developmental Biology 
pablo.carbonell@tuebingen.mpg.de 
GERMANY

CARRASCO/DAVID DR 
CSIC-INIA 
david.carrasco@inia.es 
SPAIN

CARRENO/IVAN MR 
SNFL group 
ivan.carreno@grapegenesis.com 
SPAIN

CARUSO/GIOVANNI DR 
Dipartimento di Scienze Agrarie Alimentari e Agro-ambientali, 
Università di Pisa 
giovanni.caruso@unipi.it 
ITALY

CASTELLARIN/SIMONE DIEGO DR 
The University of British Columbia 
simone.castellarin@ubc.ca 
CANADA

CHEDID/ELSA MRS 
INRAE 
elsa.chedid@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

CHOUGULE/KAPEEL MR 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 
kchougul@cshl.edu 
UNITED STATES

COSTANTINI/LAURA DR 
Fondazione Edmund Mach 
laura.costantini@fmach.it 
ITALY

CRESPO/PABLO MR 
IMIDA 
pablo.agro.cresp@gmail.com 
SPAIN

DAI/ZHANWU PROF 
Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
zhanwu.dai@ibcas.ac.cn 
CHINA

DALLA COSTA/LORENZA DR 
Fondazione Edmund Mach 
lorenza.dallacosta@fmach.it 
ITALY

DARRIAUT/ROMAIN MR 
INRAe 
romain.darriaut@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

DAVIES/CHRISTOPHER DR 
CSIRO 
christopher.davies@csiro.au 
AUSTRALIA

DAYER/SILVINA MRS 
INRAE UMR EGFV 1287 
silvinadayer@gmail.com 
FRANCE

DE ROSA/VALERIA MISS 
University of Udine 
derosa.valeria@spes.uniud.it 
ITALY

DELUC/LAURENT DR 
Oregon State University 
delucl@oregonstate.edu 
UNITED STATES

DERMAN/SHANNON MISS 
CenGen 
shannon@cengen.co.za 
SOUTH AFRICA
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DIGBY/ANNE-MARIE MRS 
University of Verona, Italy 
annemarie.digby@univr.it 
ITALY

D'INCÀ/ERICA MRS 
University of Verona 
erica.dinca@univr.it 
ITALY

DOKOOZLIAN/NICK DR 
E&J Gallo Winery 
nick.dokoozlian@ejgallo.com 
UNITED STATES

DRORI/ELYASHIV DR 
Ariel University 
droris@ariel.ac.il 
ISRAEL

DRY/IAN DR 
CSIRO Ag & F 
ian.dry@csiro.au 
AUSTRALIA

DUCHÊNE/ERIC DR 
INRA Centre de Colmar 
eric.duchene@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

EITLE/MARKUS DR 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences 
markus.eitle@boku.ac.at 
SOUTH AFRICA

ESCALONA/JOSÉ DR 
University of Balearic Islands 
jose.escalona@uib.es 
SOUTH AFRICA

EUBANKS/BRITT MR 
Oregon State University 
eubankbr@oregonstate.edu 
UNITED STATES

FARRANT/JILL PROF 
University of Cape Town, South Africa 
jill.farrant@uct.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

FASOLI/MARIANNA DR 
E. & J. Gallo Winery 
marianna.fasoli@ejgallo.com 
UNITED STATES

FERNÁNDEZ-LOPEZ/DIEGO JOSÉ MR 
IMIDA 
diegoj.fernandez@carm.es 
SPAIN

FERRADÁS/YOLANDA DR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV) 
yolanda.ferradas@icvv.es 
SPAIN

FORD/CHRIS DR 
The University of Adelaide 
christopher.ford@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

FORNECK/ASTRID PROF 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna BOKU 
astrid.forneck@boku.ac.at 
AUSTRIA

FORTES/ANA MARGARIDA PROF 
FCiências.ID - Associação para a Investigação e Desenvolvimento de 
Ciências 
amfortes@fc.ul.pt 
PORTUGAL

FOURMENT/MERCEDES PROF 
Universidad de la República, Facultad de Agronomía 
mfourment@fagro.edu.uy 
URUGUAY

FRETT/TERRENCE DR 
Sun World International 
terrencefrett@gmail.com 
UNITED STATES

FROMMER/BIANCA MISS 
CeBiTec Bielefeld University 
frommer@cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de 
GERMANY

FUENTES/SIGFREDO PROF 
The University of Melbourne 
sigfredo.fuentes@unimelb.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

GALLUSCI/PHILIPPE PROF 
University of Bordeaux 
philippe.gallusci@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

GAUTHIER/PHILIP MR 
Penn State University 
pag5351@psu.edu 
UNITED STATES

GIACOMELLI/LISA MRS 
Fondazione Mach 
lisa.giacomelli@fmach.it 
ITALY

GIORDANO/YANINA DANIELA MISS 
University of Adelaide 
yanina.giordano@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA
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GOUOT/JULIA MISS 
ISVV 
julia.gouot@u-bordeaux.fr 
FRANCE

GOUTHU/SATYANARAYANA DR 
Oregon State University 
gouthus@oregonstate.edu 
UNITED STATES

GOVENDER/VAROOSTHA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
vgovender@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

GRANDO/MARIA STELLA PROF 
Fondazione Edmund Mach 
stella.grando@unitn.it 
ITALY

GRIESSER/MICHAELA DR 
Universität für Bodenkultur Wien  
michaela.griesser@boku.ac.at 
AUSTRIA

GRIMPLET/JÉRÔME DR 
CITA-Aragon 
jgrimplet@cita-aragon.es 
SPAIN

GUCHE/MIKIAS MR 
Università degli Studi di Trento 
mikiasdamtew.guche@unitn.it 
ITALY

HALTGRÄWE/DANIELA DR 
Bielefeld University
dholtgra@cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de 
GERMANY

HERNÁNDEZ/MARÍA M. DR 
La Rioja University 
mara.hernandez@unirioja.es 
SPAIN

HERNÁNDEZ-MONTES/ESTHER DR 
University of Balearic Islands 
esther.hmontes@gmail.com 
SPAIN

HILBERT/GHISLAINE DR 
INRA Centre de Bordeaux-Aquitaine: Villenave d'Ornon, Aquitaine, FR
ghislaine.hilbert@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

HILDEBRAND/HEINRICH DR 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna 
heinrich.hildebrand@students.boku.ac.at 
AUSTRIA

HINRICHSEN/PATRICIO DR 
INIA Chile 
phinrichsen@inia.cl 
CHILE

HIPÓLITO/MEDRANO PROF 
INAGEA 
hipolito.medrano@uib.es 
SPAIN

HOLM/CLARA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
claraholm16@gmail.com 
SOUTH AFRICA

HOLTGRÄWE, DANIELA 
Bielefeld University 
dholtgra@cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de 
GERMANY

IBÁÑEZ/JAVIER DR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV) 
javier.ibanez@icvv.es 
SPAIN

JANOUEIX/ANNE MRS 
EGFV 
anne.janoueix@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

JOLLIFFE/JENNA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
joliffe.jenna@fmach.it 
SOUTH AFRICA

JORDAAN/KERRY-ANN MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
Kerryaj@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

KICHERER/ANNA DR 
JKI 
anna.kicherer@julius-kuehn.de 
GERMANY

KLEB/MELISSA MRS 
Universität Hohenheim 
melissa.kleb@uni-hohenheim.de 
GERMANY

LABARGA/DAVID MR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV) 
dlabarga@larioja.org 
SPAIN

LAGREZE PEREZ/JORGE JAVIER MR 
Università degli Studi di Trento 
jorge.lagrezeperez@unitn.it 
ITALY
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LASHBROOKE/JUSTIN DR 
Stellenbosch University 
jglash@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

LEHR/PATRICK MR
University of Hohenheim 
plehr@uni-hohenheim.de 
GERMANY

LEVIN/ALEC DR 
Oregon State University 
alexander.levin@oregonstate.edu 
UNITED STATES

LI/KUO-TAN PROF 
National Taiwan University 
kuotanli@ntu.edu.tw 
TAIWAN

LICHTER/AMNON DR 
Department of Postharvest Science. The Volcani Center 
vtlicht@agri.gov.il 
ISRAEL

LIJAVETZKY/DIEGO DR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV – CSIC) 
dlijavetzky@gmail.com 
SPAIN

LIU/YIN MISS 
Charles Sturt University  
yinliu@csu.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

LIZAMORE/DARRELL DR 
Bragato Research Institute 
Darrell.Lizamore@bri.co.nz 
NEW ZEALAND

LONDO/JASON DR 
USDA-ARS/Cornell Univ 
jason.londo@ars.usda.gov 
UNITED STATES

LOPES/CARLOS PROF 
Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa 
carlosmlopes@isa.ulisboa.pt 
PORTUGAL

LOUPIT/GRÉGOIRE MR 
EGFV 
gregoire.loupit@u-bordeaux.fr 
FRANCE

LOWE/KRISTIN DR 
Vine Balance Consulting 
kristinmlowe@gmail.com 
UNITED STATES

LUUS/JACO MR 
Stellenbosch University 
jluus1997@gmail.com 
SOUTH AFRICA

MAHLO/MASHOTO MISS 
South African Grape and Wine Research Institute/Department for 
Viticulture and Oenology 
mmahlo@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MALACARNE/GIULIA DR 
Edmund Mach Foundation 
giulia.malacarne@fmach.it 
ITALY

MANDELLI/CHRISTIAN MR 
Oregon State University 
eubankbr@oregonstate.edu 
UNITED STATES

MARGARYAN/KRISTINE DR 
Institute of Molecular Biology NAS RA 
kristinamargaryan@ysu.am 
ARMENIA

MASIKANE/NONKULULEKO NOSIPHO MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
masikane@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MATSIKIDZE/STENFORD MR 
Stellenbosch University 
Matsikidzesn@gmail.com 
SOUTH AFRICA

MATTIVI/FULVIO PROF 
University of Trento 
fulvio.mattivi@unitn.it 
ITALY

MATUS/ JOSÉ TOMÁS DR 
I2SysBio (Institute for Integrative Systems Biology) 
tomas.matus@gmail.com 
SPAIN

MENÉNDEZ/CRISTINA DR 
Universidad de La Rioja- ICVV 
cristina.menendez@unirioja.es 
SPAIN

MIDZI/JOANAH MISS 
University of Adelaide 
joanah.midzi@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

MIETTON/CAMILLE MRS 
SAS Novatech 
camille.mietton@mercier-groupe.com 
FRANCE
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MOELICH/DAWIE MR 
SA Table Grape Industry NPC 
dawie@satgi.co.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MONTEIRO/ELIANA DR 
University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro 
elianaribeiromonteiro@hotmail.com 
PORTUGAL

MOORE/JOHN DR
Stellenbosch University 
moorejp@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MORETTO/MARCO DR 
Fondazione Edmund Mach 
marco.moretto@fmach.it 
ITALY

MOSER/CLAUDIO DR 
Claudio Moser 
claudio.moser@fmach.it 
ITALY

MOSTERT/LIZEL PROF 
Stellenbosch University 
lmost@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MOYO/TUMELO MRS 
Stellenbosch University 
tmoyo@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

MUJTABA/TAHIR MR 
University of verona 
tahir.mujtaba@univr.it 
ITALY

MÜLLNER/SOPHIA DR 
Julius Kuehn Institute 
sophia.muellner@julius-kuehn.de 
SOUTH AFRICA

MUÑOZ-ESPINOZA/CLAUDIA DR 
Center for Plant Biotechnology, Universidad Andrés Bello 
camunoz2009@gmail.com 
CHILE

NAJAFI/SAMANEH MRS 
University of Verona 
samaneh.najafi@univr.it 
ITALY

NAVARRO-PAYÁ/DAVID MR 
I2SYSBIO (UV-CSIC) 
davidnp7@gmail.com 
SPAIN

OLLAT/NATHALIE DR 
INRAE 
nathalie.ollat@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

OR/ETTI DR 
Volcani center, ARO 
vhettior@agri.gov.il 
ISRAEL

PAGAY/VINAY DR 
University of Adelaide 
vinay.pagay@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

PALAI/GIACOMO DR 
University of Pisa 
giacomo.palai@phd.unipi.it 
ITALY

PASTENES/CLAUDIO DR 
Unniversidad de Chile 
cpastene@uchile.cl 
CHILE

PÉREZ-DONOSO/ALONSO PROF 
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile 
agperez@uc.cl 
CHILE

PETTENUZZO/SILVIA MISS 
Università degli Studi di Trento 
silvia.pettenuzzo-1@unitn.it 
ITALY

PEZZOTTI/MARIO PROF 
University of Verona 
mario.pezzotti@univr.it 
ITALY

PILATI/STEFANIA MRS 
Fondazione E. Mach 
stefania.pilati@fmach.it 
SOUTH AFRICA

POBLETE/CARLOS DR 
Stellenbosch University 
cpe@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

POHL/MONJE MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
monjep@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

POINSSOT/BENOIT PROF 
Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté 
benoit.poinssot@inrae.fr 
FRANCE
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PREVITALI/PIETRO MR 
The University of Adelaide 
pietro.previtali@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

PRIETO/JORGE ALEJANDRO DR 
EEA Mendoza, INTA 
prieto.jorge@inta.gob.ar 
ARGENTINA

PROVOST/CAROLINE DR 
Centre de recherche agroalimentaire de Mirabel 
cprovost@cram-mirabel.com 
CANADA

REDONDO-FERNÁNDEZ/VANESA DR 
PROPLANTAE 
proplantae@gmail.com 
SPAIN

REISCH/BRUCE PROF 
Cornell Univ 
bruce.reisch@cornell.edu 
UNITED STATES

RIENTH/MARKUS PROF 
Changins-university of applied science of viticulture and enology 
markus.rienth@changins.ch 
SWITZERLAND

RÖCKEL/FRANCO DR 
Julius Kühn-Institute (JKI) 
franco.roeckel@julius-kuehn.de 
SOUTH AFRICA

RODRIGUEZ-IZQUIERDO/ALBERTO MR 
CSIC-INIA 
alberto.rodriguez@inia.es 
SPAIN

ROGIERS/SUZY MISS 
NSW Department of Primary Industries 
suzy.rogiers@dpi.nsw.gov.au 
AUSTRALIA

ROUDAIRE/THIBAULT MR 
Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté 
thibault.roudaire@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

ROYO/CAROLINA DR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV) 
carolina.royo@icvv.es 
SPAIN

RUBIO/BERNADETTE MRS 
INRAE 
bernadette.rubio@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

RUIZ-GARCIA/LEONOR DR 
IMIDA 
leonor.ruiz@carm.es 
SPAIN

RUSTENHOLZ/CAMILLR DR
INRAE 
camille.rustenholz@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

SALAZAR/CAROLINA MRS 
INSTITUTO DE INVESTIGACIONES AGROPECUARIAS 
carolina.salazar@inia.cl 
CHILE

SAMUELS/LIAM MR 
Stellenbosch University 
ljs@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

SÁNCHEZ/LUIS DR 
EJ Gallo Winery 
luis.sanchez@ejgallo.com 
UNITED STATES

SANTESTEBAN/LUIS GONZAGA DR 
Universidad Pública de Navarra 
gonzaga.santesteban@unavarra.es 
SPAIN

SANTOS/HELENA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
hfsantos@fc.ul.pt 
SOUTH AFRICA

SAVOI/STEFANIA DR 
Montpellier SupAgro 
savoi.stefania@gmail.com 
FRANCE

SERRANO/ M ISABEL DR 
Instituto Murciano de Investigación Agraria y Medioambiental  
serrano@itumgrapes.com 
SPAIN

SETATI/EVODIA PROF 
Stellenbosch University 
setati@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

SHMULEVIZ/RON DR 
University of Verona  
rronsh01@gmail.com  
ITALY

SIVILOTTI/PAOLO PROF 
University of Udine 
paolo.sivilotti@uniud.it 
SOUTH AFRICA
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SMIT/INGRID MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
20992769@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

SMIT/SAMUEL DR 
University of York 
cobus.smit@york.ac.uk 
UNITED STATES

SPENCER/KATARINA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
19967691@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

ŠTAMBUK/PETRA MISS 
Center of Excelence for Biodiversity and Molecular Plant Breeding 
pstambuk@agr.hr 
CROATIA

STOLL/MANFRED PROF 
Hochschule Geisenheim University 
Manfred.Stoll@hs-gm.de 
GERMANY

SUÁREZ-VEGA/FELIPE MR 
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile 
fgsuarez18@gmail.com 
CHILE

SVYANTEK/ANDREJ MR 
North Dakota State University 
h.hatterman.valenti@ndsu.edu 
UNITED STATES

SWART/REINHARD MR 
University of Stellenbosch Department of Viticulture and Oenology 
reinhard@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

TELLO/JAVIER DR 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV) 
javier.tello@icvv.es 
SPAIN

THEUNISSEN/ANANDI MISS
SATI 
19045654@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

THIS/PATRICE  
INRAE, 
UMR AGAP  
patrice.this@inrae.fr 
FRANCE

TÖPFER/REINHARD PROF 
Julius Kühn-Institut 
reinhard.toepfer@julius-kuehn.de 
GERMANY

TORNEL MARTÍNEZ/MANUEL DR 
IMIDA - ITUM 
manuel.tornel@carm.es 
SPAIN

TORNIELLI/GIOVANNI BATTISTA PROF 
University of Verona 
giovannibattista.tornielli@univr.it 
ITALY

TORRES/NAZARETH DR 
Public university of Navarra 
nazareth.torres@unavarra.es 
SPAIN

TYAGI/KAMAL DR 
Agriculture Research Organization , Volcani Canter, Israel tyagi.
kamal6673@gmail.com 
ISRAEL

TYERMAN/STEPHEN PROF 
University of Adelaide 
steve.tyerman@adelaide.edu.au 
AUSTRALIA

UBEREGUI/ESTEFANIA DR 
ITQB NOVA 
uberegui@itqb.unl.pt 
PORTUGAL

VAN DE HEUWEL/JUSTINE PROF 
Cornell University 
justine@cornell.edu 
UNITED STATES

VAN KAN/JAN DR 
Wageningen University 
jan.vankan@wur.nl 
NETHERLANDS

VAN WYNGAARD/ELIZMA MISS 
Stellenbosch University 
elizmavw@sun.ac.za 
SOUTH AFRICA

VANDERWEIDE/JOSH DR 
University of British Columbia 
jvande09@mail.ubc.ca 
CANADA

VARGAS/SEBASTIÁN MR 
Viña Concha y Toro 
sebastian.vargass@conchaytoro.cl 
CHILE

VÉLEZ/SERGIO MR 
University of León 
sevelma@gmail.com 
SPAIN
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